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TWO PRINCIPLES OF EVIDENCE AND THEIR IMPLICATIONS FOR

THE PHILOSOPHY OF SCIENTIFIC METHOD

Gregory Stephen Gandenberger, PhD

University of Pittsburgh, 2015

The notion of evidence is of great importance, but there are substantial disagreements about

how it should be understood. One major locus of disagreement is the Likelihood Principle,

which says roughly that an observation supports a hypothesis to the extent that the hy-

pothesis predicts it. The Likelihood Principle is supported by axiomatic arguments, but the

frequentist methods that are most commonly used in science violate it.

This dissertation advances debates about the Likelihood Principle, its near-corollary the

Law of Likelihood, and related questions about statistical practice. Chapter 2 provides a

new axiomatic proof of the Likelihood Principle that avoids influential responses to previous

proofs. Chapter 3 exhibits the close connection between the Likelihood Principle and the

Law of Likelihood and responds to three purported counterexamples to them. Chapter 4

presents a new counterexample that is more difficult to avoid but argues that it does not

speak against those principles in typical applications.

The next two chapters turn to implications. It is motivated by tension among three

desiderata for a method of evaluating hypotheses in light of data. We would like such

a method to (1) respect the evidential meaning of data, (2) provide direct guidance for

belief or action, and (3) avoid inputs that are not grounded in evidence. Unfortunately,

frequentist methods violate (1) by violating the Likelihood Principle, likelihoodist methods

violate (2) by directly addressing only questions about the evidential meaning of data, and

Bayesian methods violate (3) by using prior probabilities. Chapter 5 sharpens this tension

by arguing that no method that satisfies likelihoodist strictures can provide a genuine rival to
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frequentist and Bayesian methodologies. Chapter 6 argues that many frequentist violations

of the Likelihood Principle are not required by basic frequentist commitments. Those that

are may be permissible for the sake of enabling progress in the presence of highly indefinite

prior beliefs, but they are not mandatory or even strongly motivated. These considerations

support more widespread use of Bayesian methods despite difficulties in specifying prior

probability distributions.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

1.1 EVIDENCE AND THE NORMS OF SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH

In 1985, a team of researchers led by Robert Bartlett at the University of Michigan Medical

Center reported promising results from the first hundred uses of a technique called Extracor-

poreal Membrane Oxygenation (ECMO) for the treatment of respiratory failure in infants.

The patients in the first fifty cases were newborns who had failed to respond to conventional

treatment and were not expected to survive. With ECMO, 54% did survive. The next

fifty were moderate to high-risk patients considered to have no more than a 20% chance of

survival under conventional therapy. With ECMO, 90% survived.

Those results seem to provide good evidence for the superiority of ECMO to conventional

therapy at least for moderate- to high-risk patients. However, they did not satisfy the

conventional standard for establishing the efficacy of a medical treatment: a p-value of no

more than .05 in a randomized clinical trial published in a peer-reviewed journal. The study

was not randomized, meaning that it did not involve using a random process to decide

whether to assign a given patient who met the trial’s entrance criteria to ECMO or to

conventional therapy. In the presence of randomization, standard statistical methods can

be used to control the probability that differences in the baseline characteristics of the two

groups will lead to incorrect conclusions.

After those promising early results, Bartlett et al. attempted to satisfy the conventional

standard for establishing ECMO’s efficacy by running a randomized trial with infants who

were considered to have a 20% chance or less of surviving on conventional therapy. They

were reluctant to use the standard approach to randomization in which each patient is

assigned to a treatment group with equal probability because their previous results seemed

1



to favor ECMO so strongly. Thus, they used an unconventional “randomized play-the-

winner” approach. That approach can be understood in terms of an urn model. The first

patient’s treatment is chosen by a process that has the same stochastic properties as selecting

a ball at random (with equal probabilities) from an urn that contains one black ball and

one red ball, with the black ball leading to ECMO and the red ball leading to conventional

therapy. If a patient survives on a given treatment, then the randomization probabilities

are adjusted in a way that is equivalent to adding a ball to the urn with the color that

leads to that treatment. If the patient does not survive, then a ball of the other color is

added. This approach is continued until the urn contains ten balls of a given color. After

that event, randomization ends and subsequent patients are given the “winning” treatment.

This approach provided a compromise between the needs of future patients, who would

benefit from a careful comparison between ECMO and conventional therapy, and those of

the patients enrolled in the trial, who would benefit from using the treatment with the best

expected outcome on the basis of the evidence that was already available.

In this study, the first neonate was assigned to ECMO and survived. The next was

assigned to conventional therapy and died. The following eight were all assigned to ECMO,

and all survived. For reasons not clearly specified in the trial report, two more patients were

randomly assigned despite the fact that the hypothetical urn already contained ten ECMO

balls. Both received ECMO and survived. Subsequent patients were then given ECMO

without randomization. Of the next ten patients, eight received ECMO and survived, and

two did not receive it and died.1 In total, all nineteen patients who received ECMO survived,

while all five who received conventional therapy died.

Again, these results seem to provide good evidence for the superiority of ECMO but

failed to satisfy the conventional standard of a p-value of .05 or less in a randomized clinical

trial published in a peer-reviewed journal. It was fortunate for the patients in the randomized

phase of the trial that only one received conventional therapy, but the result was that the

p-value of the randomized phase of the trial was .083.

Ware attempted to address this perceived shortcoming in Bartlett et al.’s results by

1It is again unclear why two patients were given conventional therapy after randomization had ceased.
One possibility is a shortage of resources, such as a lack of availability of ECMO machines.
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running a second randomized trial comparing ECMO to conventional therapy. He too used

an unconventional design in an attempt to balance the needs of present and future patients.

His approach was to use standard 50-50 randomization until four patients died under either

treatment, and then to switch to the treatment that did not produce the four deaths. In the

randomized phase of the trial, four of ten patients given conventional therapy died, compared

to zero of nine given ECMO. Twenty more were given ECMO in the nonrandomized phase,

and all but one survived.

Yet again, these results seem to provide good evidence for the efficacy of ECMO but

failed to satisfy the conventional standard of a p-value of .05 or less in a randomized clinical

trial published in a peer-reviewed journal: the randomized portion had a p-value of .054

[Begg, 1989].

A third trial with conventional randomization was carried out between 1988 and 1992.

It resulted in one death among fifteen patients treated with ECMO and six deaths among

thirteen given conventional therapy [Gross et al., 1994]. This trial seems to have been at

least somewhat justified in that it focused on infants born in small hospitals who would need

to be transferred to large medical centers for ECMO but not for conventional therapy.

This third trial did yield a p-value of less than .05 in a randomized clinical trial, but

it was published only in conference proceedings. As a result, yet another conventionally

randomized trial was carried out, by the UK Collaborative ECMO Group [1996]. The trial

protocol called for a sample size of three hundred patients but allowed for a data monitoring

committee to end the trial for early evidence of risk or harm. Not surprisingly, the trial was

terminated before the planned sample size of three hundred was reached because of strong

early evidence of ECMO’s superiority. In the end, thirty of ninety-three infants treated with

ECMO died, compared to fifty-four out of ninety-two treated with conventional therapy.

This trial too failed to reach the frequentist gold standard! Because the recommendations

of the data-monitoring committee and decisions of the trial steering committee are not

governed by a strict protocol, the probability of getting a result more extreme than the one

observed if in fact both treatments are equally effective—the p-value—lacks an objectively

well-specified value. Thankfully, it was nevertheless accepted as conclusive.

One lesson to draw from this example is that how we think about evidence matters.

3



Each trial was arguably justified on the view that telling evidence requires a result with a

p-value of .05 or less from a study that has withstood the scrutiny necessary for publication

in a peer-reviewed journal. According to prominent Bayesian and likelihoodist commenters,

at most the first randomized trial was needed [Royall, 1989; Berry, 1989]. In all of these

trials together, thirty-one out of 156 infants treated with ECMO died (20%), compared

to sixty-nine out of 120 given conventional therapy (58%). If the 120 given conventional

therapy had been given ECMO instead and 20% of them had survived, then forty-five infants’

lives would have been saved—not to mention the many infants outside the trials who died

under conventional therapy despite the favorability of the available data toward ECMO’s

superiority.

Another lesson is that the conventional standard for telling evidence in medical research

(as well as many other areas of science) has some features that are at best highly questionable.

It ignores trials that are not randomized or are not published in peer-reviewed journals. It

does not allow for evidence to accumulate across studies.2 It has an arbitrary cutoff that is

insensitive to the stakes. And it uses p-values, which are sensitive to some considerations

that are arguably irrelevant to the evidential import of the data, such as the intentions of

the experimenters about when to end data collection.

The conventional standard is a frequentist one, but it goes beyond basic frequentist com-

mitments. It is exactly the kind of mindless, recipe-like approach that frequentist pioneers

Neyman, Pearson, and Fisher all rejected [Gigerenzer, 2004, 321–2], using the same cutoff

for statistical significance in all cases and refusing to draw any inferences not licensed by an

explicit statistical procedure (such as inferences that depend on informally considering the

cumulative force of multiple suggestive but non-conclusive results). Thus, we should not be

too quick to pin this debacle on frequentism itself. However, it is worth asking whether or

not basic frequentist commitments were part of the problem and if so what can be done to

improve statistical thinking.

2The “gold standard” of a p-value of .05 or less in a randomized trial published in a peer-reviewed journal
has arguably been superseded by the “platinum standard” of approval by meta-analysis of randomized trials.
Meta-analysis does allow evidence to accurmulate across studies and would have been valuable in the ECMO
case. However, it faces challenges of its own; see [Stegenga, 2011] for a critical appraisal.
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1.2 STATISTICAL INFERENCE AND SCIENTIFIC INFERENCE

Probability theory and statistics are both concerned with the relationship between the

stochastic properties of data-generating mechanisms3 and the data those mechanisms pro-

duce. Probability theory addresses direct inference problems, which involve using information

about the stochastic properties of a data-generating mechanism to determine the probability

that it will generate a certain kind of data in a particular case. For instance, it can be used

to determine the probability that a coin that has equal probabilities of landing heads or tails

on a given toss will land heads five times in a row at least once in a series of fifty independent

tosses. Probability theory also addresses questions about what kinds of properties a data-

generating mechanism must have in order for its probability of producing a particular kind

of data to have a particular stochastic property. A famous example is the birthday problem:

assuming that birthdays are uniformly distributed over the three-hundred sixty-five days

of the calendar (ignoring leap years), how many people must there be in a group for the

probability that two of them share a birthday to be at least one half?

Statistics, by contrast, is concerned with inverse inference problems : given some data and

information about the circumstances in which it was produced, estimate or infer stochastic

properties of the data-generating mechanism. For instance, it addresses questions like, “given

that this coin landed heads sixty times in one hundred independent flips, should we reject

the hypothesis that it has probability .5 of landing heads in a given toss?” and “What

percentage of the votes should we expect the Republican candidate for president to receive

in the next election, given that 538 out of 1000 said that they planned to vote for her in a

recent telephone survey?”

Within probability theory, there is debate about how probabilistic statements should be

understood but little debate about how direct inference should proceed: it should proceed

deductively from Kolmogorov’s axioms. The only disagreements about calculations that

arise concern cases involving infinite disjunctions and probability-zero conditioning events

3Some subjective Bayesians de Finetti, 1975 would object to these characterizations, maintaining that
“stochastic properties” are a fiction and that probabilistic statements should be interpreted exclusively in
terms of subjective degrees of belief. Nevertheless, the notion of a stochastic property is sufficiently well-
entrenched to be useful for fixing ideas.
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[Seidenfeld, 2001], both of which can generally be avoided in practice. Within statistics, by

contrast, there are constantly raging debates about how inverse inference should proceed.

The two dominant approaches to statistical inference are Bayesian and frequentist.

Bayesians assimilate statistics to probability theory by assigning probabilities to all proposi-

tions, updating those probabilities in light of new data through conditionalization, and using

decision theory to decide what inferences to draw and what estimates to give. For instance,

suppose that one is asked whether or not one rejects the hypothesis that a particular coin

is fair given that it landed heads sixty times in one hundred tosses. A Bayesian would typ-

ically4 proceed by assigning a prior probability Pr(fair) to the hypothesis that the coin is

fair—not yet taking into account the sixty heads in one hundred tosses—and then updating

that probability on the datum H = 60 according to Bayes’s theorem:

Pr(fair|H = 60) =
Pr(H = 60|fair) Pr(fair)

Pr(H = 60)
(1.1)

Calculating Pr(H = 60|fair) is a straightforward exercise in direct inference. Calculating

Pr(H = 60) is not. One way to proceed is to assign a prior probability distribution f over the

whole set of possible biases the coin might have and then using the formula Pr(H = 60) =∫
Pr(H = 60|bias = p)f(bias = p)dp. Having calculated Pr(fair|H = 60) in this way, one

could then use the tools of decision theory to decide whether or not to reject the hypothesis

that the coin is fair, for instance by calculating the expected utility of that action.

Frequentists reject this approach because they reject assigning probabilities to hypotheses

indiscriminately, at least in scientific contexts. Historically, they have insisted that proba-

bility statements have an objective interpretation in terms of either propensities or long-run

frequencies. However, one could be a frequentist in the relevant sense while maintaining

that probability statements should be interpreted in terms of personal degrees of belief by

maintaining that only personal degrees of belief that are objectively well-grounded are scien-

tifically legitimate. The word “frequentist” is less than ideal in this context because it refers

both to a body or views and practices having to do with inverse inference and to a view

4I write “typically” because Bayesians need not reason in this sequential way, although they typically
do. A Bayesian could in principle have direct introspective access to both his or her prior and posterior
probabilities without the need to calculate the latter from the former, for instance. Bayesian norms require
only that prior and posterior probabilities be related as Bayes’s theorem dictates.
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about the proper interpretation of probability statements. My concern in this dissertation is

with inverse inference rather than with interpretations of probability, so I use “frequentist”

in the former sense throughout, unless otherwise noted.

Frequentists deny the legitimacy of assigning probabilities to hypotheses that are not

themselves about the outcomes of a data-generating process with given stochastic properties,

as most of the hypotheses that are considered in science are not. For that reason, they cannot

assimilate inverse inference to direct inference as Bayesians do. They must find some other

way to proceed. To a first approximation, they look for methods that would perform well in

repeated applications in the long run no matter what the truth may be.

Consider again the question whether or not one should reject the hypothesis that a

particular coin is fair on the basis of the fact that it produced sixty heads in one hundred

flips. Suppose that the alternative hypothesis of interest is that the probability of heads on

a given flip is greater than .5. Then a frequentist would typically proceed by designating

p ≤ .5 the “null hypothesis” H0 and p > .5 the “alternative hypothesis” Ha. He or she would

then go through the following steps:

1. Choose the maximum probability of Type I error that one is willing to accept.

To commit a Type I error is to reject the null hypothesis when it is true. The maximum

probability of Type I error that one should be willing to accept depends on how costly a

Type I error would be. Frequentists can choose any value here that they want, but 1%

and especially 5% are conventional.

2. Find the test (it it exists) that has the lowest rate of Type II error for any

departure from H0 among all tests that have no more than the desired rate

of Type I error. To commit a Type II error is to fail to reject the null hypothesis

when it is false. Such a “uniformly most powerful” test does exist in typical cases when

testing a “one-sided” hypothesis of the form φ ≤ a (or φ ≥ a) against a hypothesis of

the form φ > a (or φ < a), but not when testing a “point hypothesis” of the form φ = a

against the “two-sided” alternative φ 6= a. Frequentists appeal to further, somewhat ad

hoc criteria (such as symmetry considerations) to chose among tests when no uniformly

most powerful test exists.
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Frequentist procedures are often described in terms of p-values. The p-value of a result

is the probability that the experiment that produced it would produce a result “at least

as extreme” as it under the null hypothesis. The phrase “at least as extreme as” here has

multiple interpretations; happily, those interpretations coincide in many standard cases. It

turns out that in those cases, a test that rejects the null hypothesis if and only if the p-value

of the observed result is α or less has Type I error rate α. Thus, the conventional approach

of requiring a p-value of .05 or less to reject a null hypothesis is tantamount to requiring a

5% Type I error rate.

The concepts of alternative hypotheses and Type I and Type II error rates were intro-

duced by Neyman and Pearson [1928], [1933]. Their primary aim was to provide a rationale

for techniques that had already been develop by R. A. Fisher. Fisher seemed initially to

accept their work [Fisher, 1934] but later became hostile [Fisher, 1955] toward it. He thought

of p-values as quantifying the evidence in the data against the null hypothesis rather than

as providing the basis for a procedure justified by its long-run operating characteristics. He

considered Neyman and Pearson’s focus on long-run operating characteristics appropriate

perhaps for quality-control procedures in an industrial setting, but not for scientific research.

Fisher later developed the “fiducial approach,” which ascribes probabilities to hypotheses

in light of data without the use of prior probabilities. He never developed a full-fledged theory

of this approach, and there is currently a fair degree of consensus among statisticians and

philosophers of statistics that it was misconceived [Seidenfeld, 1992].

Some of Fisher’s ideas live on in the likelihoodist approach. Followers of this approach

attempt to provide a “third way” to do statistics that combines the most attractive features of

the frequentist and Bayesian approaches. Like frequentist methods, likelihoodist approaches

avoid the use of prior probabilities. Like Bayesian methods, they conform to the Likelihood

Principle. This principle says that the evidential import of a datum with respect to a set of

hypotheses depends only on the probabilities that those hypotheses ascribe to that datum.

More precisely, it says that the evidential import of the body of data E with respect to he

set of hypotheses Y depends only on Pr(E|H) as H varies over Y. This principle rules out

methods based on p-values, which are sensitive to the probabilities that the hypotheses being

considered ascribe to hypotheses more extreme than the one that was observed.
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The primary tool of the likelihoodist approach is the Law of Likelihood, which says

that body of data E favors hypothesis H1 over hypothesis H2 if and only if the likelihood

ratio L = Pr(E|H1)/Pr(E|H2) is greater than one, with L measuring the degree of favoring.

Likelihoodists report likelihood ratios and likelihood functions (that is, Pr(E|H) as a function

of H) as a way of quantifying the evidence in the data.

The primary obstacle to widespread acceptance of the likelihoodist approach is that it is

not a theory of inference or decision, but only of evidence. It is not clear what one is to do

with the output of likelihoodist methods if not use them for Bayesian updating or frequentist

testing.

Bayesian, frequentist, and likelihoodist approaches are most easily used with a set of

simple statistical hypotheses—that is, a set of hypotheses each of which entails a definite

probability distribution over the possible outcomes of a given experiment. They can be

extended, with some difficulties, to complex statistical hypotheses—that is, disjunctions of

simple statistical hypotheses. Simple and complex statistical hypotheses are important in

science, but they do not exhaust its content. For instance, the theory that all life on earth

evolved from a common ancestor is relevant to the observation that small islands generally

have more endemic species than large continents but does not confer a definite probability

on that observation.

The Bayesian approach is nicely unified in that it involves using the same basic approach

for statistical and non-statistical hypotheses: assign prior probabilities and update using

Bayes’s theorem. The difference between statistical and non-statistical hypotheses is simply

that the likelihood function Pr(E|H) is entailed by H when H is a simple statistical hypoth-

esis and by H together with a probability distribution over H and simple alternatives to it

when H is a complex statistical hypotheses, but is not entailed by H when H is a substantive

hypothesis.

There is no consensus on how to think about substantive hypotheses from a frequentist

perspective. Perhaps the most well-articulated theory is Deborah Mayo’s, according to which

the same general principle applies to all hypotheses: good evidence for them comes from

their passing severe tests, which means that a data-generating procedure produces results fit

them to well to a degree that would be unlikely if they were false. On this account, severe
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testing of “high-level” scientific theories somehow arises out of severe testing of its lower-level

consequences [2009b].

Likelihoodists are also divided on how to handle substantive hypotheses. Edwards, for

instance, does not accept probability statements that do not have frequency interpretations,

and so is generally unwilling to contemplate probabilities conditional on substantive hy-

potheses [1972, xv]. Royall and Sober, on the other hand, are more liberal in the kinds of

probability statements they are willing to consider (see e.g. Royall 1997, 13, Sober 2008,

26). Sober in particular requires only that probabilities be “empirically well-grounded,” and

he considers in some detail how the available evidence bears on the substantive theories of

evolution and of intelligent design according to the Law of Likelihood.

In summary, statistical inference is about inferring the stochastic properties of a data-

generating mechanism from the data it generates. Frequentists and Bayesians provide dif-

ferent approaches to statistical inference, and likelihoodists provide a third approach that

eschews inference in favor of merely characterizing data as evidence. These approaches can

be extended to provide more general theories of inductive inference for science, but those

extensions involve some difficulties.

1.3 THE LIKELIHOOD PRINCIPLE AND ITS BEARING ON

METHODOLOGY

Much of the debate among frequentists, Bayesians, and likelihoodists has centered on the

correct interpretation of probability and the legitimacy of using personal probabilities in

science. However, these debates can be approached from a different direction. Frequentist

methods violate the Likelihood Principle, while likelihoodist methods and Bayesian updating

do not. Thus, frequentists seem to be committed either to different ideas about evidence

than likelihoodists and Bayesians or to the preeminence of other kinds of considerations

(such as the control of Type I and Type II error rates) over evidential ones.

The Likelihood Principle has been much debated among statisticians. It came to promi-

nence in 1962 when Allan Birnbaum showed that it follows from two principles to which
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frequentist statisticians appear to be committed. Many responses to Birnbaum’s proof have

been given since then. Durbin [1970] and Kalbfleisch [1975] argued for restricting its premises

in ways that suffice to block the proof while purportedly preserving what is compelling about

them from frequentist and pre-theoretic perspectives. Joshi [1990] and more recently Mayo

[2014] have argued that the proof is actually invalid. Birnbaum himself thought that a con-

cept of evidence should both conform to the Likelihood Principle and provide frequentist

guarantees about long-run performance. He took the fact that those desiderata cannot both

be satisfied by the same concept to show that our concept of evidence is “anomalous” [1964].

Frequentists have attempted not only to undermine purported proofs of the Likelihood

Principle, but also to defeat it by counterexamples. Most of those counterexamples are in

fact directed more immediately against the Law of Likelihood than the Likelihood Principle.

However, they are at least prima facie counterexamples to the Likelihood Principle because

are fairly persuasive arguments from the Likelihood Principle to the Law of Likelihood.

Settling the debate about the Likelihood Principle is only a first step toward settling

debates about statistical methods. There are at least two further issues. First, likelihoodist

and Bayesian methods both conform to the Likelihood Principle. The choice between them

depends on one’s willingness to assign prior probabilities to hypotheses and one’s view about

the adequacy of an approach that merely quantifies degrees of evidential favoring. Second,

Frequentist methods violate the Likelihood Principle, but one could support their use while

accepting the Likelihood Principle by maintaining that what matters is not respecting evi-

dential equivalence but using techniques that control long-run rates of Type I and Type II

error.

1.4 THE CONTRIBUTIONS MADE BY THIS DISSERTATION

This dissertation addresses the issues just sketched. Chapters 1–3 argue for the Likelihood

Principle while Chapters 4 and 5 argue for its pro-Bayesian implications.

Chapter 1 provides a new proof of the Likelihood Principle that avoids analogues of

Durbin and Kalbfleisch’s responses to Birnbaum’s proof. It also argues that Joshi and
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Mayo’s claim that Birnbaum’s proof is invalid rests on a misreading of his premises. Chapter

2 addresses three purported counterexamples to the Likelihood Principle and/or the Law of

Likelihood that are not adequately addressed in the current literature. Chapter 3 discusses

a new counterexample to the Law of Likelihood that exploits Borel’s paradox and provides

possible responses.

Chapter 4 develops the argument that the likelihoodist approach is inadequate because

it merely characterizes data as evidence without thereby providing guidance about what one

should believe or do. Chapter 5 argues against the idea that appeals to long-run performance

favor the use of frequentist methods even though evidential considerations do not.

In the end, I argue that the evidential import of a body of data for a set of hypotheses

depends only on the associated likelihood function, but that it is not possible to provide an

adequate methodology for the post-data evaluation of scientific hypotheses on the basis of

likelihood functions alone. It follows that it is not possible to provide an adequate method-

ology for the post-data evaluation of scientific hypotheses on the basis of evidential import

alone. I argue further that considerations of long-run performance actually favor the use of

methods that respect evidential equivalence understood in this way. Of course, the leading

contender for a methodology of this kind that is not based on the evidential import of data

alone is the Bayesian approach, which uses prior probabilities as well as likelihood functions.

Thus, this dissertation provides support for the use of Bayesian methods in science.

I will now proceed to offer a new axiomatic proof of the Likelihood Principle that avoids

influential objections to previous such proofs.
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2.0 A NEW PROOF OF THE LIKELIHOOD PRINCIPLE

2.1 INTRODUCTION

Allan Birnbaum showed in his [1962] that the Likelihood Principle follows from the conjunc-

tion of the Sufficiency Principle and the Weak Conditionality Principle.1,2 The Sufficiency

Principle and the Weak Conditionality Principle are intuitively appealing, and some common

frequentist practices appear to presuppose them. Yet frequentist methods violate the Like-

lihood Principle, while likelihoodist methods and Bayesian conditioning do not. As a result,

many statisticians and philosophers have regarded Birnbaum’s proof as a serious challenge

to frequentist methods and a promising “sales tactic” for Bayesian methods.3

1Birnbaum calls the principles he uses simply the Sufficiency Principle and the Conditionality Principle.
Dawid [1977] distinguishes between weak and strong versions of the Sufficiency Principle, but this distinction
is of little interest: to my knowledge, no one accepts the Weak Sufficiency Principle but not the Strong Suf-
ficiency Principle. The distinction between weak and strong versions of the Conditionality Principle (due to
Basu [1975]) is of much greater interest: the Weak Conditionality Principle is much more intuitively obvious,
and Kalbfleisch’s influential response to Birnbaum’s proof (discussed in Section 2.3) involves rejecting the
Strong Conditionality Principle but not the Weak Conditionality Principle.

2The Conditionality Principle Birnbaum states in his [1962] is actually the Strong Conditionality Principle,
but the proof he gives requires only the weak version. Birnbaum strengthens his proof in a later paper [1972]
by showing that the logically weaker Mathematical Equivalence Principle can take the place of the Weak
Sufficiency Principle. I present Birnbaum’s proof using the Weak Sufficiency Principle rather than the
Mathematical Equivalence Principle because the former is easier to understand and replacing it with the
latter does not address any important objections to the proof.

3See for instance Birnbaum [1962], p. 272; Savage [1962], p. 307; Berger and Wolpert [1988], pp. 65–6;
Mayo [1996], p. 391, fn. 17; and Grossman [2011a], p. 8, among many others. Birnbaum himself continued to
favour frequentist methods even as he refined his proof of the Likelihood Principle [1970b]. He claims that the
fact that frequentist principles conflict with the Likelihood Principle indicates that our concept of evidence
is “anomalous” [1964]. I regard the frequentist principles that conflict with the Likelihood Principle (such
the Weak Repeated Sampling Principle from Cox and Hinkley [1974], pp. 45–6) not as plausible constraints
on the notion of evidence, but rather as articulating potential reasons to use frequentist methods despite the
fact that they fail to track evidential import in accordance with the intuitions that lead to the Likelihood
Principle. This view differs from Birnbaum’s only in how it treats words like “evidence” and “evidential
import,” but this verbal change helps to clarify matters that Birnbaum obscures.
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Most frequentist responses to Birnbaum’s proof fall into one of three categories: (1)

proposed restrictions on its premises, (2) allegations that it is fallacious, and (3) objections

to the framework within which it is expressed. In this chapter I respond to objections in

categories (1) and (2). In Section 2.2, I give a new proof of the Likelihood Principle that

avoids responses in category (1). In Section 2.3, I explain that analogues of the minimal

restrictions on Birnbaum’s premises that are adequate to block his proof are not adequate

to block the new proof. The responses in category (2) apply to this new proof as well, but

I argue in Section 2.4 that those responses are mistaken. Arguments in category (3) have

been less influential because standard frequentist theories presuppose the same framework

that Birnbaum uses. For objections to theories that use a different framework, see Berger

and Wolpert [1988], pp. 47–64.

I see little hope for a frequentist in trying to show that Birnbaum’s proof and the new

proof given here are unsound, but there is room to question the use of these proofs as

objections to frequentist methods. The Likelihood Principle as Birnbaum (e.g. [1962],

p. 271) and I formulate it says roughly that two experimental outcomes are evidentially

equivalent if they have proportional likelihood functions. It does not say that one should

use methods that would draw the same conclusions from either of two bodies of data that

have proportional likelihood functions. This further claim requires a further argument, such

as the one I provide in Chapter 6. The assumption that a method of inference should not

be used if it can produce different outputs given evidentially equivalent inputs is intuitively

plausible, but not trivially obvious. It is at best a slight oversimplification: frequentist

methods are useful even if Bayesian methods are normative because frequentist methods

often provide adequate, computationally efficient approximations to Bayesian methods. In

addition, although idealized Bayesian conditioning conforms to the Likelihood Principle,

the Bayesian methods that statisticians actually use in fact violate the Likelihood Principle

as well, albeit in subtle ways that generally have little or no effect on the results of their

analyses.4 More importantly, the assumption presupposes an “evidentialist” epistemology

4I say that a method of inference violates a sufficient condition for evidential equivalence such as the
Likelihood Principle if in some possible situation it would produce different outputs depending on which
datum it receives among a set of data that the principle implies are evidentially equivalent without a difference
in utilities, prior opinions, or background knowledge. I say that a method that does not violate a given
condition of this kind conforms to it. In theory, subjective Bayesians conform to the Likelihood Principle
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that some statisticians and philosophers reject. For instance, frequentist pioneers Jerzy

Neyman and Egon Pearson claim that frequentist methods should be interpreted not in

evidential terms but simply as decision rules warranted by their long-run performance (e.g.

[1933], pp. 290–1).5 The use of the Likelihood Principle as an objection to frequentist

methods simply begs the question against this view. Many frequentists regard the Neyman-

Pearson approach as too “behavioristic” for use in science (e.g. Fisher [1955]), but there

are “conditional frequentist” approaches (initiated by Kiefer [1977]) that attempt to address

this problem by ensuring that the measure of long-run performance used is relevant to

the particular application in question. I do not claim that evidentialism is false or that

conditional frequentism is viable, but only that those who would use the Likelihood Principle

as an argument against frequentist methods need to account for such views.

Proofs of the Likelihood Principle have implications for the philosophy of statistics and

perhaps for statistical practice even if they do not warrant the claim that frequentist methods

should not be used. The Likelihood Principle does imply that evidential frequentism—the

view that frequentist methods track the evidential import of data—is false.6 This conclusion

is relevant to debates internal to frequentism that plausibly hinge on whether frequentist

methods should be understood as tracking evidential import, as decision rules justified by

by updating their belief in H upon learning E by the formula Pnew(H) = Pold(H|E) = Pold(H)P (E|H)∑
i P (E|Hi)Pold(Hi)

,

where i ranges over an index set of the set of hypotheses under consideration. (The sum becomes an integral
in the case of continuous hypothesis spaces.) Thus, Pnew(H) depends on E only through the likelihoods
P (E|Hi), as conforming to the Likelihood Principle requires. In practice, subjective Bayesians typically
use methods that depend on the sampling distribution to estimate an expert’s Pold(H), such as methods
that involve fitting a prior distribution that is conjugate to the sampling distribution. Objective Bayesians
use priors that depend on the sampling distribution in order to achieve some aim such as maximizing a
measure of the degree to which the posterior distribution depends on the data rather than the prior, as in
the reference Bayesian approach (Berger [2006] p. 394). Some contemporary Bayesians (e.g. the authors
of Gelman et al. [2003], pp. 157–96) also endorse model-checking procedures that violate the Likelihood
Principle more drastically. It is worth noting that neither subjective nor objective Bayesians violate the
Likelihood Principle in a different sense of “violates” than the one used here, even when checking their
models: they do not allow information not contained in the likelihood of the observed data to influence the
inferences they draw conditional on a model (Gelman [2012]). But they generally do allow the sampling
distribution of the experiment (for instance, whether the experiment is binomial or negative binomial) to
influence their choice of a model, and thereby potentially influence the conclusions they reach.

5Incidentally, there is evidence that Pearson was never fully committed to this view (Mayo [1992]).
6I take it that what makes a method frequentist is that it would provide some kind of guarantee about

long-run performance in repeated applications to the same experiment with varying data, which requires that
its outputs depend on the probabilities of unobserved sample points in violation of the Likelihood Principle.
I also take it that a method that violates a true sufficient condition for evidential equivalence thereby fails
to track evidential import.
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their operating characteristics, or in some other way (Mayo [1985]). Topics of such debates

include the use of accept/reject rules rather than p values, predesignation rules, stopping

rules, randomized tests, and the use of conditional procedures.

A few technical notes are in order before proceeding. I assume that inferences are being

performed in the context of a statistical model of the form (X ,Θ,P), where X is a finite

sample space of (possibly vector-valued) points {x}, Θ a possibly uncountable parameter

space of (possibly vector-valued) points {θ}, and P a family of probability distributions

Pθ over X indexed by θ.7 Against standard practice in the philosophy of science, I follow

Birnbaum (e.g. [1962], pp. 269–70) and others writers in the literature about the Likelihood

Principle in using the term “experiment” to refer to any data-generating process with such

a model, even when that process is not manipulated.8 I assume that P contains all of the

hypotheses of interest. The model may also include a prior probability distribution over Θ

and/or a utility/loss function defined on the Cartesian product of Θ and a set of possible

outputs. Following Grossman [2011b], p. 561, I assume that the choice of experiments is not

informative about θ.9

The assumption that sample spaces are finite restricts the scope of the proof given here,

but this fact is not a serious problem for at least two reasons. First, infinite sample spaces

are merely convenient idealizations. Real measuring devices have finite precision, and real

measurable quantities are bounded even if our knowledge of their bounds is vague.10 Second,

the view that the Likelihood Principle holds for experiments with finite sample spaces but

not for infinite sample spaces is implausible, unappealing, and insufficient to save evidential

frequentism. Thus, a proof of the Likelihood Principle for experiments with finite sample

7Although I refer to Θ as a parameter space, it is really nothing more than an index set. P need not be a
parametric family; that is, it need not be possible to characterize the elements of P by means of a relatively
simple equation written in terms of θ.

8This broad use of the term “experiment” is not ideal, but there is no alternative that is obviously better.
A nontechnical term such as “observational situation” fails to convey the presence of a statistical model.
Grossman’s term “merriment” ([2011a], p. 63) is not widely recognized.

9I do not follow Grossman ([2011b], p. 561) in assuming that utilities are either independent of the
observation or unimportant. This restriction is needed when the Likelihood Principle is formulated as a
claim about what kinds of methods should be used, but not when it is formulated as a sufficient condition
for two outcomes to be evidentially equivalent.

10For instance, we might model the entry of customers into a bank as a Poisson process, but we would not
take seriously the implication of this model that with positive probability ten billion customers will enter the
bank in one second. The model neglects constraints such as the sizes of the bank and of the world population
that become relevant only far out in the tails of the distribution.
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spaces would be sufficient for present purposes even if there were actual experiments with

truly infinite sample spaces. Moreover, it seems likely that the proof given here could be

extended to experiments with continuous sample spaces, as Berger and Wolpert extend

Birnbaum’s proof ([1988], pp. 32–6). Attempting to extend the proof given here in this way

would be an interesting technical exercise, but for the reasons just discussed it would not be

either philosophically or practically illuminating.

Birnbaum’s proof is more elegant than the proof given here, and its premises are easier to

grasp. On the other hand, the new proof is safe against natural responses to Birnbaum’s proof

that have been influential. Thus, while Birnbaum’s proof may have more initial persuasive

appeal than the proof given here, the new proof is better able to withstand critical scrutiny.

2.2 THE NEW PROOF

I show in this section that the Likelihood Principle follows from the conjunction of the Exper-

imental Conditionality Principle and what I call the Weak Ancillary Realizability Principle.

In the next section I display the advantages this proof has over Birnbaum’s.

Both the Experimental Conditionality Principle and the Weak Ancillary Realizability

Principle appeal to the notion of a mixture experiment. A mixture experiment consists of

using a random process to select one of a set of component experiments and then performing

the selected experiment, where the component experiments share a common index set Θ that

is independent of the selection process. For instance, one might flip a coin to decide which of

two thermometers to use for a measurement that will be used to test a particular hypothesis,

and then perform that measurement and the associated test. A non-mixture experiment is

called minimal. A mixture experiment with two minimal, equiprobable components is called

simple.

Roughly speaking, the Experimental Conditionality Principle says that the outcome of a

mixture experiment is evidentially equivalent to the corresponding outcome of the component

experiment actually performed. The Weak Ancillary Realizability Principle says that the

outcome of a minimal experiment is evidentially equivalent to the corresponding outcome of
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a two-stage mixture experiment with an isomorphic sampling distribution.

The Experimental Conditionality Principle can be expressed more formally as follows:

The Experimental Conditionality Principle. For any outcome x of any component
E′ of any mixture experiment E, Ev(E, (E′, x)) = Ev(E′, x).

where “Ev(E, x)” refers to the “evidential import” of outcome x of experiment E, and

“(E, (E ′, x))” refers to outcome x of component E ′ of mixture experiment E. “Evidential

import” is an undefined primitive notion that principles like those discussed in this chapter

are intended partially to explicate. In words, the Experimental Conditionality Principle says

that the evidential import of the outcome of an experiment does not depend on whether

that experiment is performed by itself or as part of a mixture.

The Experimental Conditionality Principle has considerable intuitive appeal: denying it

means accepting that the appropriate evidential interpretation of an experiment can depend

on whether another experiment that was not performed had a chance of being performed.

If this claim does not seem odd in the abstract, then consider it in the case of the following

example:

Example 2.1. Suppose you work in a laboratory that contains three thermometers, T1, T2,
and T3. All three thermometers produce measurements that are normally distributed about
the true temperature being measured. The variance of T1’s measurements is equal to that
of T2’s but much smaller than that of T3’s. T1 belongs to your colleague John, so he always
gets to use it. T2 and T3 are common lab property, so there are frequent disputes over the
use of T2. One day, you and another colleague both want to use T2, so you toss a fair coin
to decide who gets it. You win the toss and take T2. That day, you and John happen to
be performing identical experiments that involve testing whether the temperature of your
respective indistinguishable samples of some substance is greater than 0°C or not. John
uses T1 to measure his sample and finds that his result is just statistically significantly
different from 0°. John celebrates and begins making plans to publish his result. You use
T2 to measure your sample and happen to measure exactly the same value as John. You
celebrate as well and begin to think about how you can beat John to publication. “Not
so fast,” John says. “Your experiment was different from mine. I was bound to use T1 all
along, whereas you had only a 50% chance of using T2. You need to include that fact in
your calculations. When you do, you’ll find that your result is no longer significant.”

According to radically “behavioristic” forms of frequentism, John may be correct. You

performed a mixture experiment by flipping a coin to decide which of two thermometers to
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use, and thus which of two component experiments to perform. The uniformly most powerful

level α test11 for that mixture experiment does not consist of performing the uniformly most

powerful level α test for whichever component experiment is actually performed. Instead, it

involves accepting probability of Type I error greater than α when T3 is used in exchange for

a probability of Type I error less than α when T2 is used, in such a way that the probability

of Type I error for the mixture experiment as a whole remains α (see Cox [1958], p. 360).

Most statisticians, including most frequentists, reject this line of reasoning. It seems sus-

picious for at least three reasons. First, the claim that your measurement warrants different

conclusions from John’s seems bizarre. They are numerically identical measurements from

indistinguishable samples of the same substance made using measuring instruments with the

same stochastic properties. The only difference between your procedures is that John was

“bound” to use the thermometer he used, whereas you had a 50% chance of using a less pre-

cise thermometer. It seems odd to claim that the fact that you could have used a instrument

other than the one you actually used is relevant to the interpretation of the measurement

you actually got using the instrument you actually used. Second, the claim that John was

“bound” to use T1 warrants scrutiny. Suppose that he had won that thermometer on a bet

he made ten years ago that he had a 50% chance of winning, and that if he hadn’t won that

bet, he would have been using T3 for his measurements. According to his own reasoning,

this fact would mean that his result is not statistically significant after all.12 The implication

that one might have to take into account a bet made ten years ago that has nothing to do

with the system of interest to analyze John’s experiment is hard to swallow. In fact, this

problem is much deeper than the fanciful example of John winning the thermometer in a

bet would suggest. If John’s use of T1 as opposed to some other thermometer with different

stochastic properties was a nontrivial result of any random process at any point in the past

11A uniformly most powerful test of significance level α is a test that maximises the probability of rejecting
the null hypothesis under each simple component of the alternative hypothesis among all tests that would
reject the null hypothesis with probability no greater than α if the null hypothesis were true.

12One could argue that events like outcomes of coin tosses are determined by the laws of physics and
relevant initial conditions anyway, so that both you and John were bound to use the thermometer you
actually did use. However, applying the same argument to any appeal to randomness that does not arise
from genuine indeterminism would undermine frequentist justifications based on sampling distributions in
most cases. In addition, this argument could be avoided by replacing the coin toss in the example with a
truly indeterministic process such as (let us suppose) radioactive decay.
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that was independent of the temperature being measured, then the denial of Weak Condi-

tionality Principle as applied to this example implies that John analyzed his data using a

procedure that fails to track evidential import.13 Third, at the time of your analysis you

know which thermometer you received. How could it be better epistemically to fail to take

that knowledge into account?

It is sometimes said (e.g. Wasserman [2012]) that an argument for the Weak Condition-

ality Principle like the one just given involves a hasty generalization from a single example.

However, the purpose of the example is merely to make vivid the intuition that features of

experiments that could have been but were not performed are irrelevant to the evidential

import of the outcome of the experiment that actually was performed. The intuition the

example evokes, rather than the example itself, justifies the principle.

The Experimental Conditionality Principle does go beyond the example just discussed in

that it applies to mixture experiments with arbitrary probability distributions over arbitrarily

(finitely) many components. The intuition the example evokes has nothing to do with the

number of component experiments in the mixture or the probability distribution over those

experiments, so this extension is innocuous. Also, the Experimental Conditionality Principle

does not require that the component experiment actually performed be minimal. Thus, it can

be applied to a nested mixture experiment, and by mathematical induction it implies that the

outcome of a nested mixture experiment with any finite number of “stages” is evidentially

equivalent to the corresponding outcome of the minimal experiment actually performed.

There does not seem to be any reason to baulk at applying the principle repeatedly to

nested mixture experiments in this way. Thus, the Experimental Conditionality Principle is

not a hasty generalization because insofar as it generalizes beyond the example just discussed

it does so in an unobjectionable way.

It is sometimes useful to express conditionality principles in terms of ancillary statistics.

An ancillary statistic for an experiment is a statistic that has the same distribution under each

of the hypotheses under consideration. A statistic that indexes the outcomes of a random

13This kind of reasoning makes plausible the claim that most if not all real experiments are components of
mixture experiments that we cannot hope to identify, much less model, and thus that assuming something like
the Experimental Conditionality Principle is necessary for performing any data analysis at all (Kalbfleisch
[1975], p. 254).
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process used to decide which component of a mixture experiment to perform is ancillary

for that mixture experiment. Other ancillary statistics arise not from the mixture structure

of the experiment but from the set of hypotheses under consideration. Kalbfleisch [1975]

calls a statistic that indexes the outcomes of an overt random process used to decide which

component experiment to perform experimental ancillaries, and a statistic that is ancillary

only because of features of the set of hypotheses under consideration a mathematical ancillary.

The Experimental Conditionality Principle permits conditioning on experimental ancillaries

but does not address conditioning on mathematical ancillaries. The distinction between

experimental and mathematical ancillaries is extra-mathematical in the sense that it is not

given by the model (X ,Θ,P). As a result, it is difficult if not impossible to formulate that

distinction precisely. This fact is not an objection to my proof in the relevant dialectical

context because I use the distinction between experimental and mathematical ancillaries

only to address a response to Birnbaum’s proof due to Kalbfleisch [1975] that requires it.

(See Section 2.3).

The Weak Ancillary Realizability Principle essentially says that one may replace one bi-

nary mathematical ancillary in a minimal experiment with an experimental ancillary without

changing the evidential imports of the outcomes. The following reasoning helps motivate

this principle. Consider a hypothetical experiment with the sampling distribution given by

Table 2.2 below, where the cells of the table correspond to a partition of the sample space.

Table 2.1: Sampling distribution of hypothetical experiment used to motivate Weak Ancillary

Realizability

v1 v2 v3 v4

h Pθ(x1) Pθ(x2) Pθ(x3) Pθ(x4)

t Pθ(x5) Pθ(x6) Pθ(x7) Pθ(x8)

For all i = 1, . . . , 8, Pθ(xi) is known only as a function of θ. However, it is known that

Pθ(h) = Pθ(v1) = 1
2
. Such a sampling distribution could arise by many processes, such as (1)

the roll of an appropriately weighted eight-sided die with faces labelled x1, . . . , x8; (2) the flip

of a fair coin with sides labelled h and t followed by the roll of either an appropriately weighted
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four-sided die with faces labelled x1, . . . , x4 (if the coin lands heads) or an appropriately

weighted four-sided die with faces labelled x5, . . . , x8 (if the coin lands tails); or (3) the flip

of a fair coin with sides labelled v1, ∼ v1 followed by either the flip of an appropriately

biased coin with sides labelled x1 and x5 (if the first coin lands on side v1) or the roll of an

appropriately weighted six-sided die with faces labelled x2, x3, x4, x6, x7, x8 (if the first coin

lands tails). The intuition that the Weak Ancillary Realizability Principle aims to capture

is that the outcome with likelihood function Pθ(x1) has the same evidential import with

respect to θ regardless of which of these kinds of process produces it: it makes no difference

evidentially whether such an outcome arises from a one-stage process, a two-stage process

in which the row is selected and then the column, or a two-stage process in which either

the first column or its complement is selected and then the cell, provided that the overall

sampling distribution is the same in the three cases. It is worth taking a moment to be

sure that one has grasped this somewhat complicated example and satisfied oneself that the

intuition I claim it evokes is indeed rather compelling. The key step in the proof of the

Likelihood Principle given below is the construction of a hypothetical experiment that has

the same essential features as the experiment just described.

The formal statement of the Weak Ancillary Realizability Principle uses the following

terminology and notation. For a given set of probability distributions P = {Pθ : θ ∈ Θ}

with support X and a given set A ⊂ X , let AP refer to the set of distributions obtained by

replacing Pθ(X) ∈ P with APθ(X) = Pθ(X|X ∈ A) for each θ ∈ Θ and X ∈ X , and let

AC = X \A. Call experimental models (X ,Θ, {P 1
θ }) and (Y ,Θ, {P 2

θ }) isomorphic under the

one-to-one mapping f : X → Y if and only if P 1
θ (x) = P 2

θ (f(x)) for all x ∈ X and all θ ∈ Θ.

The Weak Ancillary Realizability Principle can now be stated as follows.

The Weak Ancillary Realizability Principle. Let E be a minimal experiment with
model (X ,Θ,P) such that there is a set A ⊂ X such that for all θ ∈ Θ, Prθ(X ∈ A) = p
for some known 0 ≤ p ≤ 1. Let E′ consist of flipping a coin with known bias p for heads to
decide between performing component experiment E1 if the coin lands heads and E2 if the
coin lands tails, where E1 is a minimal experiment with model isomorphic to (A,Θ,A P)

under f1, and E2 is a minimal experiment with model isomorphic to (AC ,Θ,A
C

P) under
f2. Under these conditions Ev(E, x) = Ev(E′, (E1, f1(x))) for all x ∈ A, and Ev(E, x) =
Ev(E′, (E2, f2(x))) for all x ∈ AC .

In words, if a minimal experiment’s sample space can be partitioned into two sets of outcomes
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A and AC such that the probability that the observed outcome is in A is known to be p, then

the outcome of that experiment has the same evidential import as the corresponding outcome

of an experiment that consists of first flipping a coin with bias p for heads and then performing

a minimal experiment that is isomorphic to a minimal experiment over A if the coin lands

heads and a minimal experiment that is isomorphic to a minimal experiment over AC if it

lands tails. Roughly speaking, this principle allows one to break a minimal experiment into

two stages by turning a mathematical ancillary into an experimental ancillary.

The Weak Ancillary Realizability Principle does not require that the outcomes of the

components E1 and E2 of E ′ be literally the same as the corresponding outcomes of E.

An alternative approach to the one I have taken here would be to include this requirement

and to adopt in addition a weak version of Dawid’s Distribution Principle ([1977], p. 247)

which says that corresponding outcomes of minimal experiments with isomorphic models are

evidentially equivalent. I have chosen not to take this approach in order to make it easier to

compare my proof to Birnbaum’s, but considering it is instructive. The Distribution Principle

this approach requires is weaker than Dawid’s in that it only applies to minimal experiments

and thus is compatible with Kalbfleisch’s response to Birnbaum’s proof that is discussed in

the next section. Adding to the Weak Ancillary Realizability Principle the requirement that

the outcomes of the components E1 and E2 of E ′ be literally the same as the corresponding

outcomes of E makes it possible to argue for the Weak Ancillary Realizability Principle as

follows. It is always possible to form an appropriate E ′ for a given E provided that E can

be repeated indefinitely many times. Simply flip a coin with probability p for heads. If the

coin lands heads, repeat E until an outcome in A occurs, and then report that outcome. If

the coin lands tails, repeat E until an outcome in AC occurs, and then report that outcome.

The claim that corresponding outcomes of some E and the E ′ formed from it in this way

are evidentially equivalent is highly intuitive. The fact that the E ′ outcome occurred after

some unspecified number of unspecified outcomes in the sample space of the component

experiment not selected is uninformative because one already knows the probability of such

outcomes (p or 1− p).

The Weak Ancillary Realizability Principle is different from what one might call the

Strong Ancillary Realizability Principle, which says across the board that the distinction
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between experimental and mathematical ancillaries is irrelevant to evidential import. In

contrast, the Weak Ancillary Realizability Principle permits conditioning only on a single,

binary ancillary (the indicator for A) from a minimal experiment. The proof given here would

be redundant otherwise: the conjunction of the Strong Ancillary Realizability Principle

and the Experimental Conditionality Principle obviously implies a Strong Conditionality

Principle that permits conditioning on any ancillary, which has already been shown to imply

the Likelihood Principle (Evans et al. [1986]).

The Strong Ancillary Realizability Principle may be true and does have some intuitive

appeal, but the Weak Ancillary Realizability Principle is far easier to defend because one can

construct a single simple illustration in which the principle seems obviously compelling that

essentially covers all of the cases to which the principle applies. To demonstrate this point, I

will start with an illustration that is a bit too simple and then add the necessary additional

structure (see Figure 2.1). These illustrations make the same point as the example given in

conjunction with Table 2.2 above, but their concreteness makes them more vivid and thus

perhaps more convincing.

=ev +

Figure 2.1: Evidentially equivalent outcomes from the pair of procedures described in Ex-

ample 2.2.15
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Example 2.2. Consider an ideal spinner divided into regions R1, R2, S1, and S2 such that
one knows that R1 and R2 together occupy half of the spinner’s area. Suppose that one
wished to draw inferences about the relative sizes of the regions knowing only that one’s
data were generated using one of the following two procedures:

One-Stage Procedure. Spin the spinner and report the result.
Two-Stage Procedure. Flip a coin with bias 1

2 for heads. If the coin lands heads,
replace the spinner with one divided into two regions R∗1 and R∗2 such that for i = 1 or
2, R∗i occupies the same fraction of the new spinner that Ri occupies of the half of the
original spinner that R1 and R2 occupy together. If this spinner lands on R∗i , report
Ri as the result. If the coin lands tails, do likewise with the S regions.

Intuitively, knowing whether the one-stage or the two-stage procedure was performed would

not help in drawing inferences about the relative sizes of the spinner regions from one’s data.

The difference between these two procedures does not matter for such inferences. Each

procedure generates the same sampling distribution; the fact that one does so in one step

while the other does so in two steps is irrelevant.

In Example 2.2, the fraction of the spinner that R1 and R2 are known to occupy and the

bias of the coin used in the two-stage procedure are 1
2
. But the intuition that the example

evokes has nothing to do with the fact that this number is 1
2
. Nor does it have anything to

do with the fact that there are two R regions and two S regions. Thus, we can safely extend

this intuition to the following more general example (see Figure 2.2).

Example 2.3. Consider an ideal spinner divided into regions R1, R2, . . ., Rn and S1, S2,
. . ., Sm such that one knows that R1, R2, . . ., Rn together occupy proportion p of the
spinner for some particular 0 ≤ p ≤ 1. Suppose that one wished to draw inferences about
the relative sizes of the regions knowing only that one’s data were generated using one of
the following two procedures:

One-Stage Procedure. Spin the spinner and report the result.
Two-Stage Procedure. Flip a coin with bias p for heads. If the coin lands heads,
replace the spinner with one divided into n regions R∗1, R∗2, . . ., R∗n such that for
i = 1, . . . , n, R∗i occupies the same fraction of the new spinner that Ri occupies of the

15Quarter clipart courtesy FCIT: Portrait on a Quarter, retrieved February 2, 2013 from
<etc.usf.edu/clipart/40200/40232/quart front 40232.htm>.
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Figure 2.2: Evidentially equivalent outcomes from the pair of procedures described in Ex-

ample 2.3. The bias of the coin for heads p is the same as the fraction of the first spinner

that the R regions occupy.

percentage p of the original spinner that R1, . . . , Rn occupy together. If this spinner
lands on R∗i , report Ri as the result. If the coin lands tails, do likewise with the S
regions.

Again, it seems obvious that knowing whether the one-stage or the two-stage procedure

was performed would not help in drawing inferences about the relative sizes of the spinner

regions from one’s data. As long as the sampling distribution remains unchanged, whether

an experiment is performed in one step or two is irrelevant to the evidential imports of its

outcomes.

The Weak Ancillary Realizability Principle does extend the intuition Example 2.3 evokes

to experiments involving data-generating mechanisms that are not spinners. There is nothing

special about spinners driving that intuition, so this extension is innocuous.

There is one fact about the Weak Ancillary Realizability Principle that is important to

the proof of the Likelihood Principle which Example 2.2 does not illustrate, namely that

it can apply to a single experiment in more than one way. Call a partition of a sample

space that is indexed by an ancillary statistic (such as {A,Ac} in the statement of the Weak

Ancillary Realizability Principle) an ancillary partition. An experiment can have multiple
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ancillary partitions to which the Weak Ancillary Realizability Principle applies. The proof of

the Likelihood Principle presented below involves applying the Weak Ancillary Realizability

Principle to two ancillary partitions of the same experiment, so it is worth considering an

example of an experiment of this kind in order to confirm that it does not violate our

intuitions (See Figure 2.3).

=ev +

=ev +

Figure 2.3: Evidentially equivalent outcomes from the pair of procedures described in Ex-

ample 2.4. The bias of the coin for heads p is the same as the fraction of the first spinner

that the R and S regions occupy in total, which is the same as the fraction that the R and

T regions occupy.
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Example 2.4. Consider an ideal spinner divided into regions R1, R2, . . ., Rn; S1, S2, . . .,
Sm; T1, T2, . . ., Tl; and U1, U2, . . ., Uk, such that for some 0 ≤ p ≤ 1 one knows both that
the R regions and the S regions together occupy proportion p of the spinner and that the
R regions and the T regions together occupy proportion p of the spinner. Suppose that one
wished to draw inferences about the relative sizes of the regions knowing only that one’s
data were generated using one of the following three procedures:

One-Stage Procedure. Spin the spinner and report the result.

Two-Stage Procedure A. Flip a coin with bias p for heads. If the coin lands heads,
replace the spinner with one divided into n + m regions R∗1, R∗2, . . ., R∗n, S∗1 , S∗2 , . . .,
S∗m such that for all i = 1, . . . , n, R∗i occupies the same fraction of the new spinner that
Ri occupies of the percentage p of the original spinner that R1, . . . , Rn and S1, . . . , Sm
occupy together, and likewise for S∗i and Si for all i = 1, . . . ,m. If this spinner lands
on R∗i or S∗i , report Ri or Si as the result, respectively. If the coin lands tails, do
likewise with the T and U regions.

Two-Stage Procedure B. Perform Two-Stage Procedure A but reverse the roles of
S and T .

The intuition that corresponding outcomes of the One-Stage Procedure and of Two-Stage

Procedure A are evidentially equivalent seems to be completely unaffected by the fact that

one could also perform Two-Stage Procedure B, and vice versa. Thus, there is no reason not

to apply the Weak Ancillary Realizability Principle twice to experiments with two ancillary

partitions.

The Likelihood Principle can be expressed formally as follows:

The Likelihood Principle. Let E1 and E2 be experiments with a common parameter
space Θ, and let x and y be outcomes of E1 and E2, respectively, such that Pθ(x) = cPθ(y)
for all θ ∈ Θ and some positive c that is constant in θ. Then Ev(E1, x) = Ev(E2, y).

In words, two experimental outcomes with proportional likelihood functions for the same

parameter are evidentially equivalent.

I can now prove the following result:

Theorem 1. The Experimental Conditionality Principle and the Weak Ancillary Realiz-
ability Principle jointly entail the Likelihood Principle.

Proof. Consider an arbitrary pair of experiments E1 and E2 with respective models
(X ,Θ, {P 1

θ }) and (Y,Θ, {P 2
θ }) such that X = {x0, x1, . . . , xn}, Y = {y0, y1, . . . , ym}, and

P 1
θ (x0) = cP 2

θ (y0) for all θ ∈ Θ and some c ≥ 1 that is constant in θ. There is no
loss of generality in the assumption c ≥ 1 because one can simply swap the labels of E1,
E2, and their outcomes if P 1

θ (x0) < P 2
θ (y0). x0 is the outcome x†0 of some unique minimal
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experiment E†1 with sample space X † that is performed with some known probability q when

E1 is performed.16 E†1 is either E1 itself or a proper component of E1.17 x0 just is (E†1, x
†
0),

so by the reflexivity of the evidential equivalence relation Ev(E1, x0) = Ev(E1, (E
†
1, x
†
0)).18

By the Experimental Conditionality Principle, Ev(E1, (E
†
1, x
†
0)) = Ev(E†1, x

†
0).19

Construct a hypothetical minimal experiment ECE1 with sample space XCE and sam-
pling distribution given by Table 2.220. Although ECE1 is minimal, I trust that no confusion
will result from the use of expressions of the form (d, zi) and (e, zi) to refer to points in
XCE in accordance with Table 2.2. The arrangement of sample points into rows and
columns in Table 2.2 only serves to display the relevant (mathematical) ancillary parti-

tions of XCE . The outcomes in the first row that correspond to outcomes of E†1 (that is,

{(d, zi) : ∃(x† ∈ X †)(xi = (E†1, x
†)}) constitute a set A ⊂ X such that Pr(X ∈ A) = p

for all X ∈ X and some known 0 ≤ p ≤ 1, namely q
2 . Likewise, the outcomes in the first

column (that is, {(d, z0), (e, z0)} constitute a set A ⊂ X such that Pr(X ∈ A) = p for all
X ∈ X and some known 0 ≤ p ≤ 1, namely 1

2 .

Table 2.2: Sampling distribution of ECE
1

z0 z1 z2 z3 . . . zn
d 1

2P
1
θ (x0) 1

2P
1
θ (x1) 1

2P
1
θ (x2) 1

2P
1
θ (x3) . . . 1

2P
1
θ (xn)

e 1
2 −

1
2P

1
θ (x0) 1

2P
1
θ (x0)− 1

2minθP
1
θ (x0) 1

2minθP
1
θ (x0) 0 . . . 0

Let EM1 be an experiment that consists of flipping a coin with bias q
2 for heads to choose

between performing E†1 if the coin lands heads and performing a minimal experiment with
sampling distribution given by the distribution of ECE1 conditional on the complement

of the set of outcomes that correspond to outcomes of E†1 if the coin lands tails. By

the Weak Ancillary Realizability Principle, Ev(ECE1 , (d, z0)) = Ev(EM1 , (E†1, x
†
0)). By the

Experimental Conditionality Principle, Ev(EM1 , (E†1, x
†
0)) = Ev(E†1, x

†
0). From all of the

equivalences established so far it follows that Ev(E1, x0) = Ev(ECE1 , (d, z0)).

Next construct a hypothetical Bernoulli experiment EB with sample space (g, h) and
sampling distribution given by PBθ (g) = P 1

θ (x0). Finally, construct a mixture experiment

EMB
1 that consists of first flipping a coin with bias 1

2 for heads to decide between per-
forming EB and performing a minimal experiment with the known sampling distribution
given by the distribution of ECE1 conditional on the complement of the first-column out-
comes {(d, z0), (e, z0)}. By the Weak Ancillary Realizability Principle, Ev(ECE1 , (d, z0)) =

16E†
1 is unique because experimental ancillaries involve overt randomisation. Thus, the problem of the

nonuniqueness of maximal ancillaries that plagues frequentist attempts to incorporate conditioning on ancil-
lary statistics in general (see Basu [1964] and subsequent discussion) does not arise. That q is known follows
from the fact that the model specifies P 1

θ for each θ ∈ Θ} and the stipulation that the process by which the
component of a mixture experiment to be performed is selected is independent of θ.

17I am treating the “component” relation for experiments as transitive.
18Evidential equivalence is assumed to be an equivalence relation.
19When E1 is minimal, E†

1 = E1 and x†0 = x0, so Ev(E1, x0) = Ev(E†
1, x

†
0) by reflexivity alone.

20The construction used in this table is a modified version of the construction Evans et al. use to show
that the Likelihood Principle follows from the Strong Conditionality Principle alone ([1986], p. 188).
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Ev(EMB
1 , (EB, g)). By the Experimental Conditionality Principle, Ev(EMB

1 , (EB, g))=
Ev(EB, g). It follows that Ev(ECE1 , (d, z0))= Ev(EB, g).

From Ev(E1, x0) = Ev(ECE1 , (d, z0)) and Ev(ECE1 , (d, z0)) = Ev(EB, g), it follows that
Ev(E1, x0)= Ev(EB, g). An analogous construction establishes Ev(E2, y0) = Ev(EB, g),
and thus Ev(E1, x0)= Ev(E2, y0). (See the appendix for the details of this construction.)
The only restriction we placed on (E1, x0) and (E2, y0) in establishing this result is that
they have proportional likelihood functions, so the Likelihood Principle follows by universal
generalization.

Figure 2.4 provides a graphical depiction of this proof.
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Figure 2.4: Graphical depiction of the series of equivalences used to establish Theorem 1.

Boxes refer to experimental outcomes, edges between boxes indicate evidential equivalence,

and labels on edges indicate the principle used to establish evidential equivalence. (ECP

= Experimental Conditionality Principle, WARP = Weak Ancillary Realizability Principle,

LP = Likelihood Principle).

2.3 HOW THE NEW PROOF ADDRESSES PROPOSALS TO RESTRICT

BIRNBAUM’S PREMISES

Birnbaum [1962] shows that the Likelihood Principle follows from the conjunction of the

Sufficiency Principle and the Weak Conditionality Principle. Durbin [1970] responds to

Birnbaum’s proof by restricting the Weak Conditionality Principle, while Kalbfleisch [1975]
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responds by restricting the the Sufficiency Principle.21 Analogous restrictions on the premises

of the proof given in the previous section do not suffice to save evidential frequentism.

I will briefly present Birnbaum’s proof, and then explain how the new proof addresses

Durbin’s and Kalbfleisch’s responses to it. The Weak Conditionality Principle is the Exper-

imental Conditionality Principle restricted to simple mixture experiments. It can be stated

as follows:

The Weak Conditionality Principle: For any outcome x of any component E′ of any
simple mixture experiment E, Ev(E, (E′, x)) = Ev(E′, x).

This principle is logically weaker than the Experimental Conditionality Principle, but

there does not seem to be any reason to accept the former but not the latter.

The Sufficiency Principle says that two experimental outcomes that give the same value

of a sufficient statistic are evidentially equivalent. The notion of a sufficient statistic is

intended to explicate the informal idea of a statistic that simplifies the full data without

losing any of the information it provides about the model. Formally, a statistic is called

sufficient with respect to the hypotheses of interest if and only if it takes the same value

for a set of outcomes only if the probability distribution over those outcomes given that

one of them occurs does not depend on which of those hypotheses is true. The Sufficiency

Principle seems eminently plausible: if the probability distribution over a set of outcomes

given that one of them occurs does not depend on which hypothesis is true, then it is not

clear how those outcomes could support different conclusions about those hypotheses. The

Weak Sufficiency Principle can be stated formally as follows:

The Sufficiency Principle (S): Consider an experiment E = (X , {θ},P) where T(X) is a
sufficient statistic for θ. For any x1, x2 ∈ X , if T (x1) = T (x2) then Ev(E, x1) = Ev(E, x2).

The Sufficiency Principle would underwrite the practice, common among frequentists as

well as advocates of other statistical paradigms, of “reducing to a sufficient statistic,” that

is, reporting only the value of a sufficient statistic rather than reporting the full data. For

instance, from a sequence of a fixed number of coin tosses that are assumed to be independent

21Cox and Hinkley suggest a response similar to Kalbfleisch’s in their earlier [1974], but they do not
develop the idea as fully as Kalbfleisch.
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and identically distributed with probability p of heads, a frequentist would typically report

only the number of heads in the sequence (a sufficient statistic for p) rather than the sequence

itself.

One can also formalize the notion of a minimal sufficient statistic, which retains all of

the information about the model that is in the full data but cannot be simplified further

without discarding some such information. Formally, a statistic is minimal sufficient for θ

in a given experiment if and only if it is sufficient for θ and is a function of every sufficient

statistic for θ in that experiment. A minimal sufficient statistic is more coarse-grained than

any non-minimal sufficient statistic for the same parameter and experiment, so it provides

the greatest simplification of the data that the Sufficiency Principle underwrites.

Minimal sufficient statistics are unique up to one-to-one transformation, and a statistic

that assigns the same value to a pair of outcomes if and only if they have the same likelihood

function is minimal sufficient (Cox and Hinkley [1974], p. 24). Thus, the Sufficiency Principle

implies that two outcomes of the same experiment are evidentially equivalent if they have the

same likelihood function. This consequence of the Sufficiency Principle is sometimes called

the Weak Likelihood Principle (Cox and Hinkley [1974], p. 24); it differs from the Likelihood

Principle only in that the latter applies also to outcomes from different experiments. This

difference may seem slight, but the Likelihood Principle has implications that are radical

from a frequentist perspective, such as the evidential irrelevance of stopping rules, that the

Weak Likelihood Principle lacks.

Proving the Likelihood Principle from the Sufficiency Principle requires an additional

principle that allows one to “bridge” different experiments. The Weak Conditionality Prin-

ciple plays this role in Birnbaum’s proof: one simply constructs a hypothetical mixture of

the two experiments in question. The proof proceeds as follows. Take an arbitrary pair

of experimental outcomes (E1, x) and (E2, y) that have the same likelihood function for

the same parameter θ. Construct a simple mixture EM of E1 and E2. (EM , (E1, x0)) and

(EM , (E2, y0)) are two outcomes of the same experiment that have the same likelihood func-

tion, so a minimal sufficient statistic for EM has the same value for those two outcomes. By

the Sufficiency Principle, then, Ev(EM , (E1, x0)) = Ev(EM , (E2, y0)). By the Conditional-

ity Principle, Ev(EM , (E1, x0)) = Ev(E1, x0) and Ev(EM , (E2, y0)) = Ev(E2, y0). It follows
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that Ev(E1, x0) = Ev(E2, y0). (E1, x0) and (E2, y0) are arbitrary except for the fact that

they have the same likelihood function, so the Likelihood Principle follows by a universal

generalization. Figure 2.5 displays the steps of this proof in a graphical format.

(E1, x0) (E2, y0)

(EM , (E1, x0)) (EM , (E2, y0))

WCP
����������

SP

WCP

5555555555

LP

Figure 2.5: Birnbaum’s proof of the Likelihood Principle. Boxes refer to experimental out-

comes, edges between boxes indicate evidential equivalence, and labels on edges indicate the

principle used to establish evidential equivalence. (WCP = Weak Conditionality Principle,

SP = Sufficiency Principle, LP = Likelihood Principle).

Having presented Birnbaum’s proof, I will now discuss Durbin’s and Kalbfleisch’s re-

sponses to it in turn. Durbin [1970] proposes restrict the Weak Conditionality Principle to

experimental ancillaries that are functions of a minimal sufficient statistic. This restriction

suffices to block Birnbaum’s proof because the outcomes (E1, x0) and (E2, y0) of Birnbaum’s

mixture experiment EM share the same value of a minimal sufficient statistic. Thus, one

value of a minimal sufficient statistic for EM corresponds to two different values of the ex-

perimental ancillary that indexes the outcomes of the process used to select which of E1 and

E2 to perform. It follows that the ancillary statistic that indexes the outcome of the coin

flip used to decide which component experiment to perform is not a function of a minimal

sufficient statistic, and thus that Durbin’s restricted Weak Conditionality Principle does not

underwrite conditioning on it.

Durbin’s proposal faces many strong objections (see e.g. Birnbaum [1970a]; Savage

[1970]; and Berger and Wolpert [1988], pp. 45–6). However, influential authorities con-

tinue to cite it as a reason to reject Birnbaum’s proof (e.g. Casella and Berger [2002], p.

296). Regardless of how those objections to Durbin’s approach fare, the proof presented in
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the previous section makes it effectively moot because the analogue of Durbin’s response—

restricting the Experimental Conditionality Principle to experimental ancillaries that are

functions of a minimal sufficient statistic—allows the proof to go through in all but a re-

stricted class of cases. The view that the Likelihood Principle holds only outside that class

of cases is implausible, unattractive, and insufficient to satisfy an evidential frequentist, so

for present purposes a proof of the Likelihood Principle outside that class is as good as a

proof of the Likelihood Principle in general.

That the proof in the previous section goes through in all but a restricted class of cases

when one restricts the Experimental Conditionality Principle as Durbin proposes to restrict

the Weak Conditionality Principle can be seen as follows. It suffices to consider the appli-

cations of the Experimental Conditionality Principle to (E1, (E
†
1, x
†
0)), (EM

1 , (E†1, x
†
0)), and

(EMB
1 , (EB, d)) because its applications to (E2, (E

†
2, y
†
0)), (EM

2 , (E†2, y
†
0)), and (EMB

2 , (EB, d)),

respectively, are analogous. With Durbin’s restriction the Experimental Conditionality Prin-

ciple can be applied to (E1, (E
†
1, x
†
0)) unless at some stage in the possibly nested mixture

experiment E1, two experimental outcomes from different component experiments have the

same likelihood function. E1 may have this property, but actual experiments typically do

not, and the view that the Likelihood Principle holds only for those that do not is implau-

sible, unattractive, and insufficient to satisfy an evidential frequentist. The principle can be

applied to (EM
1 , (E†1, x

†
0)) and (EMB

1 , (EB, d)) unless outcomes in the two components of one

of EM
1 or EMB

1 , respectively, have the same likelihood function. The sampling distribution

of these experiments, given by Table 2.2, has been chosen so that it is not the case that

outcomes in the two components of either of those experiments have the same likelihood

function by construction. Some such pair of outcomes may have the same likelihood function

because of incidental features of the sampling distribution of E1, but such cases are of no

special interest. Again, the claim that the Likelihood Principle applies only outside such

cases is implausible, unattractive, and insufficient to satisfy an evidential frequentist. Thus,

the analogue of Durbin’s restriction allows the proof given in the previous section to go

through for a large class of cases that is sufficient for present purposes.

A second proposal to weaken the premises of Birnbaum’s proof is Kalbfleisch’s proposal to
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restrict the Sufficiency Principle to outcomes of minimal experiments [1975].22 Kalbfleisch’s

proposal, like Durbin’s, faces many serious objections but continues to be cited influential

authorities such as Casella and Berger ([2002], p. 296).23 The proof given in the previous

section neatly sidesteps the analogue of Kalbfleisch’s proposal because the Weak Ancillary

Realizability already applies only to minimal experiments.

Kalbfleisch’s proposal is a bit stronger than it needs to be to block Birnbaum’s proof:

Kalbfleisch prohibits applying the Sufficiency Principle to any mixture experiment, but Birn-

baum’s proof involves applying it only to a simple mixture experiment. However, a weakened

version of Kalbfleisch’s proposal that applied only to simple mixtures, call it “Kalbfleisch∗,”

would be inadequate because one could easily avoid it by modifying Birnbaum’s proof slightly,

for instance by adding a third component to EM or by giving E1 and E2 unequal probabilities

within EM .

One might wonder if there is a set of restrictions on the Weak Conditionality Principle

and the Sufficiency Principle not stronger than Durbin’s or Kalbfleisch∗ that would suffice

to block Birnbaum’s proof and the analogue of which would suffice to block the new proof.

In fact, any such set of restrictions would have to appeal to possible incidental features

of the arbitrary experiments E1 and E2 between outcomes of which evidential equivalence

is to be established, rather than to features of other experiments in the proofs that are

present by construction. Thus, it would only suffice to restrict the scope of the new proof

in a way that one suspects would be implausible, unattractive, and insufficient to satisfy an

evidential frequentist. The only experiment Birnbaum constructs in his proof is the simple

mixture EM of E1 and E2, which are arbitrary except for the fact that they have a pair of

respective outcomes with proportional likelihood functions. Thus, the weakest restriction

on the Weak Conditionality Principle that appeals only to features of the proof that are

22Kalbfleisch also proposes to restrict the Strong Conditionality Principle to allow conditioning on math-
ematical ancillaries only after reducing by minimal sufficiency, but this change irrelevant to Birnbaum’s
proof.

23For objections to Kalbfleisch’s proposal, see (Birnbaum [1975]) and (Berger and Wolpert [1988], pp. 46–
67). Savage’s objection to Durbin’s approach also applies to Kalbfleisch’s approach with slight modifications
[1970]. Savage’s objection to Durbin’s approach is that it could lead statisticians to draw very different
conclusions from experiments that differ “only microscopically” when the microscopic difference makes a
minimal sufficient statistic no longer quite sufficient. The same point applies to Kalbfleisch’s approach
within a minimal component experiment.
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present by construction which suffices to block Birnbaum’s proof is to prohibit applying

it to mixture experiments outcomes from different components of which have proportional

likelihood functions. This restriction is equivalent to Durbin’s. And the weakest restriction

on the Sufficiency Principle that appeals only to features of experiments in the proof that

are present by construction which suffices to block the proof is to prohibit applying it to

simple mixture experiments, which is exactly Kalbfleisch∗.

Thus, Durbin and Kalbfleisch’s responses are in a sense the only options for those who

would like to block Birnbaum’s proof by restricting its premises. Of course, there are stronger

responses that would suffice to block both Birnbaum’s proof and the new proof given here,

but such a strong response would require a proportionally strong argument.

2.4 A RESPONSE TO ARGUMENTS THAT THE PROOFS ARE

FALLACIOUS

In addition to Durbin’s and Kalbfleisch’s proposals to block Birnbaum’s proof by restricting

its premises, there are also arguments due to Joshi [1990] and Mayo ([2009a], [2011], [2012])

that Birnbaum’s proof is fallacious. The objections Joshi and Mayo present would also apply

(mutatis mutandis) to the proof presented here, but I will argue that they are mistaken.

The arguments that Birnbaum’s proof is fallacious mistake Birnbaum’s premises for what

we might call their operational counterparts. The Weak Conditionality Principle and the

Sufficiency Principle each posit sufficient conditions for experimental outcomes to be eviden-

tially equivalent. They are different, respectively, from what we might call the Operational

Weak Conditionality Principle and the Operational Sufficiency Principle. The Operational

Weak Conditionality Principle says that in drawing inferences from the outcome of a simple

mixture experiment, one ought to use the sampling distribution of the component experi-

ment actually performed, rather than the sampling distribution of the mixture experiment

as a whole. The Operational Sufficiency Principle says that one ought to “reduce by suffi-

ciency” as far as possible—that is, to use for inference the sampling distribution of a minimal

sufficient statistic rather than the sampling distribution of the original sample space. Even
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on the assumption that one ought to use methods that conform to the Weak Conditionality

Principle and Sufficiency Principle if they are true, it does not follow that one ought to

change the sample space as their operational counterparts prescribe: Bayesian conditioning

and likelihoodist methods are insensitive to sample spaces, so they conform to the Weak

Conditionality Principle and the Sufficiency Principle regardless of whether one conditions

on ancillaries and/or reduces by sufficiency or not.

The Weak Conditionality Principle and the Sufficiency Principle are logically consistent:

each of those principles merely asserts that certain sets of experimental outcomes are evi-

dentially equivalent, and the assertion of any set of equivalences is logically consistent with

the assertion of any other set of equivalences. However, their operational counterparts can

conflict: conditioning on an ancillary statistic can preclude reducing by a particular sufficient

statistic and vice versa. A conflict of this kind does arise in Birnbaum’s proof: a minimal

sufficient statistic of the mixture experiment EM assigns the same value to the outcomes

(E1, x0) and (E2, y0), so conditioning on which component experiment is performed precludes

reducing to that statistic because only one of (E1, x0) and (E2, y0) is in the resulting sample

space, and reducing to that statistic precludes conditioning on which component experi-

ment is performed when either (E1, x0) or (E2, y0) occurs because those outcomes come from

different component experiments but are indistinguishable in the reduced sample space.

It is easy to see how this conflict between the Operational Weak Conditionality Princi-

ple and the Operational Sufficiency Principle could give rise to the claim that Birnbaum’s

premises are inconsistent. For a frequentist, the only way to conform to each of Birnbaum’s

premises is to follow the corresponding operational principle. The two operational principles

come into conflict, so from a frequentist perspective the original premises seem inconsistent.

But this apparent inconsistency is not a legitimate objection to Birnbaum’s proof because

it presupposes a frequentist use of sampling distributions. Whether or not sampling distri-

butions are relevant to evidential import is exactly what is at issue in the debate about the

Likelihood Principle, so this presupposition begs the question.

The following passage shows that Joshi does in fact mistake Birnbaum’s premises for

their operational counterparts:

For the assumed set-up [in Birnbaum’s proof], the conditionality principle essentially
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means that only the experiment actually performed (E1 or E2) is relevant[...] But the
same relevancy must hold good when applying the sufficiency principle[...] [A minimal
sufficient statistic for EM ] is not a statistic—and hence not a sufficient statistic—under
the probability distribution relevant for the inference in the assumed set-up. Hence the
sufficiency principle cannot yield [Ev(EM , (E1, x0)) = Ev(EM , (E2, y0))] [...]so the proof
fails. ([1990], pp. 111–2)

Joshi assumes that the Weak Conditionality Principle implies that one must condition on

which component of EM is actually performed before applying the sufficiency principle. But

the Weak Conditionality Principle is not a directive to condition at all. Joshi appears to

have in mind the Operational Weak Conditionality Principle and a version of the Oper-

ational Sufficiency Principle that is restricted along the lines of Kalbfleisch’s approach to

require conditioning on an experimental ancillary before reducing by sufficiency. Conform-

ing to Birnbaum’s premises requires following their operational counterparts only within a

frequentist approach, so Joshi’s objection begs the question.

Birnbaum himself insisted that his premises were to be understood as “equivalence rela-

tions” rather than as “substitution rules” and recognized that his proof is valid only when

they are understood in this way. As he put, “It was the adoption of an unqualified equiv-

alence formulation of conditionality, and related concepts, which led, in my 1972 paper, to

the monster of the [Likelihood Principle]” ([1975], 263).

Mayo’s objection to Birnbaum’s proof is more elaborate than Joshi’s but rests on the same

error.24 Mayo reconstructs Birnbaum’s argument as having two premises. She writes the

following about the first of those premises ([2012], p. 19, notation changed for consistency):

Suppose we have observed (E1, x0) [such that some (E2, y0) has the same likelihood
function]. Then we are to view (E1, x0) as having resulted from getting heads on the
toss of a fair coin, where tails would have meant performing E2[...] Inference based on [a
minimal sufficient statistic for EM ] is to be computed averaging over the performed and
unperformed experiments E1 and E2. This is the unconditional formulation of [EM ].

Mayo’s comments here are true of the Operational Sufficiency Principle, but not of Birn-

baum’s Sufficiency Principle. Birnbaum’s Sufficiency Principle does not say anything about

how inference is to be performed—in particular, it does not say that inference is to be com-

puted by averaging over E1 and E2. It is compatible with the possibility that inference is to

24I consider Mayo’s most recent presentation of the objection here ([2012]). See also Cox and Mayo ([2011])
and Mayo ([2009a]).
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be performed in that way, but it is also compatible with the possibility that inference is to

be performed in a way that does not take sampling distributions into account at all, such as

by a likelihoodist method or Bayesian conditioning.

Mayo then states her second premise as follows:

Once it is known that E1 produced the outcome x0, the inference should be computed just
as if it were known all along that E1 was going to be performed, i.e. one should use the
conditional formulation, ignoring any mixture structure.

She then claims that Birnbaum’s argument is unsound because her two premises are incom-

patible: premise one says that one should use the unconditional formulation, while premise

two says that one should use the conditional formulation. It is true that the argument Mayo

has constructed is unsound, but that argument is not Birnbaum’s. In reconstructing Birn-

baum’s argument Mayo has assumed that one must choose between a “conditional” and an

“unconditional” formulation of the mixture experiment EM . Frequentists need to make that

choice because they use sampling distributions for inference, but likelihoodists and Bayesians

do not. Thus, Mayo’s response to Birnbaum’s proof begs the question by presupposing a

frequentist approach.

In personal communication, Mayo has responded that Birnbaum’s proof is irrelevant

to a sampling theorist if it requires assuming that sampling distributions are irrelevant to

evidential import. But his proof does not require that assumption. Each of Birnbaum’s

premises is compatible with the claim that sampling distributions are relevant to evidential

import. The fact that they are not jointly compatible with that assumption is not an

objection to Birnbaum’s proof—it is the whole point of Birnbaum’s proof!

2.5 CONCLUSION

I have shown that the Likelihood Principle follows from the conjunction of the Experimental

Conditionality Principle and the Weak Ancillary Realizability Principle. My proof of this

result addresses responses to Birnbaum’s proof that involve restricting its premises. Joshi’s

and Mayo’s arguments for the claim that Birnbaum’s proof is logically flawed would with
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appropriate modifications apply to the new proof given here as well, but those arguments

are in error.

The case for the Likelihood Principle seems quite strong. However, the Likelihood Prin-

ciple as formulated here only implies that one ought to use methods that conform to the

Likelihood Principle on the assumption that one ought to use methods that track evidential

import. This assumption is not mandatory. Frequentists claim that their methods have

many virtues, including objectivity and good long-run operating characteristics, that are

not characterized in terms of evidential import. Tracking evidential import is intuitively

desirable, but one could maintain that it is less important than securing one or more of

those putative virtues.
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3.0 NEW RESPONSES TO THREE COUNTEREXAMPLES TO THE

LIKELIHOOD PRINCIPLE

3.1 INTRODUCTION

In the previous chapter, I presented a new proof of the Likelihood Principle and responded to

frequentist attempts to undermine such proofs. In this chapter, I respond to three frequentist

attempts to defeat the Likelihood Principle by counterexample.

Two of the counterexamples I consider are directed in the first instance against the Law of

Likelihood rather than the Likelihood Principle. The Likelihood Principle does not entail the

Law of Likelihood, but there are arguments from the former to the latter that are compelling

on the assumption that there is such a thing as the degree to which a datum favors one

hypothesis over another where each of those hypotheses assigns to that datum a determinate

probability. This assumption is not obviously true, but it is sufficiently plausible to warrant

regarding a counterexample to the Law of Likelihood is a prima facie counterexample to the

Likelihood Principle as well.

There are many purported counterexamples to the Likelihood Principle.1 I have chosen

to respond to three that to my mind have no been adequately addressed elsewhere. After

presenting an argument from the Likelihood Principle to the Law of Likelihood in Section

3.2, I respond to examples from Fitelson [2007], Armitage [1961], and Stein [1962] in Sections

1For additional counterexamples and the responses to them that I endorse, see [Birnbaum, 1964, 12–3]
and [Royall, 1997]; [Stone, 1976], [Fraser et al., 1985], [Evans et al., 1986], [Berger and Wolpert, 1988, 127–
36], and [Hill, 1988, 161–74]; [Sober, 1983, 354–6]; [Leeds, 2004], and [Chandler, 2013, 133–4]; [Sober, 2005,
128–9] and [Fitelson, 2007, 4–5]; and [Sober, 2008, 37–8]). The counterexamples in [Forster, 2006] are not
in either of these categories because they lie outside the scope of the Likelihood Principle as I formulate it:
they concern only the broader principle Forster calls the Likelihood Theory of Evidence, which extends the
Likelihood Principle to composite as well as simple statistical hypotheses.
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3.3, 3.4, and 3.5, respectively.

3.2 WHY A COUNTEREXAMPLE TO THE LAW OF LIKELIHOOD IS A

PRIMA FACIE COUNTEREXAMPLE TO THE LIKELIHOOD

PRINCIPLE

The Likelihood Principle does not entail the Law of Likelihood. Thus, a proponent of the

Likelihood Principle could respond to counterexamples to the Law of Likelihood (including

those presented in Sections 3.3 and 3.4, but not the one presented in Section 3.5) simply by

denying the Law of Likelihood. I argue in this section that this response has a nontrivial

cost: it requires denying that there is an objective fact of the matter regarding the degree to

which data favors one hypothesis over another (even up to ordinal equivalence) in the typical

case in science in which likelihoods are objectively well-defined while prior probabilities are

not. Some Bayesians would be willing to pay this cost, in either of two ways. First, one

could accept that evidential favoring is subjective in typical scientific cases. Second, one

could give up the notion of evidential favoring entirely, in the same way that some advocates

of Bayesian conditioning deny the significance of notions of confirmation (e.g. Brössel and

Huber, 2014). It is not clear that the first of these approaches is adequate; in order to

escape from counterexamples by adopting an alternative subjective account of evidential

favoring, one would need to show that the subjective account in question does in fact avoid

the counterexamples in question without generating new ones. The second approach is an

option for those who are firmly committed to Bayesian ideas, but it precludes the likelihoodist

strategy of giving an objective account of evidential favoring as a “fallback option” for

cases in which prior probabilities are not objectively well-grounded [Sober, 2008]. I criticize

this strategy in Chapter 5, but I maintain that to reject it on the basis of the purported

counterexamples discussed in this chapter would be a mistake.

Let me now say why advocates of the Likelihood Principle are committed to the Law

of Likelihood on pain of denying that there are objective facts about degrees of evidential

favoring (taken to be defined up to ordinal equivalence) in typical scientific cases. The
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Likelihood Principle says that the evidential import of datum E with respect to a set of

hypothesis H depends only on Pr(E|H) as a function of H on H, up to a constant of

proportionality. The Law of Likelihood is usually taken to be2 the claim that E favors H1

over H2 if and only if the likelihood ratio L = Pr(E|H1)/Pr(E|H2) is greater than one, with

L measuriing the degree of that favoring, at least in the kinds of cases that are at issue, in

which L is objectively well-defined. I take it that evidential favoring is defined only up to

strictly monotone increasing transformations, so that the Law of Likelihood is compatible

with the use of a given measure of evidential favoring if and only if that measure is strictly

monotone increasing in L.3

One can argue from the Likelihood Principle to the Law of Likelihood as follows. Suppose

that for any H1 and H2 each of which has an objectively well-defined likelihood on datum

E, it is objectively the case either that E is neutral between H1 to H2; that E favors H1

over H2 to a determinate, real-valued degree (relative to a scale that is defined up to ordinal

equivalence); or vice versa. The Likelihood Principle says that the evidential import of E

with respect to the pair of hypotheses {H1, H2} depends only on Pr(E|H1) and Pr(E|H2)

up to a constant of proportionality—equivalently, it depends only on the likelihood ratio L.

A rule for assessing E as evidence with respect to H1 and H2 should obviously be symmetric

with respect to interchange of the labels H1 and H2. It follows that E must be evidentially

neutral between H1 and H2 when L = 1. Presumably, E is not neutral between H1 and H2

when Pr(E|H1) 6= Pr(E|H2) and does not favor H2 over H1 when Pr(E|H1) > Pr(E|H2). It

follows that E favors H1 over H2 if and only if L > 1, and that the degree to which it does

so depends only on L.

It remains to be shown only that the degree to which E favors H1 over H2 is monotone

2I write “is usually taken to be...” rather than “is...” because I argue in Section 3.3 that the Law of
Likelihood is appropriate only for mutually exclusive hypotheses, contrary to this formulation.

3The analogous assumption is standard in the literature on confirmation theory (see e.g. Fitelson, 2001).
An advocate of the Law of Likelihood might wish to require in addition to being monotone increasing in L that
a measure of evidential favoring allow for some nice way of calculating the degree to which the conjunction
of multiple pieces of independent evidence favors one hypotheses over another from the degrees to which the
individual pieces of evidence do so. When one uses L itself as a measure, for instance, multiplying the degrees
of evidential favoring from individual, independent pieces of evidence gives the degree of evidential favoring
from their conjunction. log(L) is arguably even nicer in this respect because it allows one to aggregate by
summing rather than multiplying. Insofar as such arguments are well-motivated, they can merely be adding
on to the argument given here to yield an argument from the Likelihood Principle to a more constrained
version of the Law of Likelihood.
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increasing in L. Suppose this claim were false. Then for an observation O of a string of heads

as long as one likes on a sequence of independent and identically distributed coin tosses, it

would be possible to construct pairs of hypotheses H and H ′ such that O favors H ′ over the

hypothesis HF that the coin is fair at least as strongly as it favors H over HF even though

H posits a higher probability of heads on each toss than H ′.4 I take it that this conclusion

is unacceptable, and thus that the degree to which E favors H1 over H2 must be monotone

increasing in L.

Again, an advocate of the Likelihood Principle can avoid this argument by denying the

assumption that there are facts about evidential favoring of the kind described. Those who

are not willing to pay this cost seem to be committed to the Law of Likelihood. This

fact warrants treating counterexamples to the Law of Likelihood as at least prima facie

counterexamples to the Likelihood Principle. Fortunately for the Likelihood Principle, I

will argue, the purported counterexamples to the Law of Likelihood discussed below are

unsuccessful.

3.3 RESPONSE TO FITELSON’S COUNTEREXAMPLE

Fitelson presents the following as a counterexample to the Law of Likelihood [2007, 5, original

emphasis, my notation]:

Example 3.1. ...we’re going to draw a single card from a standard (well-shuffled)

deck.... E = the card is a spade, H1 = the card is the ace of spades, and H2 = the card

is black. In this example...Pr(E|H1) = 1 > Pr(E|H2) = 1/2, but it seems absurd to

claim that E favors H1 over H2, as is implied by the [Law of Likelihood]. After all, E

guarantees the truth of H2, but E provides only non-conclusive evidence for the truth

of H1.

4If the degree to which E favors H1 over H2 is not monotone increasing in L, then there are an l1 and an l2
such that l1 ≥ l2, yet for any H1, . . . ,H4 such that l1 = Pr(E|H1)/Pr(E|H2) and l2 = Pr(E|H3)/Pr(E|H4),
E favors H3 over H4 at least as strongly as it favors H1 over H2. Simply choose H and H ′ so that
Pr(O;H)/Pr(O;HF ) = l1 and Pr(O;H ′)/Pr(O;HF ) = l2 to get the result that O favors H ′ over HF at least
as strongly as it favors H over HF .
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I propose responding to this example by restricting the Law of Likelihood to mutually

exclusive hypotheses. This response blocks not just this specific counterexample, but any

potential counterexample in which a datum provides conclusive evidence for one hypothesis

and non-conclusive evidence for another: if a pair of hypotheses is mutually exclusive, then

E provides conclusive evidence for one only if it conclusively refutes the other.

Chandler [2013] and Steel [2007] also propose restricting the Law of Likelihood to mutu-

ally exclusive hypotheses, but the main advocates of the Law state it without that restriction

(Edwards 1972, 31; Royall 1997, 3; Sober 2008, 32). There are at least two plausible ex-

planations for the fact that the need for this restriction often goes unnoticed. First, one

might simply take it for granted that the “favors over” relation holds only between mutually

exclusive hypotheses. As Sober puts it, the Law of Likelihood addresses questions about

“what the evidence says about the competition between two hypotheses” [2008, 34]. There

is no genuine competition between two hypotheses if they are not mutually exclusive and

thus could both be true. For instance, there is no genuine competition between the claim

that a baseball team in the National League will win the next World Series and the claim

that a baseball team based in Chicago will win the next World Series, because it is possible

that a National League baseball team based in Chicago will win the next World Series.

Second, one might have in mind statistical hypotheses each of which posits a probability

distribution for the same random variable. Hypotheses of this kind cannot be distinct without

being mutually exclusive.5 However, the Law of Likelihood is generally taken to apply to

substantive hypotheses that imply statistical hypotheses yet can be distinct without being

mutually exclusive, such as the hypothesis that the card is black and the hypothesis that

it is the ace of spades.6 For applications of this kind, restricting the Law of Likelihood to

5Two probability density functions can be distinct in that they differ on sets of measure zero yet compatible
in the sense that they imply all the same probabilities for observable events. However, probability density
functions that differ only on sets of measure zero are not distinct in the sense that is relevant to statistical
practice, precisely because they imply all the same probabilities for observable events. From the standpoint
of statistical practice, the fact that one can alter a probability density function on a set of measure zero
without changing its implications for the probabilities of observable events is merely an artifact of the
measure-theoretic formalism of probability theory.

6Compatible substantive hypotheses can imply incompatible statistical hypotheses because the manner
in which a substantive hypothesis implies a statistical hypotheses is non-monotonic. For instance, the
information that the card is black implies that the probability that it is a spade is 1/2, but the statement
that the probability that the card is a spade is 1/2 is no longer correct given the additional information that
the card is the ace of spades.
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mutually exclusive hypotheses is indeed necessary to avoid counterexamples.

Restricting the Law of Likelihood to mutually exclusive hypotheses might seem to be ad

hoc, particularly in light of the preceding arguments for the Likelihood Principle and from

the Likelihood Principle to the Law of Likelihood that never mentioned mutual exclusivity.

However, it is easy to see where the arguments break down and why the breakdown does not

pose a threat to the principles in general. The argument from the Likelihood Principle to the

Law of Likelihood starts with the supposition that E either favors H1 over H2 or vice versa

or is neutral between them. None of these concepts apply when H1 and H2 are compatible

and thus not genuine competitors. This fact does nothing to undermine the argument in

other cases, including the standard case in science in which the hypotheses in question are

the simple elements of a statistical model.

Restricting the Law of Likelihood to mutually exclusive hypotheses seems natural and

suffices to block Fitelson’s counterexample, but it faces at least three significant objections.

In Subsection 3.3.1, I respond to the objection that restricting the Law of Likelihood to mu-

tually exclusive hypotheses violates plausible constraints on the notion of evidential favoring.

In Subsection 3.3.2, I respond to the objection that it fails to solve the “tacking paradox.”

In Subsection 3.3.3, I respond to the objection that it excludes cases of genuine scientific

interest.

3.3.1 Objection 1: Response conflicts with constraints on evidential favoring

Fitelson claims in his [2013] that restricting the Law of Likelihood to mutually exclusive

hypotheses makes it “too easy to refute” the following “bridge principle” that connects the

notion of evidential favoring to that of incremental confirmation (67):7

(†) Evidence E favors hypothesis H1 over hypothesis H2 if and only if E confirms H1 more
than H2.8

7Evidential favoring is a three-place relation between a bit of data and a pair of hypotheses. Confirmation
is a two-place relation between a bit of evidence a single hypothesis. Incremental confirmation concerns the
“change in firmness” of a hypothesis as a result of some datum. It is contrasted with absolute confirmation,
which concerns the not the change in firmness but rather the terminal degree of firmness of the hypothesis
after receiving the datum.

8Fitelson relativizes this principle to a measure of confirmation. I have implicitly stated it in terms of
the “true” measure of confirmation because differences between measures of confirmation are not relevant
to the issue at hand.
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Fitelson also claims that the following “should be a desideratum for any adequate explication

of favoring” (69):

(CE) If E constitutes conclusive evidence for H1, but E constitutes less than conclusive
evidence for H2 (where it is assumed that E, H1, and H2 are all contingent), then E favors
H1 over H2.

Restricting the Law of Likelihood to mutually exclusive hypotheses seems to be incom-

patible with accepting either (CE) or (†). For (CE) implies that the “favors over” relation

can hold between compatible hypotheses on the extremely mild assumption that E can be

conclusive evidence for an hypothesis H1 and less than conclusive evidence for a hypothesis

H2 that is compatible with H1. (†) does likewise on the even milder assumption that E can

confirm a compatible pair of hypotheses H1 and H2 to different degrees.

One could respond to this objection by claiming that the Law of Likelihood explicates the

“favors over” relation for mutually exclusive hypotheses, while a different principle explicates

it for compatible hypotheses. But while (†) and (CE) both have intuitive appeal, we can see

that at least one of them must be false without even considering the Law of Likelihood and

Fitelson’s counterexample. For they jointly entail the following, which is not plausible:

(CE′) If E constitutes conclusive evidence for H1, but E constitutes less than conclusive
evidence for H2 (where it is assumed that E, H1, and H2 are all contingent), then E
confirms H1 more than it confirms H2.

Contrary to (CE′), E seems to confirm H2 more than it confirms H1 when it constitutes

conclusive evidence for an H1 that was already nearly certainly true and near-conclusive

evidence for an H2 that was previously nearly certainly false. For instance, let Pr(H1) =

.99,Pr(H1|E) = 1,Pr(H2) = .01, and Pr(H2|E) = .99. In this case, E confirms H2 more

than it confirms H1 both intuitively and according to what Chandler [2013, 130] identifies

as the six most popular measures of confirmation currently on offer, given the additional

stipulation that H1 and H2 are exhaustive. (See Appendix B for a proof of this claim.) Thus

(CE′) is false, which implies that either (CE) or (†) is false.

This problem is easy to resolve by restricting the “favors over” relation itself to mutu-

ally exclusive hypotheses, thereby restricting (CE), (†), and (CE′) in the same way. This

restriction is quite natural and does not seem to have any substantial bad consequences. It
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is compatible with the highly plausible “left-to-right” direction of (†): if E favors H1 over

H2, then E confirms H1 more than H2. It does require giving up the “right-to-left” claim

that E favors H1 over H2 if it confirms H1 more than H2 for the special case in which H1

and H2 are compatible, but that consequence is perhaps not undesirable. Restricting (†) in

this way is not “too easy,” but rather is well motivated by a natural interpretation of what

it means for evidence to favor one hypothesis over another and the fact that (CE) and (†)

in their original formulations cannot both be true.

Similarly, restricting the “favors over” relation to mutually exclusive hypotheses is com-

patible with (CE) for mutually exclusive H1 and H2, where it is obviously true because E

constitutes conclusive evidence for H1 but less than conclusive evidence for H2 only if it re-

futes H2. (CE′) is obviously true for essentially the same reason. We must accept that (CE)

and (CE′) are false when H1 and H2 are compatible, but only because the notion “favors

over” simply does not apply in those cases.

Restricting the “favors over” relation in general to mutually exclusive hypotheses resolves

Fitelson’s concern that so restricting the Law of Likelihood is incompatible with plausible

constraints (†) and (CE) on the notion of evidential favoring. Moreover, this maneuver

allows one to preserve the obviously true parts of (†) and (CE) without having to accept

their clearly false consequence (CE′).

3.3.2 Objection 2: Response fails to address tacking paradox

Fitelson also objects that restricting the Law of Likelihood to mutually exclusive hypotheses

fails to address examples similar to his Example 3.1 that give rise to a version of the tacking

paradox.9 One such example is as follows [Fitelson, 2013, 77]:

Example 3.2. Let E be the proposition that the card is black. LetX be the hypothesis

that the card is an ace, let H1 be the hypothesis that the card is a spade, and let H2

be the hypothesis that the card is a club.

In this case the Law of Likelihood implies that E is neutral between H1 and the conjunction

of H2 and X, because Pr(E|H1) = Pr(E|H2 & X) = 1. But this claim is implausible because

9The tacking paradox is also known as the “problem of irrelevant conjunction.”
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because X is an “irrelevant conjunct” that has been “tacked on” to H2. Appealing to mutual

exclusivity does not help because H1 and H2 & X are mutually exclusive.

More familiar versions of the tacking paradox arise in qualitative confirmation theory,

where the problematic conclusion is that an E that confirms some hypothesis H also con-

firms H & X, where X is irrelevant; and in quantitative confirmation theory, where the

problematic conclusion is that an E that confirms H also confirms H & X to the same

degree.

I offer three possible responses to the tacking paradox. Which response one should accept

depends on one’s intuitions and other commitments.

3.3.2.1 Response 1: Bite the bullet My favorite response to the tacking paradoxes

is to bite the bullet and accept their supposedly problematic conclusions, in this case that E

is neutral between H1 and H2 & X. I know of no argument against those conclusions claim

beyond a bare appeal to intuition. For what it is worth, I lack the relevant intuitions. It

seems right to me, for instance, that if E is neutral between H1 and H2, then it is also neutral

between H1 and H2 & X for some irrelevant X. This claim would be clearly problematic if

it implied that E confirms or disconfirms X itself, but it does not.

Milne takes the same line in the context of quantitative confirmation theory. He claims

that “prediction and confirmation are two sides of the same coin” and thus that “evidence

equally to be expected in the light of two theories cannot differentially confirm them” [1996,

23]. If we substitute “is evidentially neutral between” for “does not differentially confirm,”

then this statement is just a weak version of the Law of Likelihood and thus cannot be

regarded as an argument for accepting that E is neutral between H1 and the H2 & X rather

than restricting the Law of Likelihood. However, Milne also addresses a possible objection

to the claim that E is neutral between H1 and H2 & X by pointing out that this claim is

compatible with believing that there are powerful methodological arguments against theo-

ries that are “merely tacked together.” It is only incompatible with the claim that those

methodological arguments have to do with the evidential favoring relation between a pair

of theories and a datum—as opposed to, for instance, the way in which considerations of

unification and simplicity affect prior probabilities.
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While the fact that I am unmoved by the supposedly unintuitive nature of the examples

that give rise to the tacking paradox does not make me unique, it does seem to place me in

the minority among philosophers of science. For those who differ from me in this respect, I

offer two additional responses to the tacking paradox.

3.3.2.2 Response 2: Regard Law as explicating “r-favoring” Those who cannot

accept that E is neutral between H1 and H2 & X may prefer the analogue of a response

Maher gives to the tacking paradox in the context of qualitative Bayesian confirmation

theory. Qualitative Bayesian confirmation theory provides the predicate C as an explicatum:

C(H,E,K) ≡df Pr(H|E&K) > Pr(H|K)

What gives rise to the tacking paradox within qualitative Bayesian confirmation theory, Ma-

her claims, is a lack of clarity about its explicandum. The tacking paradox (among other

arguments) shows that C is a poor explicatum for the “everyday notion” of confirmation.

Thus, a Bayesian confirmation theorist must identify some other explicandum. Maher sug-

gests the notion he calls “r-confirmation:”

Definition. E r-confirms H given K iff the inductive probability of H given E and

K is greater than the inductive probability of H given K alone.

That E r-confirms H & X if it r-confirms H and is irrelevant to X is a consequence of the

fundamental Bayesian assumption that inductive probability obeys the probability calculus.

This conclusion does not give rise to paradox once one realizes that r-confirmation is not the

everyday notion of confirmation.

One could avoid the tacking paradox for the Law of Likelihood in a similar manner by

claiming that the Law of Likelihood explicates a notion of “r-favoring:”

Definition. E r-favors H1 over H2 given K iff the ratio of the inductive probability

of H1 given E and K to that of H2 given E and K is greater than the ratio of the

inductive probability of H1 given K alone to that of H2 given K alone.

The primary difficulty this maneuver faces is that it appeals to the ill-understood and

arguably misguided notion of “inductive probability.” Nevertheless, it does indicate a pos-
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sible line of response to the tacking paradox for those who consider such a response to be

necessary. However, this line of response is not available to conventional likelihoodists, who

reject the assignment of probabilities (inductive or otherwise) to typical scientific hypotheses.

They must take a third line of response if they are no twilling to bite the bullet.

3.3.2.3 Response 3: Restrict Law of Likelihood to structurally identical alter-

natives A third possible response to the tacking paradox for the Law of Likelihood is to

require that H1 and H2 be not only mutually exclusive but also structurally identical, mean-

ing that they assign values to the same set of random variables. This response is sufficient

to prevent the paradox from arising: the fact that X assigns a value to a different variable

from H1 and H2 is what allows E to be relevant to H1 and H2 but not to X.

Steel suggests this approach in his [2007, 68] but then rejects it because he claims that it

excludes some cases of genuine scientific interest. Newton’s theory of gravity and Einstein’s

general theory of relativity, for instance, certainly differ over more than the values of some

common set of variables [Steel, 2007, 70].

This objection to restricting the Law of Likelihood to structurally identical hypotheses

is far from conclusive. While the Law of Likelihood restricted to structurally identical hy-

potheses does not apply to comparisons between high-level theories such as Newton’s and

Einstein’s theories of gravity directly, it does apply to the kinds of low-level consequences of

those theories that individual experiments actually probe. For instance, it applies to the Ed-

dington eclipse observations, which were directly concerned with consequences of Newton’s

and Einstein’s theories for a measure of the deflection of starlight as it passed by the sun.

Thus, the Law of Likelihood is relevant to the comparison between Newton’s and Einstein’s

theories even if it does not address that comparison directly.

Fully developing this idea would require providing an account of the relationship between

tests of low-level consequences of high-level theories and the evaluation of those theories

themselves. Such an account lies beyond the scope of this dissertation; see [Suppes, 1962];

[Mayo, 1996, Ch. 5]; and [Mayo and Spanos, 2009, Ch. 2] for possible avenues to pursue.

In any case, Steel’s objection shows at most that the Law of Likelihood does not apply

directly to the evaluation of high-level theories if it restricted in the way he considers. It
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might nevertheless be a useful epistemic tool. The tacking paradox is even less problematic

for those who are willing to accept that the Law of Likelihood explicates the notion of r-

favoring rather than the everyday notion of evidential favoring and for those who do not find

the claim that E is neutral between H1 and H2 & X problematic in the first place. Thus,

the fact that restricting the Law of Likelihood to mutually exclusive hypotheses leaves it

unaddressed is not a persuasive objection to that maneuver.

3.3.3 Objection 3: Response excludes cases of scientific interest

The final possible objection I will consider to restricting the Law of Likelihood to mutually

exclusive hypotheses is that it unduly restricts the scope of the Law. In particular, it seems to

exclude cases involving competing causal claims and cases involving nested models. However,

in cases of these two kinds there are many possible interpretations of the hypotheses being

tested on which they are mutually exclusive. I conjecture that some such interpretation is

appropriate whenever claims of one of these kinds can truly be said to be tested against

one another. The burden is on those who doubt this claim to provide a counterexample.

Moreover, like Steel’s objection to restricting the Law of Likelihood to structurally identical

hypotheses, this objection shows at most that the scope of the Law of Likelihood is somewhat

smaller than one might have thought.

3.3.3.1 Cases involving competing causal claims Machery [2014] argues that the

psychologists Greene et al. [2001] are best understood as using a likelihoodist methodology

to test the following hypotheses against one another:

Example 3.3. f

H1: People respond differently to moral-personal and moral-impersonal dilemmas be-

cause the former elicit more emotional processing than the latter.

H2: People respond differently to moral-personal and moral-impersonal dilemmas be-

cause the single moral rule that is applied to both kinds of dilemmas (for example, the

doctrine of double effect) yields different permissibility judgments.
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H1 and H2 are ambiguous, but on the surface they do not seem to be mutually ex-

clusive. They certainly are not mutually exclusive if they merely assert, respectively, that

eliciting more emotional processing and yielding different permissibility judgments under

certain moral rules are each a cause of responding differently to moral-personal and moral-

impersonal dilemmas, where causation is understood in the manipulationist sense according

to which (roughly) A causes B if and only if it is possible to change B by manipulating

A (see Woodward 2003). Moreover, it seems quite plausible that a true general theory of

human moral judgment would have to account for both emotional processing and the use of

moral rules, thus providing a synthesis of H1 and H2 that would not be possible if H1 and

H2 were mutually exclusive. On the other hand, it does seem to be possible to test H1 and

H2 against one another.

These statements can be generalized to any case involving a pair of claims of the form

“X causes Z” and “Y causes Z.” Such claims are plausibly regarded as compatible, but it

does seem possible to test them against one another. Because such claims are ubiquitous in

science, it might seem that restricting the Law of Likelihood to mutually exclusive hypotheses

is a considerable concession.

The problem with this argument is that while there may be both interpretations of claims

of the form “X causes Z” and “Y causes Z” on which they are compatible and interpretations

of such claims on which they can be tested against one another, it is not clear that there

are any interpretations that have both of these characteristics. It does not seem plausible

to me that scientists can truly be said to test claims of the form “X is a cause of Z” and

“Y is a cause Z” against one another, precisely because those claims could both be true.

However, they can truly be said to test claims of the form “X causes Z” and “Y causes Z”

against one another under many possible interpretations of those claims on which they are

mutually exclusive. For instance, in simple cases such hypotheses could be understood as

asserting, respectively, “X causes Z and Y does not” and “Y causes Z and X does not.”

In cases involving complex systems, they will generally be more plausibly understood as

asserting something like, respectively, “X is the most important cause of Z” and “Y is the

most important cause of Z” (or perhaps “X is a more important cause of Y than Z” and vice

versa), where the notion of importance could generally be operationalized as, for instance,
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the percent of variance in Z accounted for in appropriate experiments.

Another possibility for a given pair of claims of the form “X causes Y” and “Z causes Y”

is that they are best understood not as hypotheses properly speaking, but rather as loose

expressions of the stances of two competing research programs. Particular experiments in

the relevant domain do not test even disambiguations of “X causes Z” and “Y causes Z”

against one another directly, but rather a more specific claim “in the spirit of ‘X causes

Z’ ” against a more specific claim “in the spirit of ‘Y causes Z.’ ” Rather than testing the

research programs themselves against one another directly, scientists use outcomes from tests

of more specific claims to inform judgments about those research programs in light of their

fruitfulness, empirical adequacy, and so forth.

This last interpretation seems quite plausible in the case of Example 3.3. It is compatible

with the plausible conjecture that the view that ultimately prevails will be a synthesis of

the research programs that H1 and H2 represent. Individual experiments that test mutually

exclusive hypotheses “drawn from” those respective research programs against one another

simply provide evidence for phenomena for which a successful synthesis of this kind would

have to account.

In summary, there are plausible ways of understanding Greene et al.’s work on which the

hypotheses they can properly be said to testing against one another in particular experiments

are mutually exclusive. Thus, that work does not speak against my conjecture that some

suitable interpretation of the claims “X causes Z” and “Y causes Z” can be found that make

them mutually exclusive whenever scientists can truly be said to test such claims against

one another.

3.3.3.2 Cases involving nested models Chandler [2013] discusses a different kind of

case in which scientists appear to test compatible hypotheses against one another, namely

cases in which they choose among nested models. (A model in the sense that is relevant

here is a composite statistical hypothesis, that is, a disjunction of hypotheses each of which

ascribes a probability distribution to some variable.) Scientists often test, for instance,

the hypothesis (LIN) that some variable Y is a quadratic function of X plus a normally

distributed error term against the hypothesis (QUAD) that Y is a linear function of X plus
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a normally distributed error term. But (LIN) is simply a special case of (QUAD) with the

coefficient of the quadratic (X2) term of (QUAD) set to zero. Thus, (LIN) and (QUAD) are

compatible. Model selection is an important part of science, so this kind of example seems

to indicate that restricting the Law of Likelihood to mutually exclusive hypotheses excludes

cases of genuine scientific interest.

As in the case of competing causal claims, so too in the case of nested models, there

are several possible interpretations according to which the scientists actually are testing

mutually exclusive hypotheses against one another. Once again, I conjecture that some such

interpretation can always be found and contend that the burden of proof is on those who

doubt this claim to provide a counterexample.

Chandler provides one possible interpretation when he points out that “as Forster and

Sober use the term, ‘E favors model M1 over model M2’ is actually shorthand for ‘E favors

the likeliest (in the technical sense) disjunct L(M1) of model M1 over the likeliest disjunct

L(M2) of model M2,’ with L(M1) ∩ L(M2) = ∅” [2013, 133]. L(M1) and L(M2) are simple

statistical hypotheses, so they are either mutually exclusive or identical. We can allow the

Law of Likelihood to apply to a simple statistical hypothesis and itself, with the intuitively

obvious result that any piece of evidence is evidentially neutral between them. Thus, under

this interpretation statements of the form “E favors model M1 over model M2” fall within the

scope of the Law of Likelihood even when it is restricted to mutually exclusive hypotheses.

This response is fine as far as it goes, but scientists seem to use phrases of the form “E

favors M1 over M2” in other ways as well. For instance, they might say “E favors (QUAD)

over (LIN)” when they mean that their data favors the claim that the element of (QUAD)

that is by some measure closest to the true model has a nonzero coefficient for the X2 term

over the negation of that claim. However, in many applications it is implausible that the

coefficient of the X2 term for the element of (QUAD) that is closest to the true model would

be exactly zero. What a scientist might mean instead in such cases is that E favors over its

negation the hypothesis that a nonzero coefficient for theX2 term is necessary for producing a

statistically adequate curve, meaning (roughly) a curve the residuals of which look like white

noise to a degree that is adequate for his or her aims. On both of these interpretations, “E

favors (QUAD) over (LIN)” actually means “E favors (QUAD)\(LIN) over (LIN),” where
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(QUAD)\(LIN) is the set of elements of (QUAD) that are not also elements of (LIN). Thus,

scientists who have one of these interpretations in mind are in fact considering mutually

exclusive hypotheses.

Fitelson [2013] claims that interpreting what look like comparisons between nested mod-

els as comparisons between mutually exclusive hypotheses is undesirable from a likelihoodist

perspective because the fact that one can apply the Law of Likelihood to nested hypotheses

such as (LIN) and (QUAD) is supposed to be an advantage for likelihoodism over Bayesian-

ism. It is difficult to see how one could give a Bayesian account of the widespread preference

for the simple model (LIN) over the complex model (QUAD) given that the fact that (LIN)

⊂ (QUAD) entails Pr(LIN) ≤ Pr(QUAD). Likelihoodism seems to be in a better position

in this respect because it is concerned with evidential favoring rather than with posterior

probability.

This argument is problematic in at least two respects. First, likelihoodism fares little

better than Bayesianism in accounting for the widespread preference for (LIN) over (QUAD).

The likelihood ratio for (LIN) and (QUAD) themselves is defined only relative to a prior

probability distribution over the simple components of these models, and thus is typically

unavailable from a likelihoodist perspective. A standard way to address this problem is to

use the likelihood ratio of the best-fitting element of (LIN) to the best-fitting element of

(QUAD), but this comparison can never favor (LIN) over (QUAD) because the best-fitting

element of (LIN) is also an element of (QUAD). In fact, data from typical problems is all but

guaranteed to favor (QUAD) over (LIN) according to the Law of Likelihood even if (LIN) is

true.10

The Law of Likelihood does not vindicate the widespread preference for simple models.

Some other account is needed, such as perhaps Forster and Sober’s appeal to overfitting

[1994] or an extension to Kevin Kelly’s theory of Ockham’s razor (see e.g. Kelly 2007) to

statistical problems. Many model selection criteria designed to address overfitting, such

as the Akaike Information Criterion that Forster and Sober [1994] promote, do include a

likelihood ratio term, but it is the likelihood ratio of the best-fitting member of one model to

10Formally, three or more data points will favor (QUAD) over (LIN) with probability one even if (LIN) is
true in the standard case in which the observations are affected by continuously distributed random noise.
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the best-fitting member of the other rather than a likelihood ratio for the models themselves.

Moreover, standard arguments for the use of such criteria such as the argument given by

Forster and Sober [1994] do not require that the likelihood ratio term be interpreted as

a measure of evidential favoring. Thus, the use of such criteria is quite compatible with

restricting the Law of Likelihood to mutually exclusive hypotheses.

Second, even if likelihoodism did provide an account of the widespread preference for

simple models, this fact would not be an advantage for likelihoodism over Bayesianism

because that account would be available to Bayesians as well. A Bayesian can say anything

that a likelihoodist can say. Likelihoodism and Bayesianism come into conflict only over the

legitimacy of distinctively Bayesian statements that involve assignments of probabilities to

hypotheses.

The upshot of Fitelson’s counterexample is that the Law of Likelihood applies only

to mutually exclusive hypotheses. This restriction is natural and adequate to block the

counterexample and can withstand all of the objections that have been raised against it.

3.4 RESPONSE TO ARMITAGE’S COUNTEREXAMPLE

The example discussed in this section has been claimed to illustrate a conflict between the

Law of Likelihood and what Cox and Hinkley [1974, 45–46] call the Weak Repeated Sampling

Principle:11

The Weak Repeated Sampling Principle. We should not follow procedures which for
some possible parameter values would give, in hypothetical repetitions, misleading conclu-
sions most of the time.12

11Similar principles include Birnbaum’s (Conf) [1977, 24] and Berger and Wolpert’s “Formal Confidence
Principle” [1988, 71–72], among others. Such principles attempt to elaborate Neyman’s conception of statis-
tics as being concerned with the appropriate regulation of one’s “inductive behavior” (e.g. Neyman and
Pearson 1933, 291).

12Cox and Hinkley’s Strong Repeated Sampling Principle says simply that “statistical procedures are to
be assessed by their behavior in hypothetical repetitions under the same conditions” (45). This claim is not
logically stronger than the Weak Repeated Sampling Principle because, unlike the latter, it says nothing
about how behavior in hypothetical repetitions is to be used in choosing statistical procedures. However, it
is stronger in one respect if it is taken to mean that procedures are to be assessed only on their behavior in
hypothetical repetitions.
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In other words, we should not use a procedure when it’s possible that it’s probable that it

will mislead us.

Any attempt to argue that the Law of Likelihood is unacceptable because it conflicts with

the Weak Repeated Sampling Principle faces two immediate problems: the Weak Repeated

Sampling Principle is unreasonably strong, and the Law of Likelihood itself is not the sort

of claim that could conflict with it. I will discuss these difficulties in turn, and then use the

lessons drawn from that discussion to explain why Armitage’s purported counterexample is

no threat to the Law of Likelihood.

3.4.1 Two problems for attempts to use the Weak Repeated Sampling Principle

as an objection to the Law of Likelihood

3.4.1.1 Problem 1: The Weak Repeated Sampling Principle is unreasonably

strong Suppose that for some inductive inference problem one must choose between Pro-

cedure A and Procedure B. For all but one possible parameter value, Procedure A would

outperform Procedure B by a wide margin in repeated applications. But for that one pos-

sible but highly implausible value, Procedure A would yield misleading conclusions most of

the time, whereas there are no possible parameter values on which Procedure B would yield

misleading conclusions most of the time. Surely there are cases of this kind in which Pro-

cedure A is by far the more reasonable choice. Nevertheless, the Weak Repeated Sampling

Principle requires choosing Procedure B. Thus, the Weak Repeated Sampling Principle goes

too far by requiring that one avoid the bare possibility of a high probability of a misleading

result regardless of the expected consequences.

Moreover, when taken at face value the Weak Repeated Sampling Principle is so strong

that even frequentists universally violate it even in the most basic kinds of textbook examples.

Take the case of using a predesignated number of observations from a normal distribution

with unknown mean µ and known variance to test the null hypothesis H0 : µ ≤ µ0 against

µ > µ0, where one’s options are either to reject or fail to reject the null hypothesis. The

obvious and standard procedure on a problem of this kind is to reject H0 if and only if the

mean of a set of observations drawn from the distribution in question is greater than some
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specific cutoff value c. (A test of this kind is a uniformly most powerful test for its Type I

error rate.) It is standard to designate as the null hypothesis the one that would be more

costly to reject if it were true, so c should be greater than µ0. Fixing c determines the

procedure’s Type I error rate: the probability of rejecting H0 if it is true, maximized13 over

the set of possibilities that are consistent with H0. Fixing c also determines for each simple

component of the alternative hypothesis a corresponding Type II error rate, that is, for each

hypothesis Ha of the form µ = µa for some µa > µ0, it determines the probability of failing

to reject the null hypothesis if Ha is true.

The problem for the Weak Repeated Sampling Principle is that the sum of the Type I

error rate and the Type II error rate goes to one as the value µa of the component of the

alternative hypothesis one considers decreases toward µ0. Thus, for any procedure of the

kind described there is some hypothesis such that the procedure is as close as one likes to

being at least as likely as not to deliver the wrong answer if that hypothesis is true. Using

a different kind of test procedure will not address this problem because any such procedure

has a larger Type II error rate than the test of the form in question that has the same Type

I error rate.

One could respond that the Weak Repeated Sampling Principle only requires that a

procedure not give a misleading conclusion most of the time, and merely “as close as one

likes to as often as not” is not most of the time. But this response rules out the standard

frequentist practice of choosing a cutoff so that the Type I error rate has some small value,

most often .05, because then the Type II error rate would rise to .95, which presumably

would qualify as “most of the time.”

A more promising response is that failing to reject the null hypothesis when the true

mean is just a tiny bit larger than µ0 is not a “misleading conclusion” in the intended sense.

One is concerned only to detect discrepancies from the null hypothesis that are large enough

to be of practical importance. The sum of the Type I error rate and the limit of the Type

II error rate as µa decreases to µ0 + d for some positive d does not go to one and can be

made as small as one likes in principle by increasing the sample size while holding c and d

13Technically, the frequentist error rates are defined in terms of suprema rather than maxima, but this
distinction is unimportant for our purposes.
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fixed. Thus, allowing one to use a procedure that has a high probability of yielding a result

that is only slightly misleading makes it possible to conform to the Weak Repeated Sampling

Principle on this problem. It thereby allows frequentists to avoid what would otherwise be a

fatal objection to the Weak Repeated Sampling Principle. However, we will see in Subsection

3.4.2 that it also defuses Armitage’s purported counterexample to the Law of Likelihood.

3.4.1.2 Problem 2: The Law of Likelihood itself cannot conflict with the Weak

Repeated Sampling Principle A second immediate problem for attempts to argue that

the Law of Likelihood is unacceptable because it conflicts with the Weak Repeated Sampling

Principle is that the Law of Likelihood is not even the sort of claim that could conflict with

the Weak Repeated Sampling Principle. The Weak Repeated Sampling Principle prohibits

procedures that yield misleading conclusions most of the time, but the Law of Likelihood is

not a procedure and does not yield conclusions. What can conflict with the Weak Repeated

Sampling Principle is not the Law of Likelihood itself, but rather various procedures that

the Law of Likelihood vaguely suggests. For instance, when there are multiple hypotheses

of interest of which one must choose exactly one to accept, the Law of Likelihood suggests

the maximum likelihood estimation procedure of accepting the hypothesis that ascribes the

highest probability to the data. But the Law of Likelihood does not require the use of

maximum likelihood estimation. Indeed, a Bayesian could very well accept the Law of

Likelihood but would not typically use maximum likelihood estimation.

One type of procedure that the Law of Likelihood suggests is simply to “announce”

through some appropriate channel for some H1 and H2 of particular interest that one’s data

favor H1 over H2 (or vice versa) to the degree given by the associated likelihood ratio. An

output of this procedure is misleading when the hypothesis that is said to be disfavored is

true, with the likelihood ratio a measure of the degree of misleadingness for fixed H1 and

H2. Armitage’s example appears to provide a recipe for causing this procedure to generate

an announcement that is by this standard as misleading as one likes with probability one,

in violation of the Weak Repeated Sampling Principle. I will show, however, that this

appearance is misleading.
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3.4.2 Why Armitage’s example is no threat to the Law of Likelihood

Armitage’s example involves taking observations from a normal distribution with unknown

mean and known variance. The key to the example is that the number of observations is

not fixed in advance. Instead, one keeps taking observations until the sample mean x̄n is

a certain distance away from zero. This distance decreases as the number of observations

increases, at a rate that is fast enough to ensure that the experiment ends eventually even

if the true mean µ is zero.14

Armitage’s example seems problematic because by making the value of |x̄n| required

to end the experiment sufficiently large, one can guarantee that the experiment generates a

likelihood ratio for the hypothesis that µ = x̄n 6= 0 against that hypothesis that µ = 0 that is

as large as one likes,15 even when the latter is true. Thus, the practice of announcing that the

observations taken from this experiment favor µ = x̄n over µ = 0 to the degree given by the

likelihood ratio of the former to the latter appears to violate the Weak Repeated Sampling

Principle in a dramatic fashion. At the end of the previous subsection, I wrote that such a

procedure is misleading when µ = 0 is true, with the likelihood ratio a measure of the degree

of misleadingness for fixed H1 and H2. It follows that the result that the Armitage example

is bound generate is indeed misleading. However, it does not follow that this result can be

made as misleading as one likes. The hypothesis that µ = x̄n is not fixed, but random, so

the claim that the likelihood ratio of µ = x̄n to µ = 0 is a measure of misleadingness for

fixed H1 and H2 does not apply.

One might think that the fact that the Armitage example provides a recipe for producing

a result that is misleading at all is enough to refute the Law of Likelihood. But the Armitage

example is not special in this regard. A fixed number of observations from a normal distri-

14Observations are taken until the first time the sample mean is at least k standard deviations away from 0
for some k (|x̄n| > kσ0/

√
n). With probability one, sampling stops after some finite n. When the experiment

ends, the likelihood at µ = x̄n is more than e
1
2k

2

times that at µ = 0, so by choice of k the likelihood ratio
for µ = x̄n against µ = 0 can be made arbitrarily large. See [Cox and Hinkley, 1974, 50–1].

15It is important to avoid misinterpreting Armitage’s example as providing a recipe for generating a result
which according to the Law of Likelihood disfavors the hypothesis that µ = 0 is true relative to its negation
µ 6= 0 even when µ = 0. The likelihood ratio for this pair of hypotheses is defined only relative to a prior
probability distribution for µ. Given such a distribution, that likelihood ratio need not be less than one.
For instance, Berger and Wolpert [1988, 81–2] consider a prior that yields for one possible outcome of the
experiment a likelihood ratio of 3.5 for the hypothesis that µ = 0 against µ 6= 0, which a likelihoodist would
conventionally interpret as weakly favoring µ = 0 over µ 6= 0.
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bution with unknown mean also produces a maximum likelihood estimate of that mean that

is inevitably different from its true value, simply because the data are noisy. The fact that

the Law of Likelihood says that the data favor the maximum likelihood estimate over the

true value in such simple cases is not an objection to the Law of Likelihood. The evidence

itself is misleading. The Law of Likelihood characterizes it correctly.

The Armitage example differs from the fixed-sample-size case in that it allows one to

put a lower bound on the likelihood ratio for the maximum likelihood estimate against the

true hypothesis. It thus provides a recipe for producing a result that is more misleading

than would be expected in the fixed-sample-size case in one respect. However, making the

result more misleading in that respect requires making it more accurate in expectation in

a different respect: when µ = 0, increasing the lower bound on the misleading likelihood

ratio the experiment produces requires decreasing the expected distance from the truth of

the maximum likelihood estimate (that is, the expected value of |x̄n|). (See Appendix C.)

If a frequentist can say that he or she is not worried about a large probability of failing

to reject the null hypothesis when it is not far from the truth—as he or she must in order

to avoid violating the Weak Repeated Sampling Principle—then so too a likelihoodist can

claim that he or she is not worried about a large probability of finding strong evidential

support for µ = x̄n against µ = 0 even though µ = 0 is true when one can secure a given

degree of strength for that support only by allowing x̄n to be very close to the truth with

high probability.

The Armitage example merely allows one to trade one kind of misleadingness for an-

other. This tradeoff is what justifies regarding the likelihood ratio as a measure of degree

of misleadingness only for a pair of hypotheses that is fixed in advance. How the two kinds

of misleadingness should be traded off against one another depends on the relevant utility

function. Thus, there is no general, principled argument for the claim that the Armitage ex-

ample is any more problematic for the Law of Likelihood than the standard fixed-sample-size

case, and the latter is not problematic at all.
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3.5 RESPONSE TO STEIN’S COUNTEREXAMPLE

In his [1962], Stein presents what he takes to be a counterexample to the Likelihood Prin-

ciple. Advocates of the Likelihood Principle such as Berger and Wolpert [1988, 133–5] and

Grossman [2011a, 311–3] accept that Stein’s example illustrates a conflict between the Likeli-

hood Principle and frequentist reasoning but argue that the problem lies with the frequentist

reasoning. I argue that the purportedly frequentist reasoning used to generate the conflict

is not correct by any reasonable frequentist lights, and thus that Stein’s example fails to

illustrate any real conflict at all.

My response to Stein’s counterexample turns on an elementary point about frequentist

methods. Consider the basic textbook example of using a single observation from a random

variable X that is normally distributed with unknown mean θ and known variance σ2 to

produce an interval estimate of θ. A standard frequentist solution to this problem would be

to use the random interval (X−1.96σ,X+ 1.96σ). For instance, for the observation X = 50

and known variance σ2 = 1, a frequentist would give the interval (48.04, 51.96) as an estimate

of θ. He or she could justify this procedure by citing the fact that (X − 1.96σ,X + 1.96σ)

contains the true value of θ 95% of the time in the limit of indefinitely many repeated

applications with varying data, regardless of what that value may be. Moreover, this interval

is the shortest among all random intervals in this problem with that property.

These properties of (X − 1.96σ,X + 1.96σ) provide a kind of justification for the method

of using that interval to estimate θ. Whether or not a particular instance of that interval such

as (48.04, 51.96) somehow “inherits” that justification is controversial among frequentists.

Frequentists in the “evidentialist” (Fisherian) tradition contend that their methods do allow

for epistemic appraisal of hypotheses in light of particular outcomes, while frequentists in

the “reliabilist” (Neyman-Pearson) tradition do not.

Even Fisherian frequentists have to acknowledge that the coverage probability of a ran-

dom variable is a good measure of the warrant for one of its particular instances only under

special circumstances. They have to contend with the fact that every particular interval is an

instance of countably infinitely many random intervals for the observed value of the relevant

random variable, and the coverage probabilities of those random intervals vary widely. For
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instance, the particular interval (48.04, 51.96) is an instance not only of the standard frequen-

tist 95% confidence interval (X−1.96σ,X+1.96σ), but also of the interval (X−1.96X/50, X+

1.96X/50), which has coverage probability that varies with θ and is zero in the worst case

of θ = 0. It is also an instance of the interval (X − 1.96σ,X + 1.96σ)I(X = 50), which has

coverage probability 0 for all θ, and (X−1.96σ,X+1.96σ)I(X = 50)+(−∞,∞)I(X 6= 50),

which has coverage probability 1 for all θ. The claim that the right measure of the warrant

for asserting that θ is in (48.04, 51.96) is the coverage probability of (X − 1.96σ,X + 1.96σ)

rather than that of of some other random interval that would also generate (48.04, 51.96)

given X = 50 requires an argument.

Stein’s error is to use the coverage probability of a random interval of which a given

particular interval is an instance as a measure of the warrant for that particular interval

when the choice of that random interval for that purpose has not been justified and at least

appears to be unjustifiable.

Stein begins16 in his example with an observed value x0 of a random variable X that is

normally distributed with unknown mean θ > 0 and known variance σ2
0. He then constructs

a random variable Y such that the likelihood function of Y = x0 is very nearly propor-

tional to that of X = x0. He shows that the particular interval (x0 − 1.96σ0, x0 + 1.96σ0)

is both the instance of the random interval (X − 1.96σ0, X + 1.96σ0) that the observation

X = x0 generates and the instance of the random interval (Y + 1.96Y/d, Y − 1.96Y/d)

that the observation Y = x0 generates, where d = x0/σ0. The first of these random intervals

(X−1.96σ0, X+1.96σ0) is the standard frequentist confidence interval with (approximately17)

95% coverage probability, while the second random interval (Y − 1.96Y/d, Y + 1.96Y/d) has

terrible coverage probability (less than 10−100) [Berger, 1980, 154, 400–1]. It supposedly fol-

lows by frequentist lights that X = x0 warrants (x0 − 1.96σ0, x0 + 1.96σ0) as an estimate of

θ, while Y = x0 does not, in violation of what we might call the Extended Likelihood Prin-

ciple, according to which (roughly speaking) outcomes with nearly proportional likelihood

functions are nearly evidentially equivalent.

16The version of Stein’s argument I present actually incorporates minor refinements from Berger and
Wolpert [1988, 133–4] that do not affect its substance.

17Because of the restriction θ > 0, this interval does not have exact 95% coverage. This restriction is
insignificant provided x0 > 3σ0 or so, which we can simply stipulate.
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The assumption that the Likelihood Principle implies a version of the Extended Likeli-

hood Principle of the kind that Stein’s example requires is open to question, but I will grant

it for the sake of argument.

Unfortunately for Stein, the same kind of reasoning he uses can also be used to “show”

that X = x0 both warrants and does not warrant (x0 + 1.96σ0, x0 + 1.96σ0) as an estimate

of θ. For (x0 − 1.96σ0, x0 + 1.96σ0) is the instance of both (X − 1.96σ0, X + 1.96σ0) and

(X − 1.96X/d,X + 1.96X/d) that X = x0 generates, where d = x0/σ0. The former has

95% coverage probability, while the latter has coverage probability that varies with θ all

the way down to 0% in the worst case (θ = 0). Worse, (x0 − 1.96σ0, x0 + 1.96σ0) is the

instance of ((X − 1.96σ0)I(X = x0), (X + 1.96σ0)I(X = x0)) that X = x0 generates,

where that random interval has 0% coverage probability for all θ. It follows by the kind

of purportedly frequentist reasoning Stein uses that X = x0 both warrants and does not

warrant (x0 − 1.96σ0, x0 + 1.96σ0) as an estimate of θ.

The problem with both this argument and Stein’s argument is that the coverage prob-

ability of a random interval cannot be used indiscriminately as a measure of the warrant

for asserting the instance of that random variable that the observed value of the random

variable at issue generates. On the other hand, it does seem that frequentists must use

the coverage probability of some random interval that generates the particular interval in

question as a measure of the warrant for that interval if they are to give such a measure

at all.18 Perhaps there is a way to pick out the right random interval in each case. If

(Y − 1.96Y/d, Y + 1.96Y/d) were the right random interval in Stein’s example, then his ar-

gument would illustrate a genuine conflict between the Likelihood Principle and frequentist

reasoning.

Standard presentations of Stein’s example (e.g. Berger and Wolpert 1988, 133–5) simply

assume without argument that the coverage probability of (Y −1.96Y/d, Y +1.96Y/d) is the

relevant one for a frequentist assessment of the degree to which observing Y = x0 warrants

asserting that θ is in the interval (x0− 1.96σ0, x0 + 1.96σ0) = (x0− 1.96x0/d, x0 + 1.96x0/d).

But why that interval rather than (Y − 1.96σ0, Y + 1.96σ0)? For that matter, why use

18Of course, frequentists in the Neyman-Pearson tradition deny that there is such a thing as the degree to
which an observation warrants an hypothesis. I am considering Fisherian interpretations here because they
are the interpretations that apparently conflict with the Likelihood Principle here.
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(X − 1.96σ0, X + 1.96σ0) to assess the degree to which X = x0 warrants asserting that θ

is in the interval (x0 − 1.96σ0, x0 + 1.96σ0) = (x0 − 1.96x0/d, x0 + 1.96x0/d), rather than

(X − 1.96X/d,X + 1.96X/d)?

These questions are difficult to answer. Frequentism is most easily understood as a

“forward-looking” theory about how to design experiments in a way that controls the prob-

ability that one will accept an erroneous conclusion, rather than as a “backward-looking”

theory for assessing particular data as evidence. The most well-developed frequentist theory

for interpreting data as evidence, Deborah Mayo’s theory of error statistics, does not help

in this case. Mayo claims that data x0 provide good evidence for hypothesis H just in case

H passes a severe test T with data x0, which means that the following two conditions are

satisfied [Mayo and Spanos, 2011, 164]:

(S-1) x0 accords with H (for a suitable notion of accordance) and

(S-2) with very high probability, test T would have produced a result that accords less well
with H than x0 does, if H were false or incorrect.

This account does not help because the interval (x0−1.96x0/d, x0 +1.96x0/d) was chosen

to fit the datum Y = x0, rather than the datum being taken from a genuine test of that

interval. (S-1) and (S-2) are satisfied in this case, but it is clear that the taking of the

datum Y = x0 should not count as a severe test of the hypothesis that θ is in the interval

(x0 − 1.96x0/d, x0 + 1.96x0/d) that was designated after the fact. Either Mayo’s theory

is false, or this case lies outside its scope because of it egregiously violates the standard

frequentist requirement to predesignate hypotheses for testing.19

Perhaps, from a frequentist perspective, the right measure of the warrant for asserting

that θ is within a particular interval is the coverage probability of the random interval from

which that particular interval came or would have come. For instance, it seems to make sense

to use 95% as a measure of the warrant for asserting that θ is within (x0−1.96σ0, x0 +1.96σ0)

upon observing X = x0 because a frequentist actually would use a random interval of the

form (X − kσ0, X + kσ0) to estimate θ from X, with k = 1.96 giving coverage probability of

95%. If this proposal is correct, then an advocate of Stein’s argument needs to argue that

19Mayo denies that predesignation is always strictly necessary for any frequentist evaluation [Mayo, 1996,
Ch. 9] [Mayo and Spanos, 2011, 164], but not that absence of predesignation is ever problematic, as it clearly
would be for her in this case.
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a frequentist actually would use an interval of the form (Y − kY/d, Y + kY/d) in order to

establish that from a frequentist perspective it is appropriate to use the coverage probability

of (Y − 1.96Y/d, Y + 1.96Y/d) as a measure of the warrant for asserting that θ is within

(x0 − 1.96x0/d, x0 + 1.96x0/d) upon observing Y = x0. Now, (Y − 1.96Y/d, Y + 1.96Y/d)

is of the form (aY, bY ), which is convenient because intervals of that form have coverage

probability that does not depend on θ. However, it is also of the more specific form ((1 −

1.96a)Y, (1+1.96a)Y ), which is far from optimal in terms of maximizing coverage probability

for a given width because Y is almost certain to be at least ten times larger than θ [Basu,

1975, 52]. For that reason, a frequentist would not use an interval of that form: it would

be better to use an interval of the form (aY, bY ) with b > a � 1. Thus, the proposal that

the right measure of the warrant for asserting that θ is within (x0− 1.96x0/d, x0 + 1.96x0/d)

upon observing Y = x0 is the coverage probability of the random interval from which that

particular interval came or would have come implies that the coverage probability of (Y −

1.96Y/d, Y + 1.96Y/d) is not the right measure.

One might think that Stein showed that an advocate of the Likelihood Principle who

is committed to using (X − 1.96σ0, X + 1.96σ0) as an estimator of θ for all values of X is

thereby also committed to using (Y −1.96Y/d, Y +1.96Y/d) for all values of Y . The terrible

coverage probability of (Y − 1.96Y/d, Y + 1.96Y/d) is a good reason not to be committed to

using it for all values of Y , so if Stein had demonstrated this result, then an advocate of the

Likelihood Principle would have to argue that it would be a mistake be to committed to using

(X−1.96σ0, X+1.96σ0) for all values of X. Berger and Wolpert [1988, 133–5] and Grossman

[2011a, 311–3] make strong arguments for this claim,20 but those arguments are not needed

because Stein did not establish the result that would make its conclusion necessary. His

argument involves constructing a different random variable Y for each observed value x0 of

X. Thus, while an advocate of the Likelihood Principle is committed to saying that X = x0

warrants the claim that θ is within (x0 − 1.96x0/d, x0 + 1.96x0/d) to the same degree as

observing Y = x0, he or she is not committed to that claim for all values x0 of X and a

20No proper prior probability distribution gives (x− 1.96σ0, x+ 1.96σ0) as the Bayesian highest posterior
density region for all possible values x of X. The improper uniform prior over all θ > 0 does give approx-
imately (x − 1.96σ0, x + 1.96σ0) for all values x of X that are not too close to zero, but the use of this
improper prior is highly suspect in this case for reasons Berger [1980, 154–5] explains.
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single random variable Y . (See Appendix D for details.)

Advocates of the Likelihood Principle have argued that Stein’s example is not fatal even

though it shows that the Likelihood Principle conflicts with frequentist reasoning. If the

argument presented here is correct, then their arguments are unnecessary because Stein’s

example does not in fact illustrate any conflict between likelihoodism and any reasonable

form of frequentism.

3.6 CONCLUSION

I have provided new responses to three purported counterexamples to the Likelihood Prin-

ciple. Together with the proof of the Likelihood Principle presented in the previous chapter,

these responses strengthen the case for a likelihoodist or Bayesian approach rather than a

frequentist approach to statistical inference. In the next chapter, I present a new counterex-

ample to the Law of Likelihood that I argue does require modifying or reinterpreting it.

However, the blame for the problem it illustrates lies with the theory of conditional prob-

ability rather than the connections between conditional probabilities and evidence the the

Likelihood Principle and Law of Likelihood posit.
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4.0 A COUNTEREXAMPLE TO THE LAW OF LIKELIHOOD FOR

PROBABILITY-ZERO HYPOTHESES

4.1 INTRODUCTION

The Law of Likelihood says that a datum E evidentially favors a hypothesis H1 over an

incompatible1 hypothesis H2 if and only if the likelihood ratio k = Pr(E|H1)/Pr(E|H2) is

greater than one, with k measuring the degree of favoring. This claim is problematic when

either H1 or H2 has probability zero. When H has probability zero, Pr(E|H) is defined

in Kolmogorov’s theory of regular conditional distributions only relative to a sub-σ field in

which H is embedded. One can embed a pair of hypotheses H1 and H2 in a sub-σ-field that

treats them differently even though the setup of the problem is symmetric with respect to

those hypotheses. Doing so gives rise to instances of Borel’s paradox,2 in which probabilities

conditional on probability-zero hypotheses that intuitively should be equal turn out to be

unequal. In this way, one can produce counterexamples to the Law of Likelihood in which

Pr(E|H1)/Pr(E|H2) > 1 even though the setup of the problem is symmetric with respect

to H1 and H2.

I present a counterexample of that kind in Section 4.2. In Section 4.3, I respond to

several attempts to dismiss the counterexample. I then present a no-go result in Section

4.4 which shows that avoiding such counterexamples by adopting an alternative theory of

conditional probability requires giving up either even a weak form of conglomerability or

1Standard formulations of the Law of Likelihood do not require that H1 and H2 be incompatible. I argue
for this requirement in Chapter 2, Section 2.

2“Borel’s paradox” has also been called “Bertrand’s Paradox” because Joseph Bertrand seems to have
been the first to discuss it [Bertrand, 1889]. Émile Borel responds to Bertrand’s discussion in his [1909, 100–
4]. It is also sometimes called “the Borel–Kolmogorov paradox” because Kolmogorov gives the canonical
response to it in his [1956, 50–1].
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one of two other highly plausible principles. I then present two possible responses to the

counterexample within extant theory of conditional probability in Section 4.5. In the end, I

conclude that either of those responses is acceptable and that there are no strong grounds

on which to decide between them.

It should be noted that Borel’s paradox only arises for hypotheses that have probability

zero. When H has strictly positive probability, the formula Pr(E|H) = Pr(E ∩H)/Pr(H)

holds, and the values of these probabilities are not relative to a sub-σ-field. Thus, Borel’s

paradox does not create any difficulties for the Law of Likelihood in many ordinary cases.

4.2 A COUNTEREXAMPLE TO THE LAW OF LIKELIHOOD FOR

PROBABILITY-ZERO HYPOTHESES

In the following example, standard mathematical techniques yield Pr(E|H1)/Pr(E|H2) > 1,

but it is clear that the datum E is evidentially neutral between H1 and H2. Thus, it is a

counterexample to at least a näıve formulation of the Law of Likelihood.

Figure 4.1: An illustration of Example 4.1

Example 4.1. Consider a unit sphere equipped with an arbitrary system of latitudes

and longitudes. Let E be the datum that a point P randomly selected from a uniform

distribution on the surface of the sphere lies within π/180 units of the intersection of

the equator and the prime meridian along the surface of the sphere. Let H1 be the
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hypothesis that P lies on the “prime meridional circle,” i.e. union of the prime meridian

and the line of 180◦ longitude, omitting the points at which that circle intersects the

equator. Let H2 be the hypothesis that P lies on the equator, omitting the same two

points.

By stipulation, the system of latitudes and longitudes in this example is arbitrary. Moreover,

the datum E is symmetric with respect to the equator and the prime meridional circle. Thus,

it is intuitively clear that E is evidentially neutral between H1 and H2. But standard math-

ematical techniques yield the likelihood ratio Pr(E|H1)/Pr(E|H2) = 1.57, which according

to the Law of Likelihood indicates that E favors H1 over H2. Thus, an unrestricted version

of the Law of Likelihood is false when the conditional probabilities to which it appeals are

calculated using standard mathematical techniques.

See Appendix E for a derivation of the anomalous likelihood ratio. You can see roughly

how this result arises by thinking of the prime meridional circle as the limit of the region

between two lines of longitude and thinking of the equator as the limit of the region between

two lines of latitude: two lines of longitude are farther apart close to the equator than they

are around the poles, while any two lines of latitude are equally spaced all the way around the

globe. This difference corresponds to the fact that, using standard mathematical techniques,

the conditional probability distribution on the equator is uniform, while that on the prime

meridional circle increases as one approaches the equator. (See figure 4.2.)

Treating a great circle as a limit for the purpose of calculating probabilities conditional

on it makes sense when one is conditioning on the datum that some point of interest lies on

it to within the resolving power of some measurement technique. It does not make sense in

Example 4.1, in which the circles correspond to sharp hypotheses and the identification of

one as the equator and the other as the prime meridional circle is arbitrary.

4.3 RESPONSES TO WORRIES ABOUT THE COUNTEREXAMPLE

There are several apparent reasons to think that Example 4.1 is somehow illegitimate and

thus not a proper counterexample to the Law of Likelihood as standardly formulated. In this
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Figure 4.2: Equator and prime meridional circle are treated differently despite the arbitrari-

ness of the distinction.
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section I will consider five of these concerns and argue that none of them defuses the coun-

terexample. This is not to say that likelihoodists have no response to the counterexample,

but only that they cannot simply dismiss it without providing a proper response.

4.3.1 Worry 1: Each hypothesis omits two points on the relevant great circle

It might seem suspicious that H1 and H2 in Example 4.1 each omit two points from the

relevant great circle. However, the omission of those points plays no role in generating the

anomalous likelihood ratio, as the calculation in Appendix E shows. Because those points

have no length, the same likelihood ratio arises regardless of how they are handled.

I exclude the points at which the relevant great circles intersect only so that one can-

not avoid the counterexample by restricting the Law of Likelihood to mutually exclusive

hypotheses, as I advocate in Chapter 3.

4.3.2 Worry 2: The likelihood ratio is small

The value 1.57 of the anomalous likelihood ratio is significantly smaller than the value

of 8 that likelihoodists conventionally require in order to declare a result “fairly strong”

evidence [Royall, 2000, 761]. One might think that this fact somehow excuses the Law

of Likelihood. But it does not, for two reasons. First, the Law of Likelihood implies the

incorrect qualitative claim that the result favors the prime meridional circle hypothesis over

the equator hypothesis regardless of what it says about the degree of favoring. Second, one

could produce an analogous but more dramatic result by using a sub-σ-field that corresponds

to a strange coordinate system. As I explain above, the fact that likelihood ratio in this case

is greater than one corresponds to the fact that lines of longitude are farther apart at the

equator than near the poles, while lines of latitude are spaced equally all the way around

the sphere. One could get a larger likelihood ratio by using a system of “pseudo-longitudes”

that exaggerates this effect around the prime meridian and/or a system of “pseudo-latitudes”

that are closer together near the prime meridional circle than elsewhere around the equator.

It is a plausible conjecture that one could generate any likelihood ratio one likes by using a

sufficiently strange coordinate system; see [Arnold and Robertson, 2003] for a similar result
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in a related problem.

4.3.3 Worry 3: Real measurement techniques have finite precision

Borel himself points out that actual methods of observation do not allow you to learn that

a particular point on a sphere lies on a particular great circle [1909, 102–3]. From a position

on the prime meridian, for instance, you might be able to use astronomical observations and

a chronometer to determine that your longitude is between 0.1′′ East and 0.1′′ West, but you

would never be able to determine that your longitude is exactly 0.

This point would be relevant if Pr(E|H1) were supposed to reflect uncertainty about the

the longitude of P given a measurement with a high but finite degree of precision indicating

that it lay on the equator, and Pr(E|H2) were supposed to reflect uncertainty about the

the latitude of P given a measurement with a high but finite degree of precision indicating

that it lay on the prime meridional circle. But those probabilities are supposed to reflect

uncertainty given hypotheses, not measurements. The fact that measurement techniques

have finite precision does not preclude considering “sharp” hypotheses.

4.3.4 Worry 4: The hypotheses belong to different models

R.A. Fisher [1922, 310] and A.W.F. Edwards [1972, 9], among others, characterize a likeli-

hood function as defined only up to a constant of proportionality. This fact might lead one

to think that the Law of Likelihood applies only to hypotheses that belong to a common

model. If two hypotheses belong to a common model, then the constant of proportionality

associated with their likelihoods will be the same and thus will cancel out when one takes

their ratio. If they belong to different models, then there will be no determinate fact about

how their constants are related to one another. Thus, there will be no determinate fact

about their likelihood ratio. H1 and H2 in Example 4.1 seem to belong to different models,

one of which carves up the sphere into meridional circles while the other carves it up into

zonal circles, so one might think that restricting the Law of Likelihood to hypotheses that

belong to a common model is both independently well-motivated and sufficient to avoid the

counterexample.
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This objection is dubious for two main reasons. First, it is not clear what it means to say

that two hypotheses belong to a “common model.” In statistics jargon, “model” typically

refers to a triple of the form {X ,Θ,P}, where X is a sample space, Θ is an index set, and P is

a set of probability distributions indexed by the elements of Θ. H1 and H2 cannot belong to

such a model because they are neither elements of a sample space, nor indices, nor probability

distributions. We could thus avoid them by saying that we can apply the Law of Likelihood

only to hypotheses that belong to a model of this kind (presumably by positing that the

statistical distribution underlying the data belongs to some particular subset of P), but this

maneuver excludes too much. It would prevent us from applying the Law of Likelihood to

substantive scientific hypotheses such as the theory of evolution, as Sober [2008] does to

good effect. We might want to disallow the use of the Law of Likelihood in some such cases

because it is difficult at best to assign values to the relevant likelihoods in an objective way,

but this point clearly does not apply to all substantive hypotheses. For instance, there is

no question that the probability that a card drawn from a standard, well-shuffled deck is a

spade given that it is black king is 1/2 while the probability that is is a spade that it is a

queen is 1/4, and it seems quite reasonable to say for that reason that the information that

the card is a spade favors the hypothesis that it is a black king over the hypothesis that it

is a queen.

Even when we leave aside this difficulty by focusing on hypotheses that simply posit

probability distributions, it is still not clear under what circumstances a pair of hypotheses

should be regarded as belonging to a common model. Consider a paradigm example of hy-

potheses that come from different models, intuitively speaking—for instance, the hypothesis

that an outcome of five heads in ten tosses was produced by a fair coin under binomial

sampling—meaning that the number of tosses was fixed and the number of heads random—

or under negative binomial sampling—meaning that the number of heads was fixed and the

number of tosses random. Binomial and negative binomial sampling are standard examples

of distinct models, so if taking hypotheses from distinct models is problematic in general

than it should be problematic here.

However, it is unclear what principled distinction one can draw between this pair of

hypotheses and, for instance, two hypotheses within the “binomial sampling model” that
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posit different biases for the coin. At first it might seem that this pair of hypotheses must be

regarded as belonging to different models because they correspond to different sample spaces:

the binomial hypothesis says that the possible observations are {H = 0, H = 1, . . . , H = 10},

where H is the number of heads, with the number of flips n = 10 being a fixed quantity,

while the negative binomial hypothesis says that the possible observations are {N = 5, N =

6, . . .}, where N is the number of flips, with the number of heads h = 5 a fixed quantity.

However, we can give these hypotheses a common sample space simply by expressing the

sample points in each sample space in terms of both the number of heads and the number

of flips and then taking the union of the results. The fact that each element of this sample

space is characterized by two numbers is no objection: we can project this two-dimensional

characterization onto one dimension if we like, given that the cardinality of N × N is the

same as that of N itself. Each hypothesis assigns probability zero to some elements of this

combined sample space, but that is no obstacle to treating it as a sample space.

In general, if hypothesis H1 says that some random vector Y has probability density

function f1(Y ) and another hypothesisH2 says that Z has probability density function f2(X),

where the union of the sample spaces of X and Y is a partition, then those hypotheses belong

to a common model according to which f(X) = I(b = 1)f1(X) + I(b = 2)f2(X), where X

ranges over the union of the sample spaces, I is an indicator function, and b = i if and

only if hypothesis Hi is true. This kind of approach might seem artificial, but it would be

appropriate, for instance, in the event that one were given the number of heads and the

number of tosses and wished to evaluate the hypothesis that sampling was binomial against

the hypothesis that it was negative binomial. I see no reason why the Law of Likelihood

could not be applied in this case, despite the fact that the hypotheses come from “different

models,” intuitively speaking.

That brings me to my second reason for finding dubious the objection that Example 4.1

is illegitimate because H1 and H2 belong to different models: there do not seem to be any

good arguments for denying that the Law of Likelihood can be applied to hypotheses from

different models. I gave an argument for this claim at the start of this section, but it relies

on the idea that a likelihood function should is defined only up to a model-specific constant

of proportionality. There does not seem to be any argument behind that idea beyond an
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appeal to the authority of figures such as Fisher. There are reasons to accept the assertion

of the Likelihood Principle that evidential import depends on the likelihood function only

up to a constant of proportionality, but this fact does not require regarding likelihood func-

tions as defined only up to such a constant. One can simply say that the mapping from

likelihood functions to evidential import is many-to-one. At most, the Likelihood Principle

makes it convenient to regard the likelihood function as defined only up to a constant of

proportionality. It would be a mistake to derive methodological conclusions from this fact.

The possibility of using data on coin flips to evaluate hypotheses involving binomial

sampling against negative binomial sampling as described above might seem to generate

objections to the idea that the Law of Likelihood can be applied to hypotheses drawn from

different models.3 For it might seem that a datum E that a coin landed heads h times in n

flips contains no information about whether the number of heads or the number of tosses was

fixed in advance. But applying the Law of Likelihood yields the conclusion that E favors the

hypothesis H1 that the bias of the coin is p0 and the number of heads is fixed at n over the

hypothesis H2 that that the bias of the coin is p0 and the number of heads is fixed at h to

the degree n/h for any p0: Pr(E|H1)
Pr(E|H2)

=
(nh)ph(1−p)n−h

(n−1
h−1)ph(1−p)n−h

= n
h
. Because this relationship holds for

all p0, it presumably follows that E favors the more general “binomial” hypothesis HB that

the number of heads is fixed at n over the more general “negative binomial” hypothesis HNB

that the number of heads is fixed at h.4 But then it seems that we are not just treating the

uninformative observation E as if it were informative, but doing so in a way that is biased

toward the conclusion that sampling is binomial.

These concerns are misplaced. First, while it might seem intuitively plausible that E is

uninformative, this claim is not obviously true. Consider an extreme case, such as n = 1000

and h = 1. There are 1000 ways this result could have arisen if n = 1000 was fixed in advance:

the head could have occurred in the first toss, the second toss, . . ., or the thousandth toss.

But there is only one way it could have arisen if h = 1 was fixed in advance: the head must

have occurred on the thousandth toss. Given these considerations, it seem plausible that

3This objection was presented to me by Michael Lew in personal correspondence.
4This claim can be shown to follow if there is a probability distribution over the bias of the coin, regardless

of what that distribution is, and it seems eminently plausible even in the absence of a definite probability
distribution.
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the datum n = 1000, h = 1 does in fact favor the hypothesis that n = 1000 was fixed over

the hypothesis that h = 1 was fixed to the degree n/h = 1000, and this result accords with

the fact that the odds of the former to the latter would increase one-thousandfold under

Bayesian updating on that datum.

Second, the Law of Likelihood does not say that the fact that a coin landed heads h times

in n flips favors the hypothesis of binomial sampling over the hypothesis of negative binomial

sampling to the degree n/h; it says that it favors the hypothesis of binomial sampling with

the number of flips fixed at the actually observed number n over the hypothesis of negative

binomial sampling with the number of heads fixed at the actually observed number h to

that degree. Thus, there is no pair of particular, fixed hypotheses such that the Law of

Likelihood says that any set of coin flip outcomes favors the one over the other, as the

charge of bias would require. It is somewhat curious and surprising that the particular

binomial hypothesis that is compatible with the data is always favored over the particular

negative binomial hypothesis that is compatible with the data, but this result is vindicated

by Bayesian reasoning and the kind of combinatorial reasoning used above in the case of

n = 1000, h = 1.

4.3.5 Worry 5: No limiting operation is specified

Jaynes [2003, 469–70] argues that the problem described in Example 4.1 is ill-formed. When

we have a probability density on one space and wish to generate from it a density on a

subspace of measure zero, we have to think of the subspace as the limit of a sequence of

positive-measure subspaces and specify how that limit is to be approached. Jaynes goes on

to claim that the term “great circle” is ambiguous until a limiting operation is specified; a

great circle approached through the “equatorial limit’‘is not the same object as a great circle

approached through the “meridional limit.”

The claim that “great circle” is ambiguous seems to go too far. After all, one can

characterize a great circle in terms of the points that comprise it without reference to a

limiting operation. However, the claim that the problem is ill-formed is more plausible and

does not obviously require that “great circle” be ambiguous. The key point for the purposes
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of this chapter is that Borel’s paradox cases create puzzles for the Law of Likelihood even if

this claim is granted, because it entails that either the Law of Likelihood does not apply to

such cases or that evidential favoring itself is relative to a limiting operation. In this respect,

it fares no better than Kolmogorov’s theory that conditional probabilities are relative to a

sub-σ-field.

4.4 A NO-GO RESULT FOR ADDRESSING THE COUNTEREXAMPLE

THROUGH AN ALTERNATIVE THEORY OF CONDITIONAL

PROBABILITY

Maintaining that the Law of Likelihood holds and that evidential favoring is absolute and

determinate in the kinds of cases we are considering requires departing from Kolmogorov’s

theory of regular conditional distributions, according to which the relevant conditional

probabilities are relative to a sub-σ-field. There are several alternatives to Kolmogorov’s

approach, including theories due to Popper [1968], Dubins [1975], Jaynes [2003], Rényi

[1955], and Rao [2005]. Unfortunately, none of those theories determines the result that

Pr(E|H1)/Pr(E|H2) = 1, and thus that E is evidentially neutral between H1 and H2 ac-

cording to the unrestricted Law of Likelihood.

Existing theories of conditional probability fall into three categories with respect to how

they handle conditioning on probability-zero hypotheses:

1. Relativizing. Theories in this category determine probabilities conditional on hypothe-

ses of probability zero only relative to something beyond the standard {X ,Θ,P} model.

They include Kolmogorov’s theory [1956], which appeals to sub-σ-fields, and Jaynes’s

theory [2003], which appeals to limiting operations.

2. Underdetermining. Theories in this category provide axioms that constrain possi-

ble conditional probability assignments but do not determine them, even relative to a

structure such as a sub-σ-field. Dubins’s “coherent conditional distributions” [1975] and

Popper’s “Popper functions” fall into this category.
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3. Misdetermining. Theories in this category provide particular, non-relative probability

assignments in a way that fails to avoid counterexamples to the Law of Likelihood.

Rényi’s theory falls into this category.5

Given that there is no extant theory of conditional probability that determines the de-

sired result, someone who wishes to maintain that the Law of Likelihood holds and that

evidential favoring is absolute can either opt for a theory such as Popper’s or Dubins’s that

at least permits that result or maintain that some new theory of conditional probability that

determines it is needed. Unfortunately, any theory that even permits the desired result in a

class of cases like Example 4.1 must violate at least one of three highly intuitive principles.

It is far from obvious whether it is better to violate one or more of those principles or to

permit the desired results and thus avoid counterexamples to an unrestricted and absolute

Law of Likelihood, but we can at least say that there appears to be a significant cost to

avoid such counterexamples.

Any theory of conditional probability that permits one to avoid counterexamples to the

Law of Likelihood like Example 4.1 is consistent with the following principle.

Rotation Preservation. Let R be a region of the sphere discussed in Example 4.1 that
is invariant under arbitrary rotations of the sphere about some axis X. Let G be the set of
great circles that passes through X. It is permitted that Pr(R|G) = a for all great circles
G ∈G and some constant a.

This principle says, roughly, that it is permissible to have the same probability that the

point P that was randomly selected from a uniform distribution on the surface of the sphere

lies on a given great circle for each great circle that passes through a particular point, given

that P is in a region that is invariant under rotations about the central axis that passes

through that point. Conformity to this principle is not sufficient to avoid counterexamples

to the Law of Likelihood arising from Borel’s paradox: one could replace the circular region P

5The core of Rényi’s theory does not apply to conditioning on measure-zero sets and thus does not
assign values to Pr(E|H1) and Pr(E|H2). However, Rényi extends that core to produce the non-uniform
conditional distributions over meridians. Rao [2005, 118] claims that the extension Rényi gives is “tailored
the the problem at hand” and that it is not clear how to generalize it. In any case, it cannot give the result
Pr(Em|Hm)/Pr(Em|H2) = 1 for all hypotheses Hm according to which P lies on a meridian and all data
Em according to which P lies within one degree latitude and one degree longitude of the intersection of that
meridian with the equator. On Rényi’s approach, Pr(Em|Hm) = sinπ/180 for all such hypotheses and data.
Pr(Em|H2 cannot equal sinπ/180 for all such hypotheses, because if it did then by finite additivity it would
follow that Pr(H2|H2) = 360 sinπ/180 = 6.28 > 1.
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in Example 4.1, for instance, with a square region which is not invariant under rotations and

thus is not addressed by Rotation Preservation. However, conformity to Rotation Preserva-

tion is necessary for avoiding counterexamples. For suppose that Pr(R|G1) 6= Pr(R|G2) for

some great circles G1 and G2 that pass through a point such that the region R is invariant

under rotations of the sphere around the central axis that passes through that point. Then,

according to the Law of Likelihood, learning that P lies in R favors G1 over G2 or vice versa

(removing the points at which these circles intersect so that they are disjoint).6 This result is

incorrect by the same kind of symmetry reasoning that indicates that the result that E favors

H1 over H2 in Example 4.1 is incorrect, so any instance of it counts as a counterexample

to the Law of Likelihood understood in accordance with a theory of conditional probability

that generates it.

Unfortunately, any theory of conditional probability that is consistent with Rotation

Preservation is inconsistent with the conjunction of the following three highly plausible

additional principles (with a minor caveat that is described below).

Weakening. If Pr(A) > 0, Pr(B) > 0, and A ∩B = ∅, then Pr(A ∪B) >
max{Pr(A),Pr(B)}.

Weakening is a consequence of the axiom of finite additivity, according to which Pr(A∪

B) = Pr(A) + Pr(B) provided that A ∩ B = ∅. (It also follows from the weaker principle

of superadditivity according to which Pr(A ∪ B) is at least as great as the sum of Pr(A)

and Pr(B), given A ∩ B = ∅.) Unlike the stronger principle of countable additivity, finite

additivity is essentially uncontested.

Intersection Identity. If A ∩ E = B ∩ E, then Pr(A|E) = Pr(B|E).

This principle comes from Easwaran [2008, 81]. It follows from the identity Pr(C|E) =

Pr(C ∩ E)/Pr(E) in the case in which Pr(E) > 0. It also seems highly intuitive even in

the general case: given that A and B are the same “within E,” so to speak, they should be

assigned the same probability on the assumption that E holds.

6I am assuming that Pr(R|G1) and Pr(R|G2) are both real-valued. If they are not, then the Law of
Likelihood does not apply, so we still have a restriction on the scope of the Law of Likelihood of a kind that
we are currently trying to avoid.
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Weak Conglomerability. If there is a constant a such that Pr(A|E) = a for all E ∈ E ,
where E is a partition, then Pr(A) = a.

This principle follows from the law of total probability Pr(C) =
∑

i Pr(C|Ei) Pr(Ei)

when the relevant partition is countable and is indexed by i. It also seems to follow from

any reasonable interpretation of probability in the general case. For instance, if Pr(C|Ei)

corresponds to the degree to which one would (or should) believe C upon learning Ei then

it amounts to the statement that if one would (or should) believe C to a particular degree

regardless of which element of a partition one learned, then one should already believe C to

that degree.

Advocates of Dubins’s theory of coherent conditional probability reject Weak Conglomer-

ability despite its intuitive appeal, regarding its rejection as the price to be paid for avoiding

Borel’s paradox and other difficulties for the Kolmogorov approach. I do not wish to take

a side in this debate; I only wish to point out that avoiding Borel’s paradox does not come

without a cost.

An argument from [Easwaran, 2008, 84–5] can be adapted to show that Rotation Preser-

vation is incompatible with the conjunction of Weakening, Intersection Identity, and Weak

Conglomerability, with the minor caveat that at least one of those principles must be very

slightly strengthened to accommodate the fact that all of the great circles that pass through

a particular point contain that point and its opposite and thus do not form a partition.

One simple and intuitively plausible way to address this complication is to maintain (quite

plausibly) that Weak Conglomerability holds for “almost-partitions” the elements of which

have a finite number of points in common, provided that the probability distribution over

the space is continuous (and thus puts no probability mass on those points). Other options

are to arbitrarily assign the two points in question to particular great circles or to remove

the relevant points from the sphere and make appropriate slight adjustments to Rotation

Preservation. How exactly we handle these points is not crucial: intuitively, it should not

matter how we handle two extensionless points on a continuous surface in the presence of a

continuous probability distribution. For the sake of definiteness, I will opt for the slightly

extended version of Weak Conglomerability.

Here is the argument. Returning to Example 4.1, let A be the region of points within d
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degrees of the poles in some system of latitudes and longitudes for some 0 < d < 90. Let G1

be an “almost-partition” of the sphere into the great circles that pass through the poles. A is

invariant under rotations of the sphere about the axis passing through the poles, so Rotation

Preservation says that it is permitted that Pr(A|G) = a for some a and for each hypothesis

G corresponding to an element of G1. By Weak Conglomerability for “almost-partitions,” it

follows that Pr(A) = a. (See figure 4.4)

Figure 4.3: The application of Weak Conglomerability to A.

Now imagine a rotation of the sphere around some axis perpendicular to the one just

discussed, and consider the band A′ swept out by A. Let G2 be the “almost-partition” of the

sphere into great circles passing through the endpoints of this second axis. Take the unique

great circle G∗ that is in both G1 and G2. A∩G∗ = A′ ∩G∗, so Intersection Identity requires

Pr(A|G∗) = Pr(A′|G∗). By Rotation Preservation, it is permitted that that Pr(A′|G) = a for

all G ∈ G2. By Weak Conglomerability for “almost-partitions,” it follows that Pr(A′) = a.

Thus, it is permitted that Pr(A) = Pr(A′).

But Pr(A) = Pr(A′) is incompatible with Weakening. The region A† = A′\A has positive

area, so it has positive probability. A′ = A† ∪A, and A† ∩A = ∅, so Pr(A′) = Pr(A† ∪A) >

Pr(A).

This no-go result shows that anyone who wishes to maintain an absolute and unrestricted

Law of Likelihood must deny at least one of Weakening, Intersection Identity, and Weak

Conglomerability for “almost-partitions.” Denying Weak Conglomerability seems to be the

most promising option, given that advocates of the Dubins theory of conditional probability
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Figure 4.4: The application of Weak Conglomerability to A′.

are willing to deny it on other grounds [Dubins, 1975]. However, it is a fairly radical step.

Moreover, it is still not enough to determine the intuitively correct result in Example 4.1

that E is evidentially neutral between H1 and H2: the Dubins theory, for instance, permits

many different conditional probability assignments, including the assignment that yields the

intuitively incorrect 1.57 likelihood ratio.

A full discussion of the relative merits of various theories of conditional probability lies

beyond the scope of this dissertation; see for instance [Seidenfeld, 2001], [Hájek, 2003],

[Easwaran, 2008], and [Rescorla, 2014].

4.5 ADDRESSING THE COUNTEREXAMPLE WITHIN EXISTING

THEORIES OF CONDITIONAL PROBABILITY

I showed in the previous section that any attempt to address counterexamples to the Law of

Likelihood arising from Borel’s paradox by adopting an alternative to Kolmogorov’s theory of

conditional probability will require violating at least one of three highly plausible principles.

One could maintain that we should give up one of those principles rather than accept either

restrictions on the Law of Likelihood or the view that facts about evidential favoring are

either indeterminate or relative to something not contained in the standard statistical model
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in the kinds of cases that give rise to Borel’s paradox. However, in this section I argue that

the cost of accepting either of the latter for a likelihoodist is slight. I will consider first

the possibility of restricting the Law of Likelihood, and then the possibility of regarding

evidential favoring as either indeterminate or relative.

4.5.1 Restricting the Law of Likelihood

One possible response to Example 4.1 is to restrict the Law of Likelihood so that it does

not apply to the kinds of cases that gives rise to Borel’s paradox. This response is obviously

sufficient to avoid those examples as counterexamples, but it faces at least two objections: it

seems ad hoc, and it limits the scope of the Law of Likelihood. I will address these objections

in turn.

There are at least two reasons to worry about an apparently ad hoc restriction on a

principle. First, it might make one wonder where arguments for an unrestricted version of

the principle went wrong. Second, it might make one worry that perhaps there are other

possible counterexamples that the restriction fails to address.

Both of these worries are mitigated by the fact that counterexamples arising from Borel’s

paradox have as their source an acknowledged difficulty in the theory of conditional proba-

bility. Thus, they do not reveal a problem in the relationship between conditional probability

and evidential favoring that the Law of Likelihood posits when the conditional probabilities

are unproblematic. This fact mitigates the first worry: arguments for the Law of Likelihood

go wrong in ignoring the possibility of anomalous conditional probabilities. In considering

the premises of those arguments, one naturally thinks of cases in which the conditional prob-

abilities are unproblematic, and counterexamples arising from Borel’s paradox give no reason

to think that the arguments are wrong in those cases. It also mitigates the second worry:

there may be other anomalies in the theory of conditional probability that could be exploited

to produce other counterexamples—cases involving self-locating belief come to mind—but

this possibility is no threat to use of the Law of Likelihood in typical cases.

The non-ad hoc restriction we really need is that, roughly, the Law of Likelihood applies

only when the relevant conditional probabilities are unproblematic. It is unclear how exactly
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this restriction should be spelled out. For instance, some likelihoodists such as Edwards

[1972] say that the Law of Likelihood should be used only when the relevant conditional

probabilities express known long-run frequencies, while others such as Sober [2008] require

only that they be empirically well-supported. In any case, saying that it should not be used

in the kinds of cases that give rise to Borel’s paradox seems reasonable and is non-ad hoc

in that it can be seen as an instance of a more general and principled restriction, albeit one

that is difficult to specify completely.

One might worry a vague restriction to the effect that the Law of Likelihood does not

apply when conditional probabilities are problematic gives likelihoodists too much latitude:

when faced with a potential counterexample, he or she could always simply claim that

the conditional probabilities are at fault rather than the Law itself. However, this worry

should not be oversold. We have a fair amount of independent purchase on the question

of whether or not a given conditional probability assignment is problematic. As a result,

the claim that conditional probabilities are to blame would be a complete non-starter as

a response to many purported counterexamples to the Law of Likelihood, including those

addressed in Chapter 3. In the case at hand, the conditional probabilities in question have

been regarded as paradoxical since Bertrand [1889] first investigated them and have provided

some of the impetus for the development of alternatives to Kolmogorov’s theory of conditional

distributions.

In sum, restricting the Law of Likelihood so that it does not apply to the kinds of

cases that give rise to Borel’s paradox is not badly ad hoc because it can be seen as part

of specifying a well-motivated general restriction of the Law to cases in which the relevant

conditional probabilities are unproblematic. Moreover, it does not raise the kinds of worries

that ad hoc restrictions sometimes raise which would make one worry about the correctness

of the Law even in ordinary cases.

A second reason to worry about a restriction on the Law of Likelihood is that it might

substantially reduce the scope of the principle and thereby limit its usefulness. If the restric-

tion is necessary, then resistance to it on these grounds is futile. However, it does seem to

give the likelihoodist a reason at least to search for other options.

I have two responses to this concern. First, it is not clear that the likelihoodist has
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any better options. Adopting a different theory of conditional probability generates other

apparently serious problems, as I argued in the previous section. In the next subsection, I

will argue that the advantages of the other option—regarding evidential favoring as either

relative or indeterminate—are superficial.

Second, the restriction in question would have little if any effect on the scope of the Law

of Likelihood in practice, both because it is not necessary to rule out all cases involving

probability-zero hypotheses and because truly probability-zero hypotheses are rarely if ever

of genuine interest.

It is not necessary to rule out all cases involving probability-zero hypotheses, because

many such hypotheses have perfectly determinate likelihoods. They have determinate like-

lihoods because they just are specific hypotheses about the probability distribution that is

generating the data. For instance, the hypotheses that a particular coin has probability .5 of

landing heads when flipped entails a definite probability for the possibility that the coin will

land heads six times in ten independent tosses even if that hypotheses is regarded as having

probability zero. (It would be surprising if a real coin were exactly fair.) More generally,

Borel’s paradox does not arise for a simple statistical hypothesis, which specifies values for

all parameters of the statistical distribution from which the observations are taken to have

been drawn.

One can also distinguish between composite statistical hypotheses and substantive hy-

potheses, where the former are disjunctions of simple statistical hypotheses while the latter

are not immediately about the probability distribution that is generating the data at all.

However, this distinction is not clear or helpful in the present context. Consider hypothesis

H1 from Example 4.1, which says that the point selected from the surface of the sphere lies

within a particular distance of the intersection of the equator and the prime meridian. On

the surface, this hypothesis seems to be substantive rather than statistical. However, you

can write down the unconditional probability distribution over the surface of the sphere in

terms of parameters for latitude and longitude and write down H1 as a disjunction of simple

statistical hypotheses about those parameters. Borel’s paradox arises for this hypothesis

whether we think of it as substantive or statistical. The key point is that the conditional

probability in question cannot simply be read off of the hypothesis but has to be determined
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in accordance with some theory such as those mentioned in Section 4.4.

In at least most of the cases in which scientists seem to be considering a probability-

zero hypothesis, Borel’s paradox will not arise either because that hypothesis is a simple

statistical hypothesis or because it should not in fact be regarded as having probability zero.

Probability-zero hypotheses often appear in science as point-null hypotheses–for instance,

the hypothesis that the mean recovery rate is the same in across treatment groups in a

randomized clinical trial. Given certain assumptions, this hypothesis is a simple statistical

hypothesis. For instance, given common normality assumptions, this hypothesis entails that

a particular function of the data is drawn from a t distribution the only free parameter of

which is determined by the sample size.

Hypotheses which assign a sharp value to a quantity of interest are not always simple

statistical hypotheses, however. Consider, for instance, stellar parallax. One objection to

heliocentrism that Copernicus faces is that if the earth revolves around the sun, then we

should observe a corresponding shift in the apparent positions of stars at different times of

year. Copernicus argues that this objection is not conclusive because that stellar parallax

would be too small to observe if the stars were sufficiently far away, which for all anyone knew

they could be. In this case, the question whether some parameter is precisely zero or merely

very small has great theoretical importance. The point null hypothesis that it is precisely

zero can be treated as a simple statistical hypothesis given a sufficiently developed theory

about the error characteristics of the method that is used to make the relevant measurements,

but one might worry about Borel’s paradox arising in the absence of such a theory.

In this case, however, the point-null hypothesis should not be regarded as having prob-

ability zero even though it posits a sharp value for the parameter in question. A Ptolemaic

geocentric theory was a live possibility at the time, and such a theory entails that there is

no stellar parallax, so the hypothesis that there is no stellar parallax would have receive a

positive probability. Thus, Borel’s paradox could not arise for it. The same point applies in

many other cases involving theoretically important point-null hypotheses in science, such as

Michelson and Morley’s measurements of the “ether wind.”

In other cases, scientists formally test a point-null hypothesis that is plausibly regarded

as having zero probability (for instance, that some parameter is exactly zero) but are actually
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interested in a vague range-null hypothesis according to which the point-null hypothesis is

not too far from the truth (for instance, that the value of the parameter in question is within

ε of zero for some small positive ε). Many cases of null hypothesis significance testing in the

social sciences are of this kind. For instance, a recent paper in Psychological Science reports

results from tests of various versions of the point null hypothesis that children’s tendency

toward altruistic behavior is the same one month before and one month after experiencing a

major earthquake [Li et al., 2013]. This point null hypothesis is arguably highly implausible—

perhaps even a probability-zero claim: it would be incredible if the traumatic experience of

living through an earthquake had precisely zero effect on altruistic behavior. But it would not

be incredible if the effect were small enough to be negligible. In cases like this one, scientists

appear to be testing what could be regarded as a probability-zero point-null hypothesis, but

are better regarded as testing the vague range-null hypothesis that any departure from the

point-null hypothesis is small. The latter should be regarded as having positive probability

and thus does not give rise to Borel’s paradox.

This interpretation of null-hypothesis significance testing is somewhat problematic for a

likelihoodist because range-null hypotheses generally lack well-defined objective likelihoods.

They are, after all, composite statistical hypotheses. However, this problem will generally

not be serious. The likelihood on a given datum of a composite hypothesis is (the continuous

analog of) a weighted average of the likelihoods on that datum of the simple hypotheses it

contains. Thus, it must be within the range of those likelihoods. That range will be small to

the extent that the likelihood function does not vary much over the elements of the composite

hypothesis. In many cases, the range will be small enough that the likelihood of the point-null

hypothesis will provide a good approximation to the likelihood of the range-null hypothesis.

There may be some cases of genuine scientific interest in which Borel’s paradox arises, so

that restricting the Law of Likelihood has some practical cost. However, many cases in which

scientists seem to be considering probability-zero hypotheses are not of this kind, either be-

cause the hypotheses have determinate likelihoods despite being probability-zero or because,

on a proper interpretation, the hypotheses being considered have positive probability after

all. Moreover, the purported fact that the restriction has a practical cost is no argument

against its necessity. However, it does provide motivation for looking for alternatives, such
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as the approach to be described in the next subsection.

4.5.2 Regarding Evidential Favoring as Either Relative or Indeterminate

An alternative to restricting the Law of Likelihood is to maintain that any indeterminacy

or relativity in the relevant likelihoods produces corresponding indeterminacy or relativity

in evidential favoring. For instance, if we understand conditional probabilities in accordance

with the theory of regular conditional distributions, then we would say in Example 4.1 that

E favors H1 over H2 to the degree 1.57 not absolutely, but relative to the sub-σ-field that is

implicit in the calculation.

This approach is attractive in its unity and simplicity. It involves no restrictions on

the Law of Likelihood and falls under the same general principle as the idea that evidential

favoring is objective to the extent that the relevant likelihoods are objective: any qualification

on the status of the relevant likelihoods ratio entails a corresponding qualification on the

status of the associated evidential favoring.

Unfortunately, the claims this approach yields seem intuitively wrong. In Example 4.1,

for instance, the pre-theoretically correct result is that E is determinately and absolutely

neutral between H1 and H2. It seems wrong to say that E favors H1 over H2 even relative

to the sub-σ-field in question.

This objection is not a knockdown. Intuitions about the infinite and the infinitesimal

are notoriously unreliable, so it would not be completely surprising if we had to give up our

intuitions about this case. A view that broke the symmetry between H1 and H2, for instance

by saying that E determinately and absolutely favors H1 over H2 or vice versa, would seem

quite unacceptable, but the view in question maintains that symmetry: for every sub-σ-field

relative to which E favors H1 over H2 to a given degree, there is one relative to which E

favors H2 over H1 to the same degree.

A second objection to this approach is that it is not clear what purpose it serves beyond

the aesthetic one of making our account of evidential favoring simpler and more unified. In

standard cases, the Law of Likelihood explicates the pre-theoretically important notion of

evidential favoring. It is not clear what it is doing in Borel’s paradox cases, given the current
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approach. We do not seem to have a pre-theoretic notion of evidential favoring relative to a

sub-σ-field for it to explicate.

A possible response to this objection is that the likelihoodist’s measure of evidential

favoring derives its meaning from the fact that it gives the ratio of posterior to prior odds—

or in cases with continuous hypothesis spaces, probability density ratios—when that ratio is

well determined. That is, Bayes’s theorem entails

Pr(E|H1)

Pr(E|H2)
=
p(H1|E)

p(H2|E)

/
p(H1)

p(H2)
(4.1)

where p(·) can indicate either a probability or a probability density. This expression holds

in the Kolmogorov theory of conditional probability provided that the same sub-σ-field is

used for all of the calculations. Thus, the likelihood ratio of 1.57 one gets when one applies

standard techniques to Example 4.1 reflects the change in relative probability density that

happens under Bayesian conditioning using the same kinds of techniques.

Unfortunately, this response only serves to move the problem back one step: now we

face questions about the significance of the relevant probability density ratios. Intuitively,

one should be neutral between H1 and H2 both before and after conditioning. Standard

mathematical techniques do not deliver this result, and the Kolmogorov approach delivers it

only relative to a particular sub-σ-field. On the Dubins approach, by contrast, the relevant

probability densities are simply chosen by the user to reflect his or her conditional and uncon-

ditional beliefs, subject to certain axioms that can be regarded as consistency requirements,

without any reference to sub-σ-fields needed. Given this approach, it seems reasonable to

say that evidential favoring is indeterminate, or rather determined only by the relevant

dispositional beliefs of the user. The cost, again, is giving up Weak Conglomerability.

One final objection to this approach is that there is an important difference between

the distinction between objective and subjective likelihoods on the one hand and likelihoods

that are and are not relative to a sub-σ-field on the other hand. The first distinction has to

do with what grounds the relevant probability assignment—is it a fact about the world, or

a fact about some individual’s psychology? The second has to do, at least in cases in which

there is no “preferred” sub-σ-field, with whether or not the probability assignments have

any non-arbitrary grounding at all. Justifications for the Likelihood Principle and Law of
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Likelihood presuppose that conditional probabilities can be interpreted in the natural way

as measuring the degree to which one should or would expect the observation in question if

the relevant hypothesis were true. When conditional probabilities cannot be interpreted in

that way, the justifications break down, and it should not surprise us if the principles break

down as well.

There are in some cases grounds for preferring one sub-σ-field over others. For instance,

one sub-σ-field might properly reflect the operating characteristics of a measurement tech-

nique in a case in which one is conditioning on data. Thus, although evidential favoring is in

the first instance relative to a sub-σ-field, it becomes absolute when a preferred sub-σ-field

is picked out. The problem with this argument is that there does not seem to be anything to

pick out one sub-σ-field as the relevant one when one is conditioning on hypotheses rather

than data.

In sum, regarding evidential favoring as relative or indeterminate in the cases in which

Borel’s paradox arises may be a tenable alternative to restricting the Law of Likelihood, but

its benefits are weak and it suffers from interpretive difficulties.

4.6 CONCLUSION

I have argued that Borel’s paradox gives rise to genuine counterexamples to the Law of

Likelihood when conditional probabilities are calculated using standard mathematical tech-

niques. It is possible to avoid the counterexamples by appealing to an alternative theory of

conditional probability, but at what appears to be a rather high cost. It is also possible to

avoid the counterexamples by either restricting the Law of Likelihood so that it does not

apply to the kinds of cases in which Borel’s paradox arises or regarding evidential favoring

as inheriting any relativity or indeterminacy that affects the likelihood ratio. In the end, the

view I prefer is that the Law of Likelihood holds only when the conditional probabilities to

which it appeals can legitimately be interpreted as measuring the degree to which the data

in question would or should be expected if the hypothesis in question were true, which is

not the case when their values depend on an arbitrary choice among limiting operations or
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sub-σ-fields.

This concludes my investigation of arguments for and against the Likelihood Principle

and the Law of Likelihood. I have found that both principles have strong arguments in their

favor and can withstand many objections that have been raised against them. I will now

turn my attention to their methodological implications.
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5.0 WHY I AM NOT A METHODOLOGICAL LIKELIHOODIST

5.1 INTRODUCTION

Methodological likelihoodists go beyond merely accepting the Likelihood Principle and Law

of Likelihood: they claim that it is possible to provide an adequate post-data methodology for

science on the basis of likelihood functions alone. Methods based on likelihood functions alone

are appealing in that they combine major advantages of Bayesian and frequentist methods.

Like Bayesian and unlike frequentist methods, they conform to the Likelihood Principle.

Like frequentist and unlike Bayesian methods, they avoid the use of prior probabilities.

Many Bayesians reject methodological likelihoodism because they maintain that an ad-

equate post-data methodology for science would provide guidance for belief and action in

the form of posterior probability distributions, which requires appealing to prior probabil-

ity distributions as well as likelihood functions [e.g. Berger and Wolpert, 1988, 124–36].

The impact of this argument is limited by the fact that non-Bayesians reject the claim that

providing a posterior probability distribution is the only or even the best way to provide

guidance for belief and action. Frequentists, for instance, favor methods of inference or deci-

sion that purport to be justified by results concerning their long-run operating characteristics

that do not appeal to posterior probabilities.

One could give a stronger argument against methodological likelihoodism by showing

that no norm of belief or action based on likelihood functions alone satisfies requirements for

such a norm that are acceptable from both Bayesian and non-Bayesian perspectives. I aim to

give such an argument in this chapter. I argue that methodological likelihoodism is false by

arguing that (1) an adequate post-data methodology for science would provide a good norm

of commitment, (2) a norm of commitment based on likelihood functions alone would have a
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particular form, and (3) no norm of the specified form satisfies certain minimal requirements.

“Commitment” here can be understood as referring to either belief in a psychological sense

or the “behavioristic” notion of adopting a disposition to act on the assumption that the

claim in question is true.

This argument has potentially far-reaching implications. The Likelihood Principle says

that evidential import depends only on likelihood functions. Thus, if the Likelihood Principle

is true and methodological likelihoodism is false, as I am claiming, then it is impossible to

provide an adequate post-data methodology for science on the basis of evidential import

alone. Science requires either an approach such as the frequentist one that does not respect

evidential equivalence or an approach such as the Bayesian one that uses other inputs in

addition to evidential import.

I characterize the methodological likelihoodist position more precisely in Section 5.2.

Section 5.3 provides an overview of my argument against that position, which I then develop

in Sections 5.4–5.8.

5.2 METHODOLOGICAL LIKELIHOODISM

My concern for methodological likelihoodism is not that its principles are false, but that they

are insufficient as the sole basis of a methodology for science. Methodological likelihoodists

agree with Bayesians in accepting the Likelihood Principle but maintain that the use of prior

probabilities is inappropriate in typical cases in science. They simply report likelihood ratios

and likelihood functions to be interpreted in accordance with the Law of Likelihood.1 The

following example illustrates this approach.

Example 5.1. In the 1980s, a new treatment called ECMO for severe respiratory problems
in newborns was tested in a population of patients each of whom was estimated to have a
chance of no more than 20% of surviving under conventional therapy. Seventy-two of the
first one hundred patients given ECMO survived. [Bartlett et al., 1985]

1Methodological likelihoodists also use various techniques to eliminate “nuisance parameters,” that is,
parameters that appear in the likelihood function but are not of interest in their own right. They generally
admit that those techniques are ad hoc [see e.g. Royall, 1997, Ch. 7], but problems arising from nuisance
parameters are not my concern in this paper. Similar techniques are used for likelihood-based prediction;
see [Bayarri et al., 1988, Section 3] for a discussion of the challenges these techniques face.
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Assume for the sake of simplicity that each infant in this population has an equal

probability p of surviving under ECMO and that their outcomes are independent. Un-

der this assumption, outcomes of this experiment are like independent tosses of a coin

with probability p for heads. Let Hp be the hypothesis that a given infant has proba-

bility p of surviving under ECMO. The Law of Likelihood says that the observation E

of seventy-two survivals in the first one hundred cases favors Hp1 over Hp2 to the degree

Pr(E|Hp1)/Pr(E|Hp2) = (p1/p2)72[(1 − p1)/(1 − p2)]28. For instance, it says that E favors

H50% over H20% to the degree 8.6 × 1022. This is an enormous degree of favoring: for com-

parison, Royall [2000] suggests using 8 as a benchmark for “fairly strong” favoring and 32

for “strong” favoring.

A few points of clarification are in order before I proceed. Methodological likelihoodism

is the view that it is possible to provide an adequate post-data methodology for science on

the basis of likelihood functions alone.2 The word “adequate” here is used in an ordinary

evaluative sense. A post-data methodology is a set of procedures for processing and inter-

preting the results of an experiment, as opposed to a pre-data methodology for planning

experiments. I use “experiment” in this paper in a broad sense, to refer to any observational

situation with a definite hypothesis space and a definite set of possible outcomes, includ-

ing “observational studies” in which no intervention is being performed on the system or

population of interest.

Methodological likelihoodists can be pluralists: they need not maintain that methods

based on likelihood functions alone are appropriate for all genuine scientific problems, but

only that they are sufficient for some of them. Methodological likelihoodists typically say

that methods based on likelihood functions alone should be used when a Bayesian approach

would be problematic because well-grounded prior probabilities are not available [e.g. Sober,

2008, 32]. What they cannot say (qua methodological likelihoodists) is that scientists should

report likelihood ratios and likelihood functions merely so that others can use them to update

their subjective prior probability distributions by Bayesian conditioning. That approach is

2Prominent methodological likelihoodists such as Edwards, Royall, and Sober do not express their view in
this way, but they are committed to methodological likelihoodism as I characterize it because they advocate
reporting facts about evidential favoring as explicated by the Law of Likelihood as a genuine alternative to
Bayesian and frequentist post-data methodologies for science.
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not a methodology based on likelihood functions alone, but a Bayesian methodology in which

likelihood functions are used merely for purposes of communication.

Having characterized the methodological likelihoodist position, I will now introduce my

argument against it.

5.3 AN OVERVIEW OF MY ARGUMENT AGAINST

METHODOLOGICAL LIKELIHOODISM

The Likelihood Principle and Law of Likelihood have many virtues. They are intuitively

plausible and have compelling axiomatic bases. They cohere well with Bayesian approaches

and are useful for diagnosing what has gone wrong when frequentist approaches yield intu-

itively unreasonable results [Berger and Wolpert, 1988, 65ff.]. The likelihood functions on

which they are based are often objective, and even when they are not objective they are

often easier to assess at least in a rough, qualitative way than prior probabilities [Sober,

2008]. The Law of Likelihood is useful for resolving disputes about the significance of data

for a pair of theories: Sober, for instance, uses it to good effect in discussing disputes about

whether certain pieces of evidence favor the theory of intelligent design over the theory of

evolution or vice versa [2008].

What, then, could be wrong with the methodological likelihoodist position? Simply the

idea that likelihood functions are sufficient for a methodology that can stand on its own.

Using the Law of Likelihood to clarify the evidential import of data is fine, but the aims

of science require that we then be able to say something about what we should believe or

do in light of the data. I will argue that attempts to answer such questions on the basis of

likelihood functions alone cannot succeed.

My argument against methodological likelihoodism begins in Section 5.4 with the claim

that an adequate methodology for the post-data analysis of experimental outcomes would

provide a good norm of commitment. I then argue in Section 5.5 that if there are good

norms of commitment based on likelihood functions alone, then they include a norm that

directs one to accept one hypothesis over another to some function of the degree to which
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one’s total evidence favors the former over the latter, where that function satisfies a few

minimal constraints. In each of Sections 5.6–5.8 I show that any norm of that kind is

incompatible with compelling requirements for a good norm of commitment. If the central

claims of Section 5.4, Section 5.5, and any of Sections 5.6–5.8 are true, then methodological

likelihoodism is false.

A few points of clarification are in order before I proceed. My term “acceptance,” like

“commitment,” is ambiguous between a psychological attitude and a behavioral disposition.

Thus, my argument is relevant both to those who are interested in inductive inference and

those who follow Neyman [1957] in seeking instead a theory of “inductive behavior.” I

assume that degrees of relative acceptance indicate attitudes that span the range from full

acceptance in one direction to full acceptance in the other, with a definite point of neutrality

in between. I speak of “preferring” one hypothesis to another as shorthand for accepting the

former over the latter to a degree greater than the degree that indicates neutrality.

I assume that norms of action are either reducible to or conceptually posterior to norms of

commitment, and thus that there is no need to consider them separately. They are reducible

to norms of commitment if commitments just are dispositions to act in certain ways. They

are conceptually posterior to norms of commitment if commitments are beliefs and a good

norm of action is one that integrates one’s beliefs and values in an appropriate way (e.g. by

maximizing expected utility).

5.4 CLAIM 1: AN ADEQUATE METHODOLOGY PROVIDES A GOOD

NORM OF COMMITMENT

In this section, I argue that an adequate post-data methodology for science provides a good

norm of commitment. That is, it provides some kind of rule for accepting hypotheses at

least as guides for further action.

Scientists evaluate hypotheses in terms of various “theoretical virtues” such as accuracy,

consistency, breadth, simplicity, and fruitfulness [Kuhn, 1977]. They collect data in order

to evaluate them for accuracy, where “accuracy” can refer to various notions concerning
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some kind of correspondence between what the hypothesis says and what the world is like,

such as truth, empirical adequacy [van Fraassen, 1980], and predictive accuracy [Forster,

2002]. The purpose of a post-data methodology is to provide principled guidance in making

such evaluations. Evaluating a hypothesis for accuracy involves forming a belief about its

accuracy, or at least adopting a disposition to act on some assumption about its accuracy.

Thus, an adequate post-data methodology for science provides a principled way to form

commitments, which requires that it provide a good norm of commitment.

The relevant alternative to this claim is the view that an adequate post-data methodology

for science might merely characterize data as evidence. This view gives insufficient regard

to the practical and intellectual problems that science is meant to address. Consider again

the experiment (Example 5.1) in which seventy-two of the first hundred infants treated

with ECMO survived. The Law of Likelihood can tell us to what degree datum favors the

hypothesis that the probability of survival given ECMO is 50% over the hypothesis that it

is 20%, for instance. However, it does not tell us anything, on its own, about the accuracies

of those hypotheses. This fact makes it inadequate as the sole basis for a methodology for

science: scientists do not collect data merely for the sake of evaluating it as evidence, but for

the sake of evaluating hypotheses for accuracy in order to decide what to believe about them

or do in light of them. In this case, they are collecting data in order to decide whether to start

using ECMO routinely for infants who are at a high risk of dying from severe respiratory

problems. Even in “pure science” cases that are not so immediately tied to applications,

scientists want to know whether the hypotheses they are considering are accurate, at least

in some weak sense such as approximate statistical adequacy [Spanos, 2010].

This is not to say that using the Law of Likelihood to clarify the status of data as evidence

with respect to some set of hypotheses is useless. It can be illuminating as a preliminary

step toward evaluating the accuracies of hypotheses. Sober uses the Law of Likelihood to

assess, for instance, the bearing of the imperfect adaptations that organisms exhibit on the

hypothesis that they were created by an intelligent designer against the hypothesis that they

evolved by natural selection [2008, 107]. Such an assessment could be a useful step toward

deciding which (if either) of those hypotheses to accept. But principled guidance in taking

that further step requires some further norm or norms. I will now consider the possibility
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that one could provide such a norm on the basis of likelihood functions alone. If not, then

methodological likelihoodism is false.

5.5 CLAIM 2: A GOOD PURELY LIKELIHOOD-BASED NORM OF

COMMITMENT WOULD HAVE A PARTICULAR FORM

Given that an adequate methodology for science would provide a good norm of commitment,

it is incumbent on methodological likelihoodists to show that it is possible to provide such

a norm on the basis of likelihood functions alone. In this section I argue that if there are

good purely likelihood-based norms of commitment, then they include a norm that directs

one to accept one hypothesis over another to some function of the degree to which one’s

total evidence favors the former over the latter, where that function satisfies a few minimal

constraints. When I argue in subsequent sections that no such norm is a good one, it follows

that there are no good purely likelihood-based norms of commitment, and thus, given Claim

1 from the previous section, that methodological likelihoodism is false.

An attractive starting point for providing a norm of commitment based on a measure of

evidence is Hume’s dictum that a wise person proportions his or her belief to his or her total

evidence [1825, 111, paraphrased]. Methodological likelihoodists provide only a contrastive

measure of evidential favoring, and we are interested in a notion of commitment that is

broader than belief, so we need a variant of Hume’s dictum which says that a wise person

proportions his or her commitment in one proposition relative to another to the degree to

which his or her total evidence favors the one over the other.

This contrastive variant of Hume’s dictum is attractive but too specific for present pur-

poses. I do not want to rule out, for instance, being more cautious than it prescribes by

remaining neutral when one’s total evidence is non-neutral but weak. However, it does seem

safe to require that a rule relating evidential favoring to relative acceptance be nondecreasing,

so that an increase in favoring never leads to a decrease in relative acceptance; neutrality-

calibrated, meaning that neutral evidence leads to neutrality of acceptance; permutation-

consistent, meaning that it yields the same judgments about H1 and H2 regardless of whether
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one considers H1 against H2 or H2 against H1; and nontrivial, in the sense that there is some

degree of favoring that suffices for it to subscribe preferring one hypothesis to another.

If we require proportioning relative acceptance to a function of degree of evidential

favoring that satisfies those requirements, then we get the following class of norms.

Proportion Relative Acceptance to a Function of the Evidence (PRAFE): Accept H1

over H2 to the degree f(LT ) = f(Pr(ET |H1)/Pr(ET |H2)), where ET is one’s total relevant
evidence and f is some nondecreasing function such that f(1) = 1, f(1/x) = 1/f(x), and
f(a) > 1 for some a.

On the intended interpretation of these PRAFE-rules, accepting H1 over H2 to degree one

means being neutral between them, doing so to a degree greater than one means preferring

H1 to H2, and doing so to a degree less than one means preferring H2 to H1. Thus, each

PRAFE-rule entails a corresponding qualitative norm that says to prefer one hypothesis to

another just in case the likelihood ratio of the former to the latter exceeds some threshold.

Accepting H1 over H2 to degree a means the same thing as accepting H2 over H1 to degree

1/a. f(1) = 1 is necessary and sufficient to ensure that each PRAFE-rule is neutrality-

calibrated; f(1/x) = 1/f(x), that it is permutation-consistent; and f(a) > 1 for some a,

that it is nontrivial.

The class of PRAFE-rules is very large. In addition to the simple variant of Hume’s

dictum described above, it also includes “aggressive” rules that prescribe believing one hy-

pothesis over another to a degree greater than the relevant degree of favoring; “stingy” rules

that prescribe the opposite; and rules that oscillate between aggressive and stingy (while

still being non-decreasing) as the degree of favoring increases.

No other purely likelihood-based norm of commitment suggests itself. Methodological

likelihoodists are committed to the Principle of Total Evidence and to the claim that LT
measures the degree to which one’s total evidence favors H1 over H2. They are not committed

to any other interpretive principles. Bayesian confirmation theory provides several non-

comparative measures of evidential support, but none of those measures are purely likelihood-

based.3 The restrictions PRAFE places on the function f of the degree of favoring to use as

3According to Chandler [2013], the following are currently the six most popular measures of the degree
to which E supports (or “incrementally confirms”) H: (d) Pr(H|E) − Pr(H), (s) Pr(H|E) − Pr(H|¬E),

(c) Pr(H&E) − Pr(H)Pr(E), (n) Pr(E|H) − Pr(E|¬H), (l) log
[

Pr(E|H)

Pr(E|¬H)

]
, and (r) log

[
Pr(H|E)

Pr(H)

]
. None
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one’s degree of relative acceptance are well motivated. Thus, PRAFE seems to include every

purely likelihood-based norm of commitment that a methodological likelihoodist might want

to consider.

For the sake of generality, I leave the notion of acceptance open to a range of interpre-

tations. All I will assume is that preferring H1 to H2 is extensionally equivalent to being

disposed to choose a course of action that will yield a good outcome if H1 is true and a

bad outcome otherwise over one that will yield the same good outcome if H2 is true and

the same bad outcome otherwise. I am not introducing overt betting scenarios: the acts in

question could be purely cognitive acts (e.g., believing H1 more strongly than H2), and the

good and bad outcomes could be good and bad epistemically (e.g. believing something true

and believing something false, respectively). A Bayesian would interpret preferring H1 to

H2 as having higher credence in H1 than H2, but I am not assuming that one has credences

or that credences satisfy the axioms of probabilities.

One might want to use different PRAFE-rule for different pairs of hypotheses, but such

an approach would not be purely likelihood-based because it could lead one to have different

degrees of acceptance for pairs of hypotheses that have the same respective likelihood func-

tions on one’s total evidence. Thus, such an approach is not available to a methodological

likelihoodist, who seeks a methodology for science that is based on likelihood functions alone.

5.5.1 Objection: A good norm of commitment could allow withholding judg-

ment

One feature of PRAFE that is open to question is that it does not allow for withholding

judgment about a pair of hypotheses, as opposed to being neutral between them. I have

assumed that degrees of relative commitment are real numbers on a scale that goes from

complete acceptance in one direction to complete acceptance in the other direction. One

might think that if one has no evidence bearing on a pair of hypotheses, or only neutral

evidence, then one should be in an uncommitted state that is distinct from neutrality and

of these measures are purely likelihood-based. All involve explicit reference to either the prior probability
Pr(H) or the posterior probability Pr(H|E) except (n) and (l). (n) and (l) both refer to Pr(E|¬H), which
is typically a disjunction of hypotheses Hi such that Pr(E|Hi) is well defined by frequentist lights, but
Pr(E|¬H) =

∑
i Pr(E|Hi) Pr(Hi|¬H) depends on the conditional prior probability distribution Pr(Hi|¬H).
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does not correspond to any point on this scale [Norton, 2008]. Additionally, one might think

that given certain kinds of evidence one should be in a semi-definite state that corresponds

to a set or interval of values on this scale rather than a single point.

5.5.2 Reply: Allowing withholding judgment does not help

I am open to the possibility that degrees of relative acceptance should in some cases be set-

or interval-valued, but I will not pursue it in this paper. Allowing for it would make method-

ological likelihoodism harder to refute but hardly any more plausible. Imprecise Bayesians

allow probability functions to be interval-valued, but in doing so they are generalizing an

arguably successful theory. By contrast, a methodological likelihoodist who found my ar-

guments against PRAFE-rules persuasive would be allowing for interval-valued degrees of

relative acceptance in an attempt to rescue a failed theory. That approach does not seem

promising.

I am willing to grant the somewhat plausible idea that one should withhold judgment

in the complete absence of relevant (non-neutral) evidence. I will not grant that one should

withhold judgment given multiple pieces of evidence that are individually non-neutral but

collectively neutral. That proposal is unattractive on its face and has very unattractive

consequences. For instance, suppose that E1 favors H1 over H2 to some degree c > 1, while

E2 favors H2 over H1 to the same degree, where E1 and E2 are independent given either H1

or H2. Then the conjunction of E1 and E2 is neutral between H1 and H2.4 It is implausible

that if one learns first E1 and then E2, with no other relevant evidence, then one should

prefer H1 to H2 after learning E1 but have no definite state of commitment with regard

to H1 and H2 after learning E2, rather than being neutral between them. After all, if E2

had been stronger evidence by any degree ε as small as one likes, then one would not have

withheld judgment, but either would have preferred H2 to H1 or would have been neutral

between them (given a sufficiently stingy PRAFE-rule). This discontinuity in the prescribed

response to E2 as its strength varies seems unnatural and ill motivated. I will return to this

issue at the end of Section 5.8.

4Pr(E1 & E2|H1) = Pr(E1|H1) Pr(E2|H1) by independence, which equals c(1/c) = 1 by the fact that E1

favors H1 over H2 to the degree c and E2 favors H2 over H1 to the same degree.
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I cannot see any other way in which PRAFE might be ruling out a purely likelihood-

based norm of commitment that is worth considering. The burden is on anyone who would

claim otherwise to provide an example and to argue that it is a good norm of commitment.

I have argued in this section that if there are good, purely likelihood-based norms of

commitment, then they include PRAFE-rules. In each of the next three sections, I argue

that PRAFE-rules are not good norms of commitment. Given my Claim 1 that a good

post-data methodology for science provides a good norm of commitment, it follows that

methodological likelihoodism is false.

5.6 CLAIM 3: A GOOD NORM OF COMMITMENT WOULD ALLOW

ONE TO PREFER CHANCE HYPOTHESES TO MAXIMALLY

LIKELY ALTERNATIVES

The Law of Likelihood says that E favors H1 over H2 if H1 ascribes a higher probability

to E than H2 does. As Barnard [1972, 129] points out, it follows that the outcome of an

experiment always favors the “maximally likely hypothesis” that the experiment was bound

to produce that outcome over any hypothesis that makes the outcome of the experiment

a matter of chance. (That a hypothesis is “maximally likely” does not mean that it is

maximally probable, but rather that it makes the data maximally probable.) Some regard

this fact as a problem for the Law of Likelihood [e.g. Barnard, 1972, 129; Mayo, 1996, 200–3],

while others do not [e.g. Royall, 1997, 13–5]. In this section, I argue that it is a problem for

PRAFE-rules even if it is not a problem for the Law of Likelihood.

Consider the following example.

Example 5.2. Suppose you observe ten radioactive isotopes labeled i1 to i10 of a particular
species for a period equal to their half-life. You observe E23469: i2, i3, i4, i6, and i9 decay,
and the rest of the isotopes do not. How does that observation bear on the deterministic
hypothesis H23469 that those isotopes were bound to decay against the chance hypothesis
H50% that each of the ten isotopes had a 50% chance of decaying independently of the
others?

H23469 says that the observed datum E23469 was inevitable, while H50% says that it had
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probability (1/2)10 = 1/1024. Thus, the Law of Likelihood says that E23469 favors H23469

over H50% to the degree 1024. This result looks bad for the Law of Likelihood. Observations

about which isotopes decay do not seem to bear on the question of determinism versus inde-

terminism at all, yet the Law of Likelihood says that E23469 favors the relevant deterministic

hypothesis H23469 over the most likely indeterministic hypothesis H50% (among those that

treat the decay events as independent and equiprobable) to a large degree.

Two considerations seem to make this problem worse. First, the Law of Likelihood would

have said that the result of the experiment favored the deterministic hypothesis that exactly

the isotopes that did decay were bound to decay over H50% to the same large degree regardless

of how the experiment had turned out. There is nothing special about E23469: the Law of

Likelihood seems to have a general bias toward deterministic hypotheses. Second, the degree

of favoring would have been greater if the number of isotopes had been greater, increasing by

a factor of two for each additional isotope. This fact is particularly significant for PRAFE-

rules. Some PRAFE-rules are sufficiently “stingy” that they would not prescribe preferring

H23469 toH50% even on a likelihood ratio of 1024. However, every PRAFE-rule has a threshold

such that it prescribes preferring one hypothesis to another when the likelihood ratio of the

former to the latter exceeds that threshold. For any such threshold, we could produce an

example analogous to Example 5.2 that will inevitably generate a datum that exceeds it for

some deterministic hypothesis relative to H50%, simply by increasing the number of isotopes

observed.

In general, PRAFE-rules always say not to prefer a hypothesis according to which the

outcome of an experiment was due to chance to a maximally likely hypothesis, and they

always say to prefer a maximally likely hypothesis to a chance hypothesis that makes any

particular outcome sufficiently unlikely (such as H50% when the number of isotopes is large).

This kind of behavior is at odds with both common sense and scientific practice. Scientists

continue to regard quantum indeterminism as a live possibility despite having observed an

enormous number of radioactive decay events, and they seem to be reasonable in doing so.

For this reason, PRAFE-rules are not good norms of commitment.

Similar examples have been used to argue not against PRAFE-rules, but against the

Law of Likelihood itself. Royall gives two responses to those arguments. Whether those
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arguments as sufficient defenses of the Law of Likelihood or not, they cannot be used to

rescue PRAFE-rules.

The first response Royall gives is that the Law of Likelihood is about evidential favoring

rather than belief or action. Thus, the Law of Likelihood at least does not direct one to

believe or act on H23469 rather than H50% upon observing E23469. This response is not

available for PRAFE-rules, which are about belief or action.

The second response Royall gives is that while the Law of Likelihood does say that E23469

favors H23469 over H50%, it need not say that it favors the more generic hypothesis Hd that the

radioactive decay process in question is deterministic over H50%.5 Whether or not it says the

latter depends on the likelihood ratio Pr(E23469|Hd)/Pr(E23469|H50%). If all of the hypotheses

like H23469 that say that exactly some particular subset of isotopes i1 to i10 are bound to

decay are given the same prior probability, then Pr(E23469|Hd)/Pr(E23469|H50%) = 1,6 and

the Law of Likelihood says that E23469 is evidentially neutral between Hd and H50%. If

no prior probability over those hypotheses is available, as is typical in science according to

methodological likelihoodists, then the relevant likelihood ratio is undefined and the Law

of Likelihood is silent. In general, the Law of Likelihood always says that the data favors

some deterministic hypothesis over any chance hypothesis, but it does not always say that

it favors a generic hypothesis of determinism over a given chance hypothesis.

One might wonder how an observation can favor H23469 over H50% but not favor Hd

over H50%, given that H23469 entails Hd. A Bayesian can answer this question: an obser-

vation can do so in the sense that conditioning on it increases the probability ratio (odds)

Pr(H23469)/Pr(H50%) while leaving Pr(Hd)/Pr(H50%) unchanged. Some methodological like-

lihoodist say accordingly that the Law of Likelihood measures evidential favoring in the sense

that it measures the factor by which Bayesian conditioning would increase the probability

ratio in question if the relevant prior probabilities were available [e.g. Royall, 1997, 13].

An analogous response is not available for PRAFE-rules, whether we interpret acceptance

in terms of belief or in terms of behavioral dispositions. On either interpretation, preferring

5Royall actually addresses a different but analogous example, but the translation between the two exam-
ples is straightforward.

6Pr(E23469|Hd) = 1/1024, and thus is equal to Pr(E23469|H50%), if all deterministic hypotheses have equal
prior probability because there are 1024 such distinct hypotheses: one for each of the 210 = 1024 possible
outcomes of the experiment.
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H23469 to H50% is extensionally equivalent to being disposed to choose a course of action that

yields a good outcome if H23469 is true and a bad one otherwise over one that yields the same

good action if H50% is true and the same bad one otherwise. Because Hd is true if H23469 is

true, it would be irrational to have this disposition toward H23469 and H50% but not toward

Hd and H50%.

Thus, neither of Royall’s responses on behalf of the Law of Likelihood helps in defending

PRAFE-rules. The fact that PRAFE-rules never direct one to prefer chance hypotheses to

maximally likely hypotheses and always direct one to prefer maximally likely hypotheses to

sufficiently diffuse chance hypotheses indicates that they are not good norms of commit-

ment. Given Claims 1 and 2 from the previous two sections, it follows that methodological

likelihoodism is false.

I present an additional problem for PRAFE-rules in each of the next two sections.

5.7 CLAIM 4: A GOOD NORM OF COMMITMENT WOULD TREAT

ALIKE PAIRS CONSISTING OF A HYPOTHESIS AND ITS

NEGATION THAT ARE LOGICALLY EQUIVALENT GIVEN ONE’S

EVIDENCE

In this section I argue that no PRAFE-rule is a good norm of commitment because any such

rule can force one to violate the following principle:

(R1) If H1 and H2 are logically equivalent given your evidence and you prefer H1 to ¬H1,
then you should not prefer ¬H2 to H2.

H1 and H2 are logically equivalent given E if and only if E entails the biconditional H1 ↔ H2.

For instance, “all ravens are either red or black” is logically equivalent to “all ravens are

black” given “no ravens are red” because “no ravens are red” entails that “all ravens are

either red or black” is true if and only if “all ravens are black” is true.

(R1) is intuitively compelling. After all, if H1 and H2 are logically equivalent given your

evidence, then your evidence entails that H1 is true if and only if H2 is true. To take a

particular case, (R1) prohibits someone who knows that no ravens are red from preferring
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“all ravens are either black or red” to its negation while dispreferring “all ravens are black”

to its negation. For someone who knows that no ravens are red, those hypotheses have the

same content and thus should be assessed alike.

Something like (R1) is generally taken for granted in formal theories of commitment.

For instance, it is a standard technique in performing conditional probability calculations

to replace A in an expression of the form Pr(A|C) with some proposition that is logically

equivalent to A given C but not otherwise. For instance, one might replace Pr(X1 + X2 =

2|X1 = 1) with Pr(X2 = 1|X1 = 1), because X2 = 1 is logically equivalent to X1 + X2 = 2

given X1 = 1. Standard textbooks take for granted the permissibility of such substitutions.

Thus, if one used a person’s odds Pr(H1)/Pr(H2) to formalize the degree to which he or

she accepts H1 over H2 (implicitly conditioning on his or her evidence), then (R1) would

hold automatically. Likewise for any other formalization of relative acceptance that permits

substitution of logical equivalents given one’s evidence.

My proof that any PRAFE-rule can force one to violate (R1) goes as follows. Let X1

and X2 record the outcomes of two coin flips. If the first flip lands heads, then X1 = 1.

Otherwise X1 = 0. Likewise for the second flip and X2. Let E be the evidence X1 = 1,

H1 the hypothesis X1 = X2 = 1, and H2 the hypothesis X2 = 1. Suppose that E is the

only information one has about X1 and X2. Pick a PRAFE-rule, thereby fixing a threshold

a for the likelihood ratio Pr(E|H1)/Pr(E|H2) beyond which one is required to prefer H1

to H2. In Appendix F, I show how to construct a joint distribution over X1 and X2 such

that both Pr(E|H1)/Pr(E|¬H1) and Pr(E|¬H2)/Pr(E|H2) are greater than a. From that

construction, it follows that the PRAFE-rule in question can force one to prefer H1 to ¬H1

and ¬H2 to H2. But given E, H1 and H2 are equivalent. Therefore, that PRAFE-rule can

force one to violate (R1).

I will now consider possible objections to using this result to argue against PRAFE-rules.

5.7.1 Objection 1: H1 and H2 Are Not Mutually Exclusive

One strategy for responding to this argument is to restrict PRAFE-rules or even the Law

of Likelihood itself to hypotheses that are not logically related in the way that H1 and H2
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in my proof are related. In fact, in Chapter 3 I argued on other grounds for restricting the

Law of Likelihood to mutually exclusive hypotheses. H1 and H2 are not mutually exclusive,

so one might think that this restriction would prevent violations of (R1) from arising.

5.7.2 Reply to Objection 1

In fact, restricting the Law of Likelihood to mutually exclusive hypotheses does not prevent

violations of (R1) from arising. H1 and H2 in my proof are not mutually exclusive, but

the Law of Likelihood is not applied to the comparison between H1 and H2: it is applied

to the comparison between H1 and its negation and to the comparison between H2 and its

negation.

Restricting a PRAFE-rule so that it does not apply to a hypothesis and its negation

even when both have well defined likelihoods would be an ad hoc response to the argument

presented in this section. An alternative response would be to prohibit certain combinations

of applications of PRAFE-rules; for instance, one could prohibit applying a PRAFE-rule

both to H1 and its negation and to H2 and its negation, where H1 is the conjunction of H2

with some further claim. However, this move too looks ad hoc. It would also be very limiting

and practically impossible to enforce, particularly across entire communities of scientists.

5.7.3 Objection 2: H1 and H2 are not statistical hypotheses

There is something that distinguishes the case considered in the proof in this section from

the kinds of cases that are commonly considered in likelihoodist writings: H1 and H2 are not

“statistical hypotheses” with respect to E, that is, hypotheses solely about the stochastic

properties of the mechanism that produced E. Instead, H1 says that E occurs and some

other outcome occurs, while H2 says only that the other outcome occurs. Some writers do

restrict the Law of Likelihood to statistical hypotheses [e.g. Hacking, 1965, 59 and Edwards,

1972, 57].
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5.7.4 Reply to Objection 2

While some methodological likelihoodists restrict the Law of Likelihood to statistical hy-

potheses, they seem to do so simply because they have statistical applications in mind.

There is no obvious principled basis for that restriction, and the authors in question do

not provide one. Moreover, that restriction has the unfortunate consequence of restricting

the scope of the Law of Likelihood substantially. For instance, it would prevent one from

applying the Law of Likelihood to high-level, substantive scientific theories, as Sober does

with the theories of evolution and intelligent design [2008]. In addition, it does not address

the other problems for PRAFE-rules presented in this paper. Thus, restricting the Law

of Likelihood to statistical hypotheses might allow one to avoid violations of (R1), but it

does so in a way that is not independently well motivated, has a high cost, and leaves other

problems untouched.

In sum, PRAFE-rules are not good norms of commitment because they can lead to

violations of (R1). Given Claims 1 and 2, it follows that methodological likelihoodism is

false. Restricting PRAFE-rules to mutually exclusive hypotheses does not allow one to

avoid this problem. Restricting them to statistical hypotheses lacks independent motivation

and would substantially reduce the scope of the methodological likelihoodist approach.

5.8 CLAIM 5: A GOOD NORM OF COMMITMENT WOULD ALLOW

ONE BOTH TO OBEY A HIGHLY PLAUSIBLE DISJUNCTION RULE

AND TO TREAT PAIRS OF LOGICALLY EQUIVALENT

HYPOTHESES ALIKE

In this section I argue that no norm of the form given by (PRAFE) is a good one because

there are cases in which any such norm would force one to violate either (R2) or (R3):

(R2) If H1 is logically equivalent to H2, H3 is logically equivalent to H4, and you prefer H1 to

H3, then you should not prefer H4 to H2.

(R3) Suppose H1, H2, and H3 are mutually exclusive and exhaustive. If you are neutral
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between H1 and H2 and do not prefer H1 to H3, then you should prefer (H2 or H3) to

H1.

(R2) is similar to (R1) and just as compelling. It is stronger than (R1) in that it is not

restricted to hypotheses and their negations. However, the fact that each pair of hypotheses

to which (R1) applies consists of a hypothesis and its negation plays no role in my argument

for (R1). Moreover, (R2) is weaker than (R1) in that the relevant pairs of hypotheses need to

be logically equivalent full stop, rather than merely logically equivalent given one’s evidence.

Violations of (R2) again seem unacceptable. H1 is true if and only if H2 is true, and

likewise for H3 and H4, so one’s assessment of H1 relative to H3 should be the same as one’s

assessment of H2 relative to H4. For instance, (R2) says that you should not prefer “all

ravens are black” to “some ravens are white” while at the same time preferring “some white

things are ravens” (logically equivalent to “some ravens are white”) to “all non-black things

are non-ravens” (logically equivalent to “all ravens are black”). One’s preference between a

pair of propositions should depend on the content of those propositions rather than on the

form in which those propositions are expressed.

(R2), like (R1), would hold automatically in a variety of possible formalizations of the

notion of relative acceptance. It is typically assumed in probability theory, for instance, that

one can replace a hypothesis with a logically equivalent hypothesis without changing the

probability. Thus, if one used a person’s odds Pr(H1)/Pr(H2) to formalize the degree to

which he or she accepts H1 over H2, then (R2) would hold automatically. Likewise for any

formalization that allows substitutions of logical equivalents.

(R3) follows from the Bayesian assumption that one should have definite credences in

H1, H2, and H3 that obey the axioms of probability. Those axioms include the axiom of

finite additivity, which entails that one’s credence in (H2 or H3) should be the sum of one’s

credence in H2 and one’s credence in H3. The fact that one is neutral between H1 and H2

and does not prefer H1 to H3 implies that one has equal credence in H1 and H2 and that

one’s credence in H3 is no less than that common credence. It follows that one’s credence

in (H2 or H3) is greater than one’s credence in H1. Because one is neutral between H1 and

H2, the only way it could not be greater is if one’s credence in H3 were zero. But then

one’s credences in H1 and H2 would also have to be zero, which is inconsistent with the
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requirement that one’s credences in the mutually exclusive and exhaustive hypotheses H1,

H2, and H3 sum to one. Thus, (R3) is a consequence of basic Bayesian principles.

One can also argue for (R3) without appealing to contentious Bayesian assumptions.

Suppose you are neutral between H1 and H2 and do not prefer H1 to H3. You must be

certain that (H1 or H2) is true, certain that it is false, or neither certain that it is true nor

certain that it is false . You cannot be certain that it is true, because you would then be

certain that H3 is false (given simple single-premise closure), which would mean that you do

prefer H1 to H3, since you are neutral between H1 and H2. If you are certain that it is false,

then you must be certain that H3 is true, and thus you should prefer (H2 or H3) to H1. If

you are neither certain that it is true nor certain that it is false, then you must likewise be

neither certain that H3 is true nor certain that it is false. Disjoining H3 to H2 should thus

be sufficient to tip the scales in favor of (H2 or H3) against H1, given that you are neutral

between H1 and H2. Therefore, if you are neutral between H1 and H2 and do not prefer H1

to H3, then you should prefer (H2 or H3) to H1. This reasoning works even if you “do not

prefer” H1 to H3 only in the sense that you withhold judgment between them.

The following example shows that no PRAFE-rule conforms to both (R2) and (R3).7

Example 5.3. Suppose a mad genius has mixed water and wine in a bottle. You know
that the ratio r of water to wine is in the interval (1/2, 2]. The mad genius knows the value
of r but refuses to tell it to you. He does agree to run three trials of an experiment each
possible outcome of which yields relevant, non-neutral evidence concerning the hypotheses
Hr

1 : r ∈ (1/2, 1], Hr
2 : r ∈ (1, 3/2] Hr

3 : r ∈ (3/2, 2]. As it turns out, the data from the
three trials is collectively neutral with respect to those hypotheses. (A description of the
experiment and its result is given in Appendix G.) PRAFE-rules thus require being neutral
among them. (R3) thus says that one should prefer (Hr

2 or Hr
3) to Hr

1 .

A problem arises when we apply the same kind of reasoning to the ratio r′ of wine to
water. r′ must be in the interval [1/2, 2). The pieces of evidence from the mad genius’s
experiment are individually non-neutral between Hr′

1 : r′ ∈ [1/2, 1) and Hr′
3 : r′ ∈ [3/2, 2),

but collectively neutral among those hypotheses and Hr′
2 : r′ ∈ [1, 3/2). (See Appendix G.)

PRAFE-rules thus require one to be neutral between Hr′
1 and Hr′

3 and either to be neutral
between or to withhold judgment between Hr′

2 and Hr′
3 . (R3) thus entails that one should

prefer (Hr′
2 or Hr′

3 ) to Hr′
1 . However, (Hr′

2 or Hr′
3 ) is logically equivalent to Hr

1 , and Hr′
1

is logically equivalent to (Hr
2 or Hr

3). Thus, PRAFE-rules and (R3) require a patern of
preferences that (R2) forbids, namely preferring (Hr

2 or Hr
3) to Hr

1 (which are equivalent
to Hr′

1 and (Hr′
2 or Hr′

3 ), respectively) while also preferring (Hr′
2 or Hr′

3 ) to Hr′
1 .

7This example is loosely related to a well-known example due to von Mises [1957].
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This example shows that any PRAFE-rule can force one to violate either (R2) or (R3).

Thus, no PRAFE-rule is a good norm of commitment. Given my Claims 1 and 2, it follows

once again that methodological likelihoodism is false.

5.8.1 Objection: This argument relies on a strict notion of neutrality that is

not clearly appropriate

(R3) is only plausible if “being neutral” between a pair of hypotheses is understood in a

strong sense, so that adding any “weight” to either of them by disjoining it with a mutually

exclusive hypothesis that one is not sure is false is sufficient to “tip the scales.” It is not

clear that one should be neutral among Hr
1 , Hr

2 , and Hr
3 , for instance, in this strong sense.

It is clear that one is not warranted in believing any of those hypotheses over any other, but

perhaps the appropriate doxastic attitude to have about them is sufficiently indefinite that

it does not warrant the claim that one should believe (Hr
2 or Hr

3) over Hr
1 . (See Norton,

2008 for arguments that might be used to motivate this response.)

5.8.2 Reply: Making the notion of neutrality less strict does not result in a

successful theory

I address the proposal that PRAFE-rules should allow for indefinite or semi-definite doxastic

states in subsection 5.5.2. Some versions of this proposal have some plausibility and would

make the methodological likelihoodist position harder to refute, but a methodological likeli-

hoodist needs to show that some approach of this kind results in a useful and well-functioning

theory. The prospects for this approach seem dim.

I specifically argue in subsection 5.5.2 against the proposal that one should withhold

judgment about a pair of hypotheses given collectively neutral but individually non-neutral

pieces of evidence about them, which is the situation with regard to Hr
1 , Hr

2 , and Hr
3 . But

perhaps the appropriate attitude to have about a pair of these hypotheses in light of the

outcome of the mad genuis’s experiment lies somewhere in between strict neutrality and

complete withholding of judgment. For the sake of definiteness, let us suppose that it is

the attitude represented by some set of real numbers, which for the sake of permutation-
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consistency must be of the form (1/a, a)8 for some a ≥ 1, and that finite additivity applies

to the endpoints of these intervals. On this proposal, the degree to which one accepts (Hr
2

or Hr
3) over Hr

1 should be of the form (2/a, 2a). If a is greater than 2, then this interval

includes one. Thus, this proposal would not lead one to say that one should determinately

prefer (Hr
2 or Hr

3) to Hr
1 , thereby allowing one to avoid violating (R2).

This approach faces a dilemma that seems to rule out the possibility that it could yield

a useful and well-functioning theory. Either a goes to one as the size of the body of relevant

but collectively neutral data increases, or it does not. If it does, then one simply needs to

modify Example 5.3 by increasing the size of the data set enough to make a less than two

to get an example in which any PRAFE-rule still forces one to violate either (R2) or (R3).

If it does not, then either that approach yields strange discontinuities like those discussed in

subsection 5.5.2, in which tiny differences in the strength of a particular piece of evidence

yield great differences in the definiteness of one’s doxastic state, or it yields only interval-

valued degrees of relative acceptance even for large non-neutral bodies of data. If the latter

is the case, then the usefulness of the theory for scientific purposes is doubtful.

This argument generalizes to other possible ways of representing doxastic attitudes that

are somewhere in between strict neutrality and complete indefiniteness. Either those atti-

tudes converge to strict neutrality as the amount of relevant but collectively neural evidence

increases or they do not. If they do, then the problem discussed in this section will re-

emerge. If they do not, then either the approach has strange discontinuities or its usefulness

is limited by the fact that it fails to yield definite recommendations even in some situations

that involve large, collectively non-neutral bodies of evidence.

5.9 CONCLUSION

Methodological likelihoodism is attractive because methods based on likelihood functions

alone combine some of the major advantages of frequentist and Bayesian methods, respec-

tively. Like frequentist methods, they do not require prior probability distributions. Like

8The endpoints of this interval could be either closed or open; nothing substantial hangs on this point.
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Bayesian methods, they conform to the Likelihood Principle.

The first problem for methodological likelihoodism is that its central principle, the Law

of Likelihood, addresses only questions about evidential favoring. An adequate methodology

for science needs to do more than that: it needs to provide a good norm of commitment.

After all, we do science not for the sake of gathering data and characterizing it as evidence,

but for the sake of deciding what to believe and do in principled, empirically well-informed

ways. One could attempt to give a norm of commitment based on likelihood functions alone,

but PRAFE-rules seem to encompass all the norms of this kind that are worth considering,

and I have shown that they have severe problems. They lead one to prefer maximally likely

hypotheses to chance alternatives when such preferences are unwarranted, and they can lead

to violations of the highly plausible rules (R1)–(R3). Thus, it does not seem to be possible

to provide an adequate self-contained methodology for science on the basis of likelihood

functions alone. Methodological likelihoodism is false.

The claim that the Likelihood Principle is true and methodological likelihoodism false

implies that an adequate post-data methodology for science cannot be based on evidential

import alone. A methodology can be based on long-run operating characteristics, as in

the frequentist approach, but that approach faces many objections, including problematic

consequences of its violations of the Likelihood Principle (see Chapter 6). It can alternatively

be based on both evidential import and other inputs, as in the Bayesian approach, but that

approach requires explicit use of prior probabilities. We would like to think that science can

rest on an assessment of the evidential import of our empirical data uncolored by prejudices

such as those represented by prior probabilities, but if my conclusions are correct then it

cannot.
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6.0 WHY FREQUENTIST VIOLATIONS OF THE LIKELIHOOD

PRINCIPLE ARE PERMISSIBLE AT BEST

6.1 INTRODUCTION

The standard frequentist approach to testing simple statistical hypotheses conforms to like-

lihoodist principles of evidence within but not across component experiments. This pattern

of behavior is not required by the frequentist goal of controlling long-run error rates: there

are most powerful tests that violate the Likelihood Principle within an experiment, and

there are ways to control Type I error while conforming to the Likelihood Principle across

experiments, provided that hypotheses are predesignated. It is hard to justify from likeli-

hoodist and Bayesian perspectives because it seems to fail to respect evidential equivalence

across experiments and fails to maximize expected utility on any utility function and prior

probability distribution.

These objections can be addressed to some extent by thinking of frequentist methods as

appealing to objective considerations to “break the tie” among subjective perspectives over

which the relevant agent is indifferent. However, there does not seem to be any compelling

reason to prefer the frequentist approach to other methods of tie-breaking, some of which

are better integrated into an overarching Bayesian methodology.

I will unpack this argument in the following way. In Section 6.2, I describe the standard

frequentist approach to testing simple statistical hypotheses, explaining how restrictions

on the application of the Neyman-Pearson theory of most powerful tests allow them to

avoid violating likelihoodist principles within experiments. In Section 6.3, I explain how

frequentists violate the likelihood principle across experiments and argue that the particular

approach they have taken is not required by the basic frequentist goal on controlling long-
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run error rates. In Section 6.4, I explain how any violation of the Likelihood Principle

within or across experiments leads to a failure to maximize expected utility. In Section 6.5,

I explain how thinking of frequentist methods as appealing to objective considerations as

tie-breakers helps address this objection, but argue that there does not seem to be any reason

to prefer this approach to tie-breaking over various other possible approaches. In the end,

I conclude that the standard frequentist approach to testing simple statistical hypotheses is

permissible in some cases, despite the fact that it violates the Likelihood Principle, but far

from compelling.

One possible response to this chapter is to reject likelihoodist principles of evidence

in favor of some other account such as the error-statistical account due to Mayo [1996],

according to which standard frequentist practice is justified by evidential considerations.

Those who wish to pursue that line will need to take up the arguments for those principles

that I present in previous chapters.

I focus in this chapter on cases of simple-versus-simple hypothesis testing, in which the

question of interest is whether or not one should reject one simple statistical hypothesis in

favor of another simple statistical hypothesis. A simple statistical hypothesis relative to a

particular experiment is one that entails a definite probability distribution over the “sample

space” of possible outcomes of an experiment. The notion of rejecting one hypothesis in

favor of another is easiest to understand when the two hypotheses in question are the only

relevant possibilities. In that case, it means something like adopting a disposition to act as

if the latter were true rather than the former, subject to new information or a substantial

change in stakes. It exhibits the same kinds of context-sensitivities as the non-relative notion

of full belief. Nevertheless, it is a standard notion in frequentist discourse.

Frequentist theory also addresses testing one-sided hypotheses (hypotheses according

to which some parameter lies on a particular side of a particular value) and testing simple

hypotheses against complex alternatives (e.g., the hypothesis that the mean of a distribution

is zero against the hypothesis that it is non-zero), as well as point and interval estimation.

I focus on simple-versus-simple cases because the Neyman-Pearson theory of most powerful

tests applies most cleanly in those cases. If it does not work there, then the claim that it

works elsewhere is dubious. Estimation is a related but distinct topic that is best addressed
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separately.

A “component experiment” is an arm of a mixture experiment. A mixed experiment

consists of first using a randomizer the behavior of which is independent of the hypothesis

space to select which of a set of component experiments to perform, and then performing

that experiment. Frequentists generally endorse the use of the same Type I error rate rather

than the same likelihood-ratio cutoff across components of a mixture experiment as well as

across completely separate experiments [Cox, 1958].

6.2 HOW STANDARD FREQUENTIST PRACTICE CONFORMS TO

LIKELIHOODIST PRINCIPLES WITHIN COMPONENT

EXPERIMENTS

Standard frequentist practice can be viewed as a compromise between “behavioristic” and

“evidential” impulses. It is based on the theory of most powerful tests that originated with

Neyman and Pearson. That theory was originally developed and justified exclusively in

terms of long-run error rates on decisions about how to behave with regard to hypotheses,

rather than in terms of the degree to which the data support judgments about the alethic or

epistemic value of particular hypotheses. As Neyman and Pearson put it, “without hoping

to know whether each separate hypothesis is true or false, we may search for rules to govern

our behavior with regard to them, in the following which we insure that, in the long run

of experience, we shall not too often be wrong” [Neyman and Pearson, 1933, 291]. In

practice, however, that theory is applied in a way that exhibits some sensitivity to evidential

considerations. The result of this compromise is that standard frequentist practice conforms

to likelihoodist principles within but not across component experiments.

In many cases, the Neyman-Pearson approach of constructing a uniformly1 most powerful

test (which is always possible in simple-versus-simple testing) yields a likelihood test, i.e., a

test that rejects H0 in favor of Ha if and only if the likelihood ratio L = Pr(E|Ha)/Pr(E|H0)

1In simple-versus-simple testing, the word “uniformly” in the phrase “uniformly most powerful tests” is
superfluous because the alternative experiment is simple.
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for the alternative hypothesis against the null on the observed outcome E is above some

threshold. Such tests have a nice likelihoodist interpretation: they reject H0 in favor of Ha

if and only if the degree to which E favors Ha over H0 is above some threshold. They also

have a nice Bayesian interpretation: they reject H0 in favor of Ha if and only if the posterior

odds of Ha against H0 are above some threshold.

However, the Neyman-Pearson theory of most powerful tests is not always in such nice

agreement with likelihoodist and Bayesian perspectives. By the Neyman-Pearson lemma

[Neyman and Pearson, 1933], every likelihood test is a most powerful test. However, not

every most powerful test is a likelihood test. Moreover, different likelihood tests with the

same Type I error rate can have different likelihood-ratio cutoffs for rejection. The frequentist

commitment to controlling Type I error rates also leads them to require that hypotheses be

predesignated and to set more stringent standards for rejection when multiple hypotheses

are being tested side-by-side. Those practices have no likelihoodist or Bayesian justification.

There are two kinds of most powerful tests that are not likelihood tests, as I will explain

by means of the following example.

Example 6.1. Suppose one is able to run an experiment with possible outcomes x1, x2, and

x3, the probabilities of which on the hypotheses of interest are given by the following table.

Table 6.1: Sampling distributions for Example 6.1

x1 x2 x3

Pr(X|H0) .89 .05 .06

Pr(X|Ha) .46 .04 .5

L = Pr(X|H0)/Pr(X|Ha) 1.9 1.25 .12

One kind of most powerful test that is not a likelihood test is a randomized test. A

randomized test uses an auxiliary randomizer to decide whether or not to reject H0 on one

or more possible outcomes. For instance, suppose that in the situation described in the

example above one is unwilling to tolerate a Type I error rate greater than .01. Then the

most powerful experiment one can run would reject H0 with probability 1/6 when x3 is
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observed—say, if and only if a particular die produces a 6 when rolled.

This procedure is most powerful, but it can lead to violations of the Likelihood Principle

by leading one to draw different conclusions in different possible scenarios in which the data

are evidentially equivalent: one in which x3 is observed and the die produces a 6, and one

in which x3 is observed and the die produces some other number. Frequentists generally do

not use randomized tests even when they are most powerful, for the same reason that they

would not use a procedure that rejects an arbitrary hypothesis if and only if a particular

(irrelevant) twenty-sided die produced a twenty when rolled. Such a procedure has a low

Type I error rate (.05), and is even a most powerful test based on that die roll with that

error rate, but one does not have to be a likelihoodist to think that it is inappropriately

sensitive to evidentially irrelevant considerations.

Next suppose that in the above example one is unwilling to tolerate a Type I error rate

greater than .05. If randomized tests are impermissible, then the most powerful permissible

test with that Type I error rate is to reject H0 if and only if x2 occurs. But that approach

seems unreasonable because x3 clearly favors Ha over H0 more than x2 does, according to

both the Law of Likelihood and pretheoretic intuitive judgments. It is “non-monotonic”

in that as one increases the Type I error rate one is willing to tolerate, it adds x2 to the

rejection region before x3 even though x3 has a smaller likelihood ratio for H0 against Ha.

Frequentists generally do not use non-monotonic tests even when they are most powerful. In

this case, they would either decline to reject H0 on the basis of any data or raise the Type I

error rate they are willing to accept to at least .06.

By disallowing randomized and non-monotonic tests, frequentists avoid violating the

Likelihood Principle and the Law of Likelihood within component experiments.2 However,

they do not avoid violating it across component experiments, as I explain in the next section.

2As a historical aside, Neyman and Pearson come close to ruling out most powerful tests that are not
likelihood tests in their original presentation of the theory. They maintain that tests should be based on
ordered contour levels on the sample space such that one’s inclination to reject H0 for Ha would be the same
for all points on the same contour level and would increase as one moves from one contour level to the next
[Neyman and Pearson, 1933]. They do not require that contour levels be levels of constant likelihood-ratio
and that the ordering on levels be the order of decreasing likelihood ratio, but their theory is compatible with
that requirement and not with other ways of carving up the space into contour levels that would yield tests
that were not most powerful. Given that requirement, one gets likelihood tests by requiring that contour
levels be added to the rejection region in order of decreasing inclination to reject H0 for Ha. This feature of
Neyman and Pearson’s theory is often forgotten, although Mayo [1996] emphasizes it.
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6.3 HOW STANDARD FREQUENTIST PRACTICE VIOLATES

LIKELIHOODIST PRINCIPLES ACROSS COMPONENT

EXPERIMENTS

Standard frequentist practice violates likelihoodist principles across component experiments

in three ways: (1) using a common Type I error rate rather than a common likelihood-ratio

cutoff for rejection; (2) requiring adjustments for multiple testing; and (3) requiring that

hypotheses be predesignated. I discuss these three practices in Subsections 6.3.1, 6.3.2, and

6.3.3, respectively. I argue that the basic frequentist commitment to controlling Type I and

Type II error rates requires (3) but not (1) or (2).

6.3.1 Frequentists generally use a common Type I error rate across experiments

Frequentists generally use a common Type I error rate across component experiments. The

following example illustrates one way in which this practice can lead to violations of like-

lihoodist principles across experiments: it can lead to the use of different likelihood-ratio

cutoffs in experiments with different stopping rules (i.e., different procedures for deciding

when to stop collecting data), and thus to different outcomes from data that the Likelihood

Principle entails are evidentially equivalent.

Example 6.2. Suppose one wishes to test the hypothesis that the bias of a particular coin

for heads is .5 against the hypothesis that it is .6. One can run either of the following

experiments.

Experiment 1. Flip the coin twelve times and count the number of heads.

Experiment 2. Flip the coin until the third tail and count the number of flips.

The likelihood functions for the two experiments are as follows, where the column head-

ings indicate the number of heads. The third row gives the likelihood ratios Pr(E|H0)/

Pr(E|Ha)
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Table 6.2: Likelihood function for the binomial experiment

N ≤ 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

bias = .5 .19 .19 .23 .19 .12 .054 .016 .0029 .00024

bias = .6 .057 .10 .18 .23 .21 .14 .064 .017 .0022

likelihood ratio 3.3 1.9 1.3 .85 .57 .38 .25 .17 .11

Table 6.3: Likelihood function for the negative binomial experiment

N ≤ 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 ≥ 16

bias = .5 .87 .055 .035 .022 .013 .0081 .0048 .0028 .0037

bias = .6 .68 .084 .064 .048 .035 .026 .018 .013 .027

likelihood ratio 1.3 .65 .55 .45 .38 .32 .26 .22 .14

A likelihoodist or Bayesian would reject H0 on the basis of 9 heads in Experiment 1 if

and only if one would reject H0 on the basis of 12 tosses in Experiment 2. After all, the

likelihood ratios for these two outcomes are the same.

On the Neyman-Pearson approach with the tolerated Type I error rate fixed at .05, one

would not reject H0 on the basis of 9 heads in Experiment 1, but would reject it on the basis

of 12 tosses in Experiment 2: the most powerful level .05 test in Experiment 1 rejects H0 if

and only if the number of heads is at least ten, while that in Experiment 2 rejects H0 if and

only if the number of tosses is at least twelve.

This example illustrates the fact that the Type I error rate generated by a test with a

particular likelihood-ratio cutoff can vary with the stopping rule used, i.e., with the criterion

used to decide when to stop collecting data. After all, the likelihood-ratio cutoff is a func-

tion of the probability of the result just sufficient to reject the null hypothesis on the null

hypothesis and on the alternative hypothesis, whereas the Type I error rate is a function of

the probabilities of all of the results at least as extreme as that result on the null hypothesis.

The set of results at least as extreme as a given result can vary with the stopping rule, so it
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should not be surprising that the Type I error rate associated with taking that result to be

just sufficient to reject the null hypothesis can also vary with the stopping rule. In the case

at hand, the set of results more extreme than nine heads in twelve tosses when the number

of tosses is fixed is {ten heads, eleven heads, twelve heads}. The set of results more extreme

than nine heads in twelve tosses when the number of tails is fixed is {ten heads, eleven heads,

. . .}.

This sensitivity to stopping rules strikes many commenters as contrary to intuitive judg-

ments about evidential relevance. The only difference between the two nine-heads-in-twelve-

tosses outcomes has to do with what the experimenter would have done of the data had been

different. How could such counterfactuals about the experimenter’s behavior be relevant to

the significance of the actual data for the hypotheses in question? Pointing out that the

p-values (the probabilities of results at least as extreme as the observed results) are different

in the same cases does not help: how could the implications of hypotheses for merely possible

data that were not observed be relevant to their assessment in light of the datum that was

observed?

A frequentist might object at this point that ignoring stopping rules leads to losing control

over Type I error rates. Consider again the example due to Armitage discussed in Chapter 3.

Suppose one sets the likelihood-ratio threshold for rejecting H0 : µ = 0 against Ha : µ = x̄n

at 1/3000. Then a nefarious experimenter can cause one to reject H0 with probability 1 even

if it is true by running the experiment just described with k = 4. Moreover, he or she can

do the same thing for any likelihood-ratio threshold by making k sufficiently large. It seems

that by ignoring stopping rules, one loses control over Type I error.

However, losing control over Type I error in this case is a consequence of not only ignoring

the stopping rule, but also (essentially) testing µ = 0 against every hypothesis of the form

µ = µ0, where µ0 is a constant not equal to zero, using the same likelihood-ratio threshold.

It is not so surprising that given enough time, one can eventually produce evidence that is

highly misleading with respect to H0 relative to at least one of those (uncountably many!)

alternatives.

Frequentists have the resources to keep Type I error rates bounded even if they use fixed

likelihood-ratio cutoffs for rejection rather than fixed Type I error rates. They typically
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require that the null and alternative hypotheses be fixed and predesignated and that adjust-

ments be made for multiple testing. The hypothesis µ = X̄ is not fixed but random because

the numerical value it assigns to µ depends on the data. Thus, a frequentist would not allow

it as an alternative hypothesis. Nor would he or she allow one to observe the data and then

decide which “fixed” hypothesis of the form µ = µa to use as one’s alternative, which is

just an informal way of testing a random hypothesis. One could test µ = 0 against many

hypotheses of the form µ = µa simultaneously, but a frequentist would typically require

lowering the Type I error rate of each test in order to keep the “familywise” Type I error

rate (the probability of making at least one Type I error over all of the experiments being

performed side-by-side) adequately low.

In general, a test of a fixed hypothesis against a fixed alternative that is based on a

likelihood-ratio cutoff controls long-run error rates automatically. It can be shown that if

the fixed hypothesis H0 is true, then the probability that a given experiment will yield a

result with likelihood ratio for Ha against H0 greater than k is at most 1/k—regardless of

the stopping rule [Robbins, 1970]!3 Thus, for instance, a test with a likelihood ratio cutoff of

.05 has Type I error rate at most .05. By virtue of the Neyman-Pearson lemma, such a test

is also a most powerful test, and thus controls Type II error rate (the probability of failing

to reject H0 when Ha is true) as far as possible consistent with its Type I error rate.

Given this result, I do not see why a frequentist would oppose using the same likelihood-

ratio cutoff across tests of the same pair of hypotheses in the same decision-theoretic context

even if the stopping rules are different, provided that the hypotheses are fixed and predesig-

nated and there are no issues with multiple hypotheses being tested simultaneously. Doing

so would bring frequentist methods into closer alignment with likelihoodist and Bayesian

methods without giving up anything essential to the frequentist approach. Long-run error

rates would still be controlled; they would just be determined by the likelihood-ratio cutoff

rather than the reverse. I will give a decision-theoretic argument against the use of fixed

Type I error rates in the next section. Before that, I need to address predesignation and

adjustments for multiple testing.

3Tighter bounds are available in some cases—see Royall 2000.
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6.3.2 Frequentists Generally Adjust Their Standards on Individual Tests to

Control “Familywise” Error Rates

Many frequentists maintain that when one runs multiple hypothesis tests “side by side,”

so to speak, one should adjust for that fact in order to keep sufficiently low not only the

probability of rejecting each individual hypothesis if true, but also the probability of rejecting

some hypothesis or other if they all are true.

Intuitions seem to pull in both directions on this issue. If I test twenty null hypotheses at

the .05 level and get one statistically significant result (i.e., one result that leads me to reject

the null hypothesis), then it seems that you should be more skeptical that I have discovered

a true departure from the null hypothesis than if I had tested that hypothesis at the .05

level in isolation—even if the hypotheses and the data are the same in the two cases. After

all, in the first case I had a 64% chance of getting a statistically significant result just by

chance even if all of the null hypotheses were true, whereas in the second case I had only a

5% chance.

Standard frequentist practice in this kind of situation is to maintain the probability of

rejecting some true null hypothesis at the desired level (often .05) by lowering the probability

of Type I error for each individual test. The simplest and most common procedure is a

Bonferroni correction, which simply sets the Type I error rate for each individual test at

the desired “familywise” error rate divided by the number of tests being performed. This

procedure leads to a substantial loss in power for each test, but it is sufficient to address

what many frequentists consider an unacceptable risk of Type I error.

Although the argument for multiple-testing corrections has some intuitive appeal, there

is also something odd about the idea that what I should conclude about a pair of hypotheses

from some body of data depends on what other hypotheses I was testing. Consider a case

in which the hypotheses have nothing to do with each other—for instance, let them be the

hypothesis that the bias of a particular coin is .5, that smoking causes lung cancer, and

that the Higgs boson does not exist in a particular energy range. Why on earth should my

standard for rejecting the hypothesis about the coin be more stringent because I am also

considering the hypothesis about the Higgs?
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This example points to a thorny questions for those who believe in multiple corrections:

where does it end? A common frequentist practice is to control familywise Type I error

for all of the hypotheses tested for a single publication. Why stop there? Why not control

familywise Type I error over a scientist’s career, or an entire branch of science, or over all of

science? If there really any difference between a case in which I test twenty hypotheses over

the course of my career and publish the one that gives a statistically significant result and a

case in which I test them all on the same day and write them up together in a single paper?

If one should think that the result is probably just the product of noise in the second case,

then shouldn’t one think so in the first case as well?

It seems that if the convention of doing Bonferroni corrections within a paper and only

within a paper has any justification, then that justification has something to do with how the

publication process in science currently works, and not with basic epistemic issues. The more

hypotheses we test, the more likely we are to reject some falsely. But it’s also the case that

the more hypotheses we test, the more likely we are to fail to reject some falsely. Corrections

for multiple comparisons make the former problem better at the expense of making the latter

problem worse. I cannot see how that tradeoff can be worthwhile generally, though of course

it will be in some cases. There might seem to be a relevant difference in the two kinds of

errors in that a rejection of a null hypothesis is generally regarded as more decisive than a

failure to reject it. But that asymmetry does not seem to have any epistemic justification,

at least in the case of simple-versus-simple hypothesis testing in which both hypotheses are

sufficiently plausible that the test is worth doing.

Likelihoodist principles militate against multiple-testing corrections: Pr(E|H) as a func-

tion of H in H is not influenced by whether or not other another set of hypotheses were tested

alongside those in H. Thus, the Likelihood Principle entails that multiple-testing issues are

irrelevant to evidential import. From a Bayesian perspective, the posterior probability of E

given H is the same.

An exception to these statements occurs when the data from the other tests is also

relevant to some extent to the hypotheses in question. For instance, suppose that a drug

is being tested for effectiveness in four different racial groups. In most cases, presumably,

enough of the relevant biology is shared that results on, say, study participants of Asian
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heritage gives some information about the effectiveness of the drug in participants with

African heritage. In such a case, one can use “partial pooling” to share information across

the experiments. This approach will have the effect of pulling the estimated treatment effects

toward each other and will thus reduce the familywise Type I error rate, but as a side effect

of using more of the information that is in the data rather than as a direct effect of artificially

increasing the stringency of each test [Gelman et al., 2012].

It is not clear that a frequentist cannot budge on multiple testing. A frequentist has a

basic commitment to controlling long-run error rates, but that commitment cannot extend

to controlling the familywise Type I error rate over all of science at, say, the .05 level. Such

a commitment would make science impossible. And if a frequentist is not committed to

controlling that familywise Type I error rate, then why should he or she be committed to

controlling any familywise Type I error rate? For any particular familywise error rate, we

can ask “why that family, and not some other?” The only way to keep this question from

arising is to control error rates on individual tests alone and to accept the inevitable fact

that the more tests one runs, the more errors one will make—but the more correct inferences

one will draw as well.

6.3.3 Frequentists Generally Require That Hypotheses Be Predesignated

The Armitage experiment illustrates the fact that frequentists need predesignation require-

ments in order to control Type I error rates: if one allows the alternative hypothesis to be

specified after the data are in, then one allows an experiment that rejects the null hypothesis

relative to some alternative with probability one even if the null hypothesis is true. The con-

trol over long-run error rates that frequentists prize requires that the planning and execution

of an experiment be “part of a single whole,” as Pearson put it [1962]. For that reason, I do

not see how a frequentist can budge on predesignation while retaining the basic frequentist

commitment to the importance of long-run error rates.

Again, however, likelihoodist theories of evidence entail that whether or not a pair of

hypotheses was predesignated is irrelevant to the evidential import of the data with respect

to those hypotheses. Pr(E|H) is the same for a simple statistical hypothesis H whether it was
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predesignated or not; thus, the Likelihood Principle entails that the evidential import of E

with respect to H does not depend on whether or not the hypotheses in H were predesignated.

Predesignation is also irrelevant to a Bayesian, who uses the likelihood function for H on E

to update a prior probability distribution on H.

6.4 WHY VIOLATING THE LIKELIHOODIST PRINCIPLES IS

INCOMPATIBLE WITH MAXIMIZING EXPECTED UTILITY

A combination of tests maximizes expected utility relative to some utility function and prior

probability distribution if and only if it conforms to the Law of Likelihood (in a sense to be

explained). Of course, frequentists generally do not use utility functions and prior probability

distributions because they are not objective, but they might nevertheless be bothered by the

fact that their approach to statistics is not optimal from any subjective Bayesian perspective.

This result is of course closely related to Bayesian optimality results and should not

be surprising given the close ties between the Law of Likelihood and Bayesian updating.

However, it does provide a new perspective on those results. Moreover, it addresses the

question of what the practical value of conforming to likelihoodist principles of evidence

might be, beyond the fact that doing so respects the intuitions about evidential equivalence

from which the Likelihood Principle has been proven.

Let me explain. Choosing a rejection region for a hypothesis test (i.e., the set of possible

outcomes on which one will reject the null hypothesis in favor of the alternative) determines

the Type I error rate α and the Type II error rate β. For any experiment with a finite sample

space (which is any experiment that can actually be performed, given the finite precision and

range of every measurement device), there is a finite set of possible error-rate pairs (α, β).

For concreteness, consider an experiment with the sampling distributions shown in Table 6.4

and the associated tests shown in Table 6.5.

One can create a rule for choosing among possible hypothesis tests by specifying a fam-

ily of “indifference curves” in the (α, β) plane, where two points a and b lie on the same

indifference curve if and only if one does not strictly prefer a test with the error probabilities
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Table 6.4: A pair of hypothetical sampling distributions

x1 x2 x3

Pr(X|H0) .01 .05 .94

Pr(X|Ha) .04 .05 .91

L = Pr(X|H0)/Pr(X|Ha) .25 1 1.03

given by a over one with the error probabilities given by b, and vice versa. Every indifference

curve lies either wholly above or wholly below every other indifference curve, and a test on

an indifference curve I is strictly preferred to every test on an indifference curve that lies

above I.

Frequentists typically allow indifference curves to take any shape as long as they do not

cross and their tangent lines have negative slope everywhere. But it’s easy to show that

maximizing expected utility with one’s choice of test requires that one’s indifference curves

be parallel straight lines. With this point in mind, it’s easy to see that a test that is not a

likelihood test in my sense does not maximize expected utility relative to any prior odds on

H0 and Ha

Consider the example plotted above. Assuming that one is aiming to maximize expected

utility, one’s indifference curves are parallel straight lines that have either smaller slope,

larger slope, or the same slope as the line that connects Test 1 and Test 3 in the (α, β)

plane. If they have the same slope, then Tests 1 and 3 are both preferred to Test 2. If they

have larger (less negative) slope, then Test 3 is preferred to Test 2 (and Test 1). If they have

smaller (more negative) slope, then Test 1 is preferred to Test 2 (and Test 3). Thus, violating

the Law of Likelihood by preferring Test 2 to both Test 1 and Test 3 is incompatible with

maximizing expected utility.

The same argument can be made for any test that is not a likelihood test. One can

compare that test to a test that simply omits an “offending” point (one that is in the

rejection region but has larger likelihood ratio of H0 to Ha than some point outside the
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Table 6.5: A trio of possible tests from Table 6.4

Test Rejection region α β

1 {x1} .01 .96

2 {x2} .05 .95

3 {x1, x2} .06 .91

Figure 6.1: α and β for the three tests shown in Table 6.5.
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rejection region) from its rejection region and to a test that simply replaces an offending

point with an “offended” point (one that is not in the rejection region but has smaller

likelihood ratio of H0 to Ha than some point that is in the rejection region). The slope of

the straight line connecting those two tests in the (α, β) plane is the likelihood ratio of Ha

to H0. The slope of the straight line connecting the offending test to the test that omits an

offending point is greater (less negative) than this slope, so we have a situation like the one

above.

The argument given above shows that any test that violates the Law of Likelihood in the

sense of having in its rejection region a point that favors Ha over H0 more than another point

that is outside its rejection region fails to maximize expected utility relative to any utility

function and prior probability distribution. But this argument only addresses violations of

the Law of Likelihood within an experiment. I have argued that frequentists can conform to

the Law of Likelihood within an experiment without abandoning anything essential to their

position. What about violations of the Law of Likelihood across experiments? I have argued

that a frequentist can give up some standard frequentist violations of the Law of Likelihood

across experiments without doing violence to his or her basic position—in particular, he or

she can give up violations arising from fixing the Type I error rate rather than the likelihood-

ratio cutoff in cases differing only in their stopping rules and those arising from the use of

multiple-testing corrections. However, it seems that he or she cannot give up predesignation

requirements.

Unfortunately for frequentists, the argument given above can be extended to all of these

kinds of violations of the Law of Likelihood across experiments. The extension requires

only the following mild assumption: if a frequentist prefers test T1 to all other tests she

could perform on Experiment 1 and prefers test T2 to all other tests she could perform on

Experiment 2, then on a simple mixture of Experiments 1 and 2 she prefers performing T1 if

Experiment 1 is performed and T2 if Experiment 2 is performed to all other tests he or she

could perform. (A mixture of two experiments is an experiment that consists of using an

auxiliary randomizer the behavior of which is independent of the hypotheses of interest to

decide which of those two experiments to perform, and then performing it.) One could come

up with strange counterexamples to this principle—for instance, involving an evil demon
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that unleash terrible consequences if and only if one performs the combination test in the

mixture experiment—but not any, I think, that are relevant to ordinary scientific practice.

Let me illustrate. Return to the coin-flipping case, in which one either flips a coin twelve

times and counts the number of heads or flips until three tails appear and counts the number

of flips. Suppose that a frequentist prefers the level .05 test in each case. Then he or she

violates the Law of Likelihood by rejecting the null hypothesis on nine heads in twelve flips

in the second case but not the first. I am assuming that if he or she prefers the level .05

test in each case, then he or she prefers the combination of those tests in a mixture of the

two experiments. But then we have a case of him or her violating the Law of Likelihood in

a single experiment, so that the argument above applies.

Actually, there is slight subtlety here: the argument given above applies only when one

chooses a test that does not reject H0 in favor of Ha on some datum that favors Ha over

E more strongly than another datum on which one does reject H0 in favor of Ha. In the

coin-flipping case just considered, one does not reject H0 in favor of Ha on some datum that

favors Ha over H0 more strongly than another datum on which one does reject H0 in favor

of Ha, but on one that favors Ha over H0 to the same degree as another datum on which one

does reject H0 in favor of Ha. This approach could maximize expected utility if the expected

utility of rejecting H0 on a datum that favors H0 over Ha to that degree is exactly. But

that result requires a rather specific balancing of utilities and probabilities that certainly

cannot account for any general preference for violating the Law of Likelihood. Indeed, it

cannot account for any preference for violating the Law of Likelihood at all, but only for

very occasional indifference to whether one violates the Law of Likelihood or not.

Given the assumption I’ve made about the relationship between preferences on tests in

individual experiments and preferences on tests in mixture experiments, the same kind of

argument can be run for any violation of the Law of Likelihood across experiments, including

violations introduced by predesignation requirements.

I have assumed that the expected utility of a test depends only on the utilities and prior

probabilities of the possible right and wrong decisions. One might think that running a test

with a particular Type I error rate, or having the same Type I error rate across components

of a mixture experiment, has some utility in itself. However, this claim seems quite odd.
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Even the most radically behavioristic frequentists think of controlling long-run error rates

as a means to the ends of finding truth and of making better decisions, rather than as an

end in itself.

6.5 HOW THINKING OF FREQUENTIST CONSIDERATIONS AS

TIE-BREAKERS ALLOWS ONE TO ARGUE THAT THEY ARE

PERMISSIBLE, BUT NOT THAT THEY ARE PREFERABLE

I have argued that frequentists cannot eliminate all violations of likelihoodist principles across

experiments without abandoning their basic commitment to controlling long-run error rates.

I have also shown that violations of likelihoodist principles are incompatible with maximizing

expected utility. Frequentist methods are supposed to be objective, but what is the value of

an objective approach that is not optimal from any particular point of view?

One way to defend frequentist methods against this criticism involves thinking of them

from no particular point of view, so to speak. Let me explain. One of the major objections

to orthodox subjective Bayesianism is that it presupposes degrees of belief that are far more

precise than any real person actually has. It often seems more appropriate to represent

doxastic agents (particularly group agents) as having set- or interval-valued degrees of belief

rather than sharp, real-numbered degrees of belief. Perhaps a justification for frequentist

approaches appears when we move from considering particular possible opinioned points of

view to considering more realistic points of view that involve imprecise doxastic attitudes.

For instance, suppose that in the coins case my prior probability that the coin is fair is

appropriately represented by the entire [0, 1] interval. The coin is flipped 100 times, resulting

in 57 heads, and I need somehow to decide whether or not to reject the hypothesis that the

coin is fair in favor of the hypothesis that it has bias .6 for heads. My credal state is too

indefinite for one decision or the other determinately to maximize expected utility (assuming

that my utility function rewards getting the right answer). Yet I need to find some way to

proceed. One option is the standard frequentist way: to choose one hypothesis to be the

null, choose the probability of Type I error I am willing to accept, and so on.
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This approach could lead me to use different likelihood-ratio cutoffs for rejection de-

pending on the experiment’s stopping rule. It thus fails to maximize expected utility from

the standpoint of any one member of my “credal committee.” But my perspective on the

situation is not that of any particular member of my credal committee. No matter what I do,

some members of my credal committee will be unhappy; and no member of my committee

will be happy with everything I might do. But I can constrain the set of tests I am consid-

ering to ensure that whatever I do, some member of my credal committee will be happy. It

is hard to ask for anything more given an imprecise doxastic state.

On the other hand, while thinking about frequentist testing as a tie-breaking procedure

allows one to respond to the objection that standard frequentist practice fails to maximize

expected utility from any Bayesian agent’s point of view, it also does not seem to have any

particularly compelling arguments in its favor. It seems like one permissible approach to

a situation in which just about any approach is permissible. Choosing a Type I error rate

is effectively equivalent to choosing one of the set of utility functions and prior probability

distributions that would yield the same likelihood-ratio cutoff for rejection. Type I error

rates are objective, but a preference for one error rate over another is not. Prior probabil-

ity distributions and utility functions are also objectively real entities; what are subjective

are the doxastic and axiological states that they represent. If it is permissible to break a

tie by appealing to a conventionally accepted Type I error rate or by choosing a Type I

error rate arbitrarily, then it should also be permissible to do so by appealing to a conven-

tionally accepted prior probability distribution (as so-called objective Bayesians propose) or

by choosing one arbitrarily. It may as a matter of sociological fact be easier currently to

get agreement on an appropriate long-run error rate than on appropriate prior probabili-

ties, but this fact seems to have to do with historical contingencies such as the widespread

adoption of the arbitrary .05 and .01 levels as standard benchmarks rather than with any

epistemologically well-grounded reasons.
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6.6 CONCLUSION

Frequentist methods seem torn between behavioristic and evidential impulses. The origi-

nal Neyman-Pearson theory focused on controlling Type I and Type II error rates, but it

is standard practice to avoid randomized and non-monotonic tests that look unreasonable

evidentially despite being most powerful tests. Frequentists could go further by using like-

lihood tests with a common likelihood ratio cutoff across experiments. This approach does

not conflict with control over long-run error rates provided that predesignation requirements

are preserved. However, essentially all violations of the Likelihood Principle and the Law of

Likelihood—including violations arising from predesignation requirements—involve failures

to maximize expected utility from any subjective perspective. This failure does not look so

bad if we think of use of a frequentist method as a way to proceed in a way that accords

with the evidence locally despite not having a definite prior probability distribution. In that

kind of situation, however, just about any approach looks just as good as just about any

other, so this claim does not provide grounds for a ringing endorsement.
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7.0 CONCLUSION

We want a statistical methodology for science to (1) respect the evidential import of the

data, (2) avoiding taking into account considerations outside of the evidential import of the

data (except for the role that values play in decision-making), and (3) provide good guidance

for belief or action. Each of the three leading approaches in statistics violates one of these

desiderata.

To review, Chapter 1 provides a proof of the Likelihood Principle. Chapters 2 and 3

reinforce this proof by defending the Likelihood Principle against purported counterexamples.

If the Likelihood Principle is true, then desideratum (1) requires conforming to it by drawing

the same conclusions from two bodies of data that have the same likelihood function for the

same set of hypotheses given no difference in prior beliefs, background assumptions, or

utilities. Frequentist methods do not conform to it in this sense, so they violate (1)

The Bayesian approach of assigning probabilities universally and updating those proba-

bilities on new data in accordance with Bayes’s theorem violates (2) by taking using prior

probabilities that cannot ultimately be based on evidence. One might think that this claim

is only true of some prior probabilities—roughly, those that are “merely subjective,” as

opposed to being derived from either data or a formal rule. However, any method of de-

riving a probability distribution from data is effectively equivalent to updating some prior

probability distribution on that data. One can simply identify probabilities with observed

frequencies, but then one is implicitly using a uniform “pre-prior” probability distribution

on the hypotheses in question. One can appeal to formal rules such as maximum-entropy

to motivate the choice of a “pre-prior” probability distribution, but the general consensus

among methodologists is that such rules may provide convenient defaults but do not provide

privileged, truly non-informative distributions that aptly represent a state of ignorance (see
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Norton 2008).

Chapter 4 argues that no method based on likelihood functions alone can provide a good

norm of belief or action. Thus, all possible likelihoodist methods violate (3). Moreover,

given the Likelihood Principle, there is no way to satisfy all of (1)–(3). Chapter 4 also

argues that satisfying (3) is necessary for providing an adequate methodology for science.

Merely characterizing data as evidence is not sufficient for the aims of science.

We are thus left with a choice between violating (1) by using frequentist approaches

and violating (2) by using Bayesian approaches. In Chapter 6, I argued that violating (1)

is sometimes permissible on the grounds that frequentist considerations provide somewhat

plausible ways to break “ties” in the presence of an indefinite doxastic state. However, I

saw no reason to prefer this approach to tie-breaking to other approaches that conform to

the Likelihood Principle and thus are consistent with maximizing expected utility from a

coherent Bayesian point of view. These considerations favor more widespread use of Bayesian

methods in science.
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APPENDIX A

PROOF THAT EV(E2, Y0) = EV(EB, G)

What follows is completely analogous to the proof in the main text that Ev(E1, x0) =

Ev(EB, g). Some expository comments and footnotes given there are not repeated here.

Proof. We have assumed that P 1
θ (x0) = cP 2

θ (y0) for all θ ∈ Θ and some c ≥ 1 that is

constant in θ. y0 is the outcome y†0 of some unique minimal experiment E†2 with sample

space Y† that is performed with some known probability r when E2 is performed. E†2
is either E2 itself or a proper component of E2. y0 just is (E†2, y

†
0), so by the reflexivity

of the evidential equivalence relation Ev(E2, y0) = Ev(E2, (E
†
2, y
†
0)). By the Experimental

Conditionality Principle, Ev(E2, (E
†
2, y
†
0)) = Ev(E†2, y

†
0).

Construct a hypothetical minimal experiment ECE2 with sample space and sampling
distribution given by Table A1. The outcomes in the first row that correspond to outcomes
of E†2 (that is, {(j, wi) : ∃(y† ∈ Y†)(yi = (E†2, y

†)}) constitute a set A ⊂ Y such that
Pr(Y ∈ A) = p for some known 0 ≤ p ≤ 1, namely rc∗c where c∗ = 1

1+c . Likewise, the
outcomes in the first column (that is, {(j, w0), (k,w0)} constitute a set A ⊂ Y such that
Pr(Y ∈ A) = p for some known 0 ≤ p ≤ 1, namely c∗.

Table A1: Sampling Distribution of ECE
2 (c∗ = 1

1+c
)

w0 w1 w2 w3 . . . wn
j c∗cP 2

θ (y0) c∗cP 2
θ (y1) c∗cP 2

θ (y2) c∗cP 2
θ (y3) . . . c∗cP 2

θ (yn)
k c∗ − c∗cP 2

θ (y0) c∗cP 2
θ (y0)− c∗minθP

2
θ (y0) c∗minθP

2
θ (y0) 0 . . . 0

Let EM2 be an experiment that consists of flipping a coin with bias rc∗c for heads to

choose between performing E†2 if the coin lands heads and performing a minimal experiment
with sampling distribution given by the distribution of ECE2 conditional on the complement

of {(j, wi) : ∃(y† ∈ Y†)(yi = (E†2, y
†))} if the coin lands tails. By the Weak Ancillary Realiz-

ability Principle, Ev(ECE2 , (j, w0)) = Ev(EM2 , (E†2, y
†
0)). By the Experimental Conditional-

ity Principle, Ev(EM2 , (E†2, y
†
0)) = Ev(E†2, y

†
0). It follows that Ev(E2, y0) = Ev(ECE2 , (j, w0)).
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Next take the hypothetical Bernoulli experiment EB constructed in the proof given in
the main text, which has sample space (g, h) and sampling distribution given by PBθ (g) =

P 1
θ (x0) = cP 2

θ (y0). Finally, construct a mixture experiment EMB
2 that consists of first

flipping a coin with bias c∗ for heads to decide between performing EB and performing
a minimal experiment with the known sampling distribution given by the distribution of
ECE2 conditional on the complement of the first-column outcomes {(j, w0), (k,w0)}. By
the Weak Ancillary Realizability Principle, Ev(ECE2 , (j, w0)) = Ev(EMB

2 , (EB, g)). By

the Experimental Conditionality Principle, Ev(EMB
2 , (EB, g))= Ev(EB, g). It follows that

Ev(ECE2 , (j, w0))= Ev(EB, g). From Ev(E2, y0) = Ev(ECE2 , (j, w0)) and Ev(ECE2 , (j, w0))=
Ev(EB, g), it follows that Ev(E2, y0)= Ev(EB, g).

In the main text it was shown that Ev(E1, x0)= Ev(EB, g), from which it now follows

that Ev(E1, x0)= Ev(E2, y0).
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APPENDIX B

PROOF THAT (CE) AND (†) ARE JOINTLY INCOMPATIBLE WITH SIX

LEADING MEASURES OF CONFIRMATION

Here I demonstrate the statement made on page 47 that E confirms H2 more than it confirms

H1 according to what Chandler [2013, 130] identifies as the six most popular measures

of confirmation currently on offer when Pr(H1) = .99,Pr(H1|E) = 1,Pr(H2) = .01, and

Pr(H2|E) = .99 and H1 and H2 are exhaustive. Those six measures are as follows:

1. (d) c(H,E) = Pr(H|E)− Pr(H)

2. (s) c(H,E) = Pr(H|E)− Pr(H|Ē)

3. (c) c(H,E) = Pr(H&E)− Pr(H)Pr(E)

4. (n) c(H,E) = Pr(E|H)− Pr(E|H̄)

5. (l) c(H,E) = log
[

Pr(E|H)

Pr(E|H̄)

]
6. (r) c(H,E) = log

[
Pr(H|E)

Pr(H)

]
I show that c(H2, E) > c(H1, E) for each of these measures in turn. I am not aware of any

other measures that have been seriously proposed that do not yield the same conclusion.

This conclusion is incompatible with (CE′), which follows from the conjunction of (CE) and

(†), so it follows from the results presented here that (CE) and (†) are jointly incompatible

with any of the measures of confirmation considered. This result strongly suggests that at

least one of (CE) and (†) is false, as I argue in Subsection 3.3.1
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B.1 (D) C(H,E) = PR(H|E)− PR(H)

.

The result for this measure is trivial: c(H2, E) = Pr(H2|E)−Pr(H2) = .99− .01 = .98, while

c(H1, E) = Pr(H1|E)− Pr(H1) = 1− .99 = .01, so c(H2, E) > c(H1, E).

B.2 (S) C(H,E) = PR(H|E)− PR(H|Ē)

.

Pr(H2|E)− Pr(H2) > Pr(H1|E)− Pr(H1) (Shown in item 1 above.)

Pr(H2|E)− Pr(H2) + Pr(H2&E)− Pr(H2&E) >

Pr(H1|E)− Pr(H1) + Pr(H1&E)− Pr(H1&E)

Pr(H2|E)− Pr(H2) + Pr(E|H2)Pr(H2)− Pr(H2|E)Pr(E) >

Pr(H1|E)− Pr(H1) + Pr(E|H1)Pr(H1)− Pr(H1|E)Pr(E)

Pr(H2|E)[1− Pr(E)]− Pr(H2)[1− Pr(E|H2)] >

Pr(H1|E)[1− Pr(E)]− Pr(H1)[1− Pr(E|H1)]

Pr(H2|E)Pr(Ē)− Pr(H2)Pr(Ē|H2) > Pr(H1|E)Pr(Ē)− Pr(H1)Pr(Ē|H1)

Pr(H2|E)− Pr(H2)Pr(Ē|H2)

Pr(Ē)
> Pr(H1|E)− Pr(H1)Pr(Ē|H1)

Pr(Ē)

Pr(H2|E)− Pr(H2|Ē) > Pr(H1|E)− Pr(H1|Ē) (Bayes’s theorem)

c(H2, E) > c(H1, E)

B.3 (C) C(H,E) = PR(H&E)− PR(H)PR(E)

.
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Pr(H2|E)− Pr(H2) > Pr(H1|E)− Pr(H1) (Shown in item 1 above.)

Pr(H2|E)Pr(E)− Pr(H2)Pr(E) > Pr(H1|E)Pr(E)− Pr(H1)Pr(E)

Pr(H2&E)− Pr(H2)Pr(E) > Pr(H1&E)− Pr(H1)Pr(E)

c(H2, E) > c(H1, E)

B.4 (N) C(H,E) = PR(E|H)− PR(E|H̄)

0.9801 > 0.01

(0.99)2 > 0.01

.99

.01
>

1

.99
Pr(H2|E)

Pr(H2)
>

Pr(H1|E)

Pr(H1)

Pr(H2|E)Pr(E)

Pr(H2)
>

Pr(H1|E)Pr(E)

Pr(H1)

Pr(E|H2) > Pr(E|H1)

2Pr(E|H2) > 2Pr(E|H1)

Pr(E|H2)− Pr(E|H1) > Pr(E|H1)− Pr(E|H2)

Pr(E|H2)− Pr(E|H̄2) > Pr(E|H1)− Pr(E|H̄1) (H1 and H2 are exhaustive)

c(H2, E) > c(H1, E)
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B.5 (L) C(H,E) = LOG
[

PR(E|H)

PRE|H̄)

]

Pr(E|H2) > Pr(E|H1) (See proof of item 4 above.)

[Pr(E|H2)]2 > [Pr(E|H1)]2

Pr(E|H2)

Pr(E|H1)
>

Pr(E|H1)

Pr(E|H2)

log

[
Pr(E|H2)

Pr(E|H1)

]
> log

[
Pr(E|H1)

Pr(E|H2)

]
log

[
Pr(E|H2)

Pr(E|H̄2)

]
> log

[
Pr(E|H1)

Pr(E|H̄1)

]
(H1 and H2 are exhaustive)

c(H2, E) > c(H1, E)

B.6 (R) C(H,E) = LOG
[

PR(H|E)

PR(H)

]

.

The result for this measure is trivial: c(H2, E) = log
[

Pr(H2|E)

Pr(H2)

]
= log

[
.99
.01

]
= 4.60, while

c(H1, E) = log
[

Pr(H1|E)

Pr(H1)

]
= log

[
1
.99

]
= .01, so c(H2, E) > c(H1, E).
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APPENDIX C

PROOF THAT ARMITAGE’S EXPERIMENT MERELY TRADES OFF ONE

KIND OF MISLEADINGNESS AGAINST ANOTHER

X1, X2, . . .
iid∼ N (0, 1). Nk = min{n : |X̄n| ≥ k/

√
n}. We want to show that k2 > k1 implies

E
∣∣∣X̄Nk2

∣∣∣ < E
∣∣∣X̄Nk1

∣∣∣.
Let Yn = X̄−n, Sn =

∑n
i=1Xi, Fn = σ(Sn, Sn+1, . . .) (i.e., the σ-field generated by

Sn, Sn+1, . . .), and Gn = F−n. The proof proceeds as follows.

1. {. . . , Y−2, Y−1} is a backward martingale with respect to Gn.

2. {. . . , |Y−2|, |Y−1|} is a backward submartingale with respect to Gn.

3. E|X̄n+1| < E|X̄n| for all n ≥ 1.

4. For any k2 > k1, E|X̄NK2
| < E|X̄NK1

|.

C.1 STEP 1

To be shown: {. . . , Y−2, Y−1} is a backward martingale with respect to Gn.

That is:

(1) Gn ⊂ Gn+1 for all n < −1;

(2) Yn is measurable Gn for all n ≤ 1;

(3) E[|Yn|] <∞ for all n ≤ 1;

(4) with probability 1, E[Yn+1||Gn] = Yn for all n < −1.
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Start with (1). Gn ⊂ Gn+1 for all n < −1 if and only if Fn ⊂ Fn−1 for all n > 1.

Fn = σ(Sn, Sn+1, . . .) ⊂ σ(Sn−1, Sn, . . .) = Fn−1, so this condition is satisfied.

Next consider (2). Sn ∈ Gn, and Yn = Sn/n, so Yn is measurable Gn for all n ≤ 1.

Now consider (3). Yn is normally distributed with mean 0 and variance 1/|n|. It follows

that |Yn| follows a half-normal distribution with mean
√

2/|n|π, and thus that (3) is satisfied.

(4) can be shown as follows:

E[Yn+1||Gn] = E[X̄−(n+1)||F−n]

= E[X̄m−1||σ(Sm, Sm+1, . . .)] where m = −n

=
1

m− 1
E [Sm −Xm|Sm]

=
1

m− 1
E[Sm|Sm]− 1

m− 1
E[Xm|Sm]

=
1

m− 1
Sm −

1

m− 1

[
1

m

m∑
i=1

E[Xm|Sm]

]

=
m

m− 1
X̄m −

1

m− 1

[
1

m

m∑
i=1

E[Xi|Sm]

]

=
m

m− 1
X̄m −

1

m− 1

[
1

m
E

[
m∑
i=1

Xi

∣∣∣∣∣Sm
]]

=
m

m− 1
X̄m −

1

m− 1

[
1

m
E [Sm|Sm]

]
=

m

m− 1
X̄m −

1

m− 1
X̄m

= X̄m

= Yn

C.2 STEP 2

To be shown: {. . . , |Y−2|, |Y−1|} is a backward submartingale with respect to Gn.
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In fact, I will show a (well-known) more general fact: for any sequence {. . . , Z−2, Z−1}

that is a backward martingale with respect to a filtration {Hn} and any convex function

φ(·), {. . . , φ(Z−2), φ(Z−1)} is a backward submartingale with respect to {Hn}.

The fact that {. . . , Z−2, Z−1} satisfies conditions (1)–(3) for being a martingale obviously

implies that {. . . , |Z−2|, |Z−1|} does so as well: conditions (1) and (3) are unchanged, and

condition (2) holds because the absolute value of a random variable that is measurable with

respect to a given σ-field is also measurable with respect to that σ-field.

The fact that {. . . , Z−2, Z−1} satisfies the backward martingale condition E[Zn+1||Hn] =

Zn implies that {. . . , |Z−2|, |Z−1|} satisfies the backward submartingale condition

E[|Zn+1|||Hn] ≥ |Zn| as a consequence of Jensen’s inequality. Jensen’s inequality says that

for any random variable W and any convex function φ, E[φ(W )] ≥ φ(E[W ]). This result

holds for conditional expectations as well. Thus, we have

E[φ(Zn+1)||Hn] ≥ φ(E[Zn+1]||Hn])

= φ(Zn) by the backward martingale property

Therefore, from the fact that {. . . , Y−2, Y−1} is a backward martingale with respect to

Gn, it follows that {. . . , |Y−2|, |Y−1|} is a backward submartingale with respect to Gn.

C.3 STEP 3

To be shown: E|X̄n+1| < E|X̄n| for all n ≥ 1.

From the previous step, we have E[|Yn+1|||Gn] ≥ |Yn| for all n < −1. In fact, E[|Yn+1|||Gn]

> |Yn|. After all, whether |Yn+1| is greater than, equal to, or less than |Yn| depends only

on the value of X−(n+1). The only way for |Yn+1| to be less than |Yn| is for the sign of

X−(n+1) to be opposite that of Yn and for |X−(n+1)| to be less than 2|Yn|. The contribution

to the expected value of |Yn+1| (given Gn) made by these outcomes is exactly balanced by

that of outcomes with the same sign as Yn with |X−(n+1)| < 2|Yn|. The remaining outcomes

with |X−(n+1)| ≥ 2|Yn| make a positive contribution to the expected value, producing the
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strict inequality. Taking the expectation of both sides of this inequality and applying the

double expectation formula to the left-hand side yields E|Yn+1| ≥ E|Yn|, which is equivalent

to E|X̄−n−1| ≥ E|X̄−n|. Letting m = −n− 1 yields E|X̄m| ≥ E|X̄m+1| for all m ≥ 1.

C.4 STEP 4

To be shown: For any k2 > k1, E|X̄NK2
| ≤ E|X̄NK1

|.

A backward martingale is a closed martingale, and Nk1 and Nk2 are stopping times, so

Doob’s optional sampling theorem applies. Thus, from the fact that E|X̄n+1| < E|X̄n| it

follows that E|X̄NK2
| < E|X̄NK1

|
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APPENDIX D

TECHNICAL DETAILS FROM STEIN’S EXAMPLE

In Stein’s example (with slight refinements due to Berger and Wolpert [1988, 133–4] that do

not affect the substance of the argument), Y is a random variable distributed according to

the probability density function

cy−1e−
d2

2
(1− θ

y
)2I(0,bθ)(y), (D.1)

where b, c, d are known positive constants subject to the constraint

c =
1∫ b

0
y−1e−

d2

2
(1−y−1)2dy

[Berger, 1980, 153].

Consider a pair of observations X = x0 = σ0d and Y = y0 = σ0d. The respective like-

lihood functions lx0(θ) and ly0(θ) of those observations are proportional outside the interval

(0, σ0d/b]:

lx0(θ) ∝ e
− 1

2
(d− θ

σ0
)2
I(0,∞)(θ)

ly0(θ) ∝ e
− 1

2
(d− θ

σ0
)2
I(σ0d/b,∞)(θ)

For fixed σ0, one can make the interval (0, σ0d/b] on which lx0(θ) 6∝ ly0(θ) arbitrarily small

by choice of d and b. Thus, it seems that an advocate of the Likelihood Principle would be

hard pressed to deny that x0 and y0 are essentially evidentially equivalent.
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Larger values of x0 require larger values of b to keep the interval (0, σ0d/b] = (0, σ0d/b]

sufficiently small. Different value of b correspond to different random variables Y . Thus,

there is no single random variable Y such that a reasonable Extended Likelihood Principle

implies that X = x0 is essentially evidentially equivalent to Y = x0 for all values x0 of X. As

a result, even an advocate of the Likelihood Principle committed to using the 95% confidence

interval (X−1.96σ0, X+1.96σ0) for all values of X is not committed to using the low-coverage

interval (Y − 1.96Y/d, Y + 1.96Y/d) for all values of some single random variable Y . For

that reason, responding to Stein’s example does not require arguing as Berger and Wolpert

[1988, 133–5] and Grossman [2011a, 311–3] do that an advocate of the Likelihood Principle

should not be committed to using the 95% confidence interval (X − 1.96σ0, X + 1.96σ0) for

all values of X. That being said, I have no objections to their arguments and would be

happy to fall back on them if my response to Stein’s example fails.
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APPENDIX E

DERIVING THE ANOMALOUS LIKELIHOOD RATIO

Let Θ ∈ [−π
2
, π

2
] be a random variable that gives the latitude of P , where Θ = 0 at the

equator and Θ = π
2

at the north pole. Let Φ ∈ [0, 2π) be a random variable that gives the

longitude of P , where Φ = 0 at the prime meridian. A uniform probabiity distribution over

the surface has in this coordinate system the probability density function cos θ/4π.

We can begin to calculate Pr(E|H1) as follows:

Pr(E|H1) = Pr
(
− π

180
≤ Θ,Φ ≤ π

180

∣∣∣Θ = 0,Φ 6= 0, π
)

= Pr
(
− π

180
≤ Φ ≤ π

180

∣∣∣Θ = 0,Φ 6= 0, π
)

Now, the value of this second expression is not given by the simple ratio formula Pr(A|B)

= Pr(A ∩ B)/Pr(B): the right-hand side of that formula is undefined in this case because

plugging in the relevant values yields 0/0.

A standard way around this problem is to use an analogous ratio of probability density

functions formula to produce a conditional probability density function and then to integrate

that function over the relevant domain. In this case, the relevant conditional probability

density function would be
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f1(Φ|Θ = 0,Φ 6= 0, π) =
f2(Φ,Θ = 0|Φ 6= 0, π)

f3(Θ = 0|Φ 6= 0, π)

=
f2(Φ,Θ = 0|Φ 6= 0, π)∫ π

0
f2(φ,Θ = 0|φ 6= 0, π) dφ+

∫ 2π

π
f2(φ,Θ = 0|φ 6= 0, π) dφ

=
cos(0)/4π∫ π

0
cos(0)/4π dφ+

∫ 2π

π
cos(0)/4π dφ

=
1∫ π

0
dφ+

∫ 2π

π
dφ

=
1

2π

Thus,

Pr(E|H1) =

∫ π/180

−π/180

1

2π
dφ

=
1

180

Notice that we would have gotten the same result if we had not conditioned on Φ 6= 0, π.

The only difference this conditioning made in our calculations was that it led us to write

f3(Θ = 0|Φ 6= 0, π) as a sum of two integrals from 0 to π and from π to 2π rather than as a

single integral from 0 to 2π.

We can use the same technique to calculate Pr(E|H2):

Pr(E|H2) = Pr
(
− π

180
≤ Θ,Φ ≤ π

180

∣∣∣Φ ∈ {0 ∪ π},Θ 6= 0
)

=
1

2
Pr
(
− π

180
≤ Θ ≤ π

180

∣∣∣Φ ∈ {0 ∪ π},Θ 6= 0
)

(Symmetry)
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f4(Θ|Φ ∈ {0 ∪ π},Θ 6= 0) =
f5(Θ,Φ ∈ {0 ∪ π}|Θ 6= 0)

f6(Φ ∈ {0 ∪ π}|Θ 6= 0)

=
f5(Θ,Φ ∈ {0 ∪ π}|Θ 6= 0)∫ 0

−π/2 f5(θ,Φ ∈ {0 ∪ π}|θ 6= 0) dθ + f5(θ,Φ ∈ {0 ∪ π}|θ 6= 0) dθ

=
cos Θ/2π∫ 0

−π/2 cos θ/2π dθ +
∫ π/2

0
cos θ/2π dθ

=
cos Θ∫ 0

−π/2 cos θ dθ +
∫ π/2

0
cos θ dθ

=
cos Θ

[sin(0)− sin(−π/2)] + [sin(π/2)− sin(0)]

=
cos Θ

2

Pr(E|H2) =
1

2

∫ π/180

−π/180

cos θ

2
dθ

=
1

4
[2 sin(π/180)]

=
sin(π/180)

2

Again, notice that conditioning on Θ 6= 0 made no difference to the ultimate outcome of

this calculation.

The resulting likelihood ratio is

Pr(E|H2)

Pr(E|H1)
=

sin(π/180)/2

1/180

= 90 sin(π/180)

= 1.57
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APPENDIX F

CONSTRUCTION TO COMPLETE PROOF THAT PRAFE-RULES CAN

FORCE ONE TO VIOLATE (R1)

Here is the construction needed to complete the proof in Section 5.7 that any PRAFE-rule

can force one to violate (R1). Having fixed a PRAFE-rule, let a be some value of x such that

f(x) > 1 for all x > a for that PRAFE-rule. Let b = 2a/(2a+ 1). Then assign probabilities

to outcomes according to Table F1. Each of the four cells in the interior of that table give

the probability that X1 has the value for the given row and X2 has the value for the given

column. Thus, for instance, the bottom-right cell in the interior of the table says that the

probability that X1 = X2 = 1 is (1 − b)/2. The values all the way to the right give the

probability that X1 has the value associated with that row. The values all the way at the

bottom give the probability that X2 has the value associated with that column. The 1 in the

bottom-right cell indicates that the row and column totals both sum to 1, as they should.

Table F1: A probability assignment that yields the desired result

HHH
HHH

HHH
X1

X2
0 1

0 1−b
4

b 1+3b
4

1 1−b
4

1−b
2

3−3b
4

1−b
2

1+b
2

1
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It is easy to show that this table does indeed specify a probability distribution. Because

a > 1, b = 2a/(2a+1) is strictly between 2/3 and 1. It follows that all of the probabilities in

the table are between zero and one. In addition, the marginal probabilities (those shown in

the rightmost column and the bottom row) are the sums of the relevant joint probabilities

(those in the interior of the table), and the marginal probabilities sum to one. Thus, the

distribution is additive, and the axioms of probability are satisfied.

I will now show that Pr(E|H1)/Pr(E|¬H1) and Pr(E|¬H2)/Pr(E|H2) are both greater

than a, completing the proof.

Pr(E|H1)

Pr(E|¬H1)
=

Pr(E & H1)

Pr(H1)

Pr(¬H1)

Pr(E & ¬H1)

=
Pr(X1 = X2 = 1)

Pr(X1 = X2 = 1)

Pr(¬(X1 = X2 = 1))

Pr(X1 = 1 & X2 = 0)

=
1− Pr(X1 = X2 = 1)

Pr(X1 = 1 & X2 = 0)

=
1− (1− b)/2

(1− b)/4

=
4

1− b
− 2

=
4

1− (2a)/(2a+ 1)
− 2

=
8a+ 4

2a+ 1− 2a
− 2

= 8a+ 4− 2

= 8a+ 2

> a
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Pr(E|¬H2)

Pr(E|H2)
=

Pr(E & ¬H2)

Pr(¬H2)

Pr(H2)

Pr(E & H2)

=
Pr(X1 = 1 & X2 = 0)

Pr(X2 = 0)

Pr(X2 = 1)

Pr(X1 = X2 = 1)

=
(1− b)/4
(1− b)/2

(1 + b)/2

(1− b)/2

=
1

2

1 + b

1− b

=
1

2

1 + 2a/(2a+ 1)

1− 2a/(2a+ 1)

=
1

2

2a+ 1 + 2a

2a+ 1− 2a

=
1

2
(4a+ 1)

= 2a+
1

2

> a
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APPENDIX G

DESCRIPTION OF THE EXPERIMENT SHOWING THAT ANY

PRAFE-RULE CAN FORCE ONE TO VIOLATE EITHER (R2) OR (R3)

Completing the proof given in Section 5.8 that PRAFE-rules can force one to violate either

(R2) or (R3) requires providing a description of an experiment that yields pieces of evidence

that are individually non-neutral but collectively neutral with respect to Hr
1 , Hr

2 , and Hr
3 ;

individually non-neutral between Hr′
1 and Hr′

3 ; and collectively neutral with respect to Hr′
1 ,

Hr′
2 , and Hr′

3 . One experiment of this kind consists of rolling three times a three-sided die

with weights that depend on r as shown in table 2.

Each possible outcome has a probability that varies with r, but the sequence of outcomes

{1, 2, 3}, for instance, has probability 1/2 × 1/3 × 1/6 = 1/36 regardless of r. Thus, that

sequence contains three pieces of evidence that are individually non-neutral but collectively

neutral with respect to Hr
1 , Hr

2 , and Hr
3 .1

Because there is a one-to-one correspondence between values of r and values of r′, we

can also say that the die has weights that depend on r′ as shown in Table G1.

If Hr′
1 is true (meaning that r′ is in the interval [1/2, 1)), then r′ is in either [1/2, 2/3)

or [2/3, 1). Now, one cannot compute the likelihood Pr(E|Hr′
1 ) on E = 1, E = 2, or E = 3

without assigning prior probabilities to [1/2, 2/3) and [2/3, 1) given Hr′
1 . However, Pr(1|Hr′

1 )

must be some weighted average of Pr(1|r′ ∈ [1/2, 2/3)) = 1/3 and Pr(1|r′ ∈ [2/3, 1)) = 1/6,

1If three pieces of relevant but collectively neutral evidence are not enough for sufficiently definite degrees
of relative acceptance (see subsection 5.8.2), then we can imagine that instead of one roll of 1, one roll of 2,
and one roll of 3, we have n rolls of each kind for n as large as one likes.
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Table G1: Probabilities of possible die roll outcomes as a function of r′

If r′ is in...
...then

Pr(1) =

...then

Pr(2) =

...then

Pr(3) =

[1, 2) 1/2 1/3 1/6

[2/3, 1) 1/6 1/2 1/3

[1/2, 2/3) 1/3 1/6 1/2

and thus must be less than Pr(1|Hr′
3 ) = Pr(1|r′ ∈ [3/2, 2)) = 1/2. Thus, a likelihoodist can

say that E = 1 favors Hr′
3 over Hr′

1 even if he or she is unwilling to assign prior probabilities

and thus unable to assess the degree of favoring. Pr({1, 2, 3}|Hr′
1 ) must be some weighted

average of Pr({1, 2, 3}|r′ ∈ [1/2, 2/3)) = 1/36 and Pr({1, 2, 3}|r′ ∈ [2/3, 1)) = 1/36, so it

must be 1/36. Thus, the evidence from the experiment is collectively but not individually

neutral betweenHr′
1 andHr′

3 . By a similar argument Pr({1, 2, 3}|Hr′
2 ) = 1/36, so the evidence

is collectively neutral among Hr′
1 , Hr′

2 , and Hr′
3 . This point completes the proof.
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